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Abstract 
 

Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) represent a profoundly new dimension to our congested, environmental-

hazardous and silo-based transportation systems. Along with rapidly advances in new technologies, travel 

modes and attitudes, are also the academic world in a rush to put words on this new transportation 

phenomenon. While the diffusion of MaaS still remains an unresolved puzzle, our research aims to contribute 

with how some of the pieces fit together. As the true power of MaaS is yet to materialise, our research have 

been lifted out of the physical sphere, and into a hypothetical one. On a foundation of past literature and 

interviews with local experts, has thus provided the breeding grounds for a stated preference survey. In order 

to keep our research relatable to objects found in the real world, three hypotheses were created on how 

central elements of MaaS, influence decision making of our modal portfolios in the daily commute. Research 

on the viability and development of MaaS in the laboratory environment of Copenhagen, this identified a 

forth hypothesis, revolving how recombinant of transport related data can form new attributes that influence 

our choice of the modal portfolio. The research does, in contrary to our literature review, identify students 

as an important research subject, due to their shifting travel behaviour and role in the future of mobility. Our 

findings provide clear evidence for how MaaS and its underlying service provisions, does influence choices 

the daily commute.   
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1.0 Introduction  
 

In this paper, we will investigate how advances in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is yet to 

reveal some of its profound power, which will influence our every step and move. Brynjolfsson & McAfee 

(2014, p.4) has addressed this phenomenon as: "The second machine age unfolding right now – an infliction 

point in the history of our economies and societies because of digitisation. It's an infliction point in the right 

direction – bounty instead of scarcity, freedom instead of constraint - but one that will bring with it some 

difficult challenges and choices".  

A fundamental contribution to our new age, is due to digital products and services, unlike physical ones,  can 

be reproduced and reused at almost no cost, because it is non-rival1. This has led to an explosion of machine-

readable information and media that can be copied, distributed and recombined, on dimensions that the 

physical world cannot compete (Shapiro & Varian, 1998). To support this vast amount of digitised information 

has thus required the building blocks of computing, as processing speed, microchip density, energy efficiency, 

storage capacity and download speeds, to keep up with Moore's Law of Exponential Growth2 - which it has, 

40 years after the prediction (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014).  

These fundamentals will therefore continue to revolutionise industries, with endless of new ways to gather, 

process, distribute and recombine information. One industry, which has been profoundly altered by 

inventions and fundamental technologies, is transportation. The industrial revolution led way for railways 

and public transportation networks in the 19th century, the arrival of mass-produced private vehicles in the 

20th century and where digitised information is expected to dominate the 21th century (Goodall, et al., 2017).  

This future outlook is supported by the former U.S. Secretary of Transportation, Anthony Foxx, who explains: 

"The key word for transportation in the 21st century is 'choice'" (Michel, 2018). However, due to an explosion 

of non-rival information and exponential growth in the building blocks of computers to process all this 

information, has in turn created endless of opportunities and choices, both for the transport authorities, the 

transport operators and the travellers.  

With an abundance of information, choices and possibilities, the economist Martin Weitzman put words on 

the constraints associated with the phenomenon, label recombinant growth, stating that; "In the early stages 

                                                            
1 A perfectly non-rival good can be consumed simultaneously by an unlimited number of consumers, such as a book in 
a digital file, compared to a physical one (Shapiro & Varian, 1998). 
2 Gordon E. Moore, a tech visionary famously predicted that the number of transistors in computer chips could double 
roughly once every two years. Moore went on to co-found the computer company Intel, and his prediction – which 
came to be known as Moore’s Law – held remarkably true, until 2013 when the annual rate of CPU transistor-count 
increase started to gradually ease off (tragetinternet.com, 2018). The prediction is held true for many of the other 
building blocks of computing as well (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). 
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of development, growth is constrained by the number of potential ideas, but later on it is constrained only 

by the ability to process them" (Weitzman, 1998, p. 357). Another perspective on these challenges, can be 

traced to by the man who sparked innovation of transportation in the 20th century, Henry Ford, who allegedly 

explained; “If I had asked people what they wanted, they would have answered faster horses" (Vlaskovits, 

2011). Therefore, considerations should be given, before entirely trusting the travellers and their vision for 

the travelling of tomorrow.  

In the future transportation scene, the use of ICT removes restrictions from the physical world. The theme of 

the century is 'choice', and yet again, the endless amount of ideas and choices put constraints in our ability 

to process them. In addition, history provides evidence that travellers do not always know what they want. 

Within this paradox, is where our research will unfold.   

Similar thoughts have shaped aspirations of Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) to accommodate the future of 

transportation. MaaS is yet to have a unilateral definition, as this nascent phenomenon has not yet been fully 

materialize and stabilize in both the academic world and in the physical world. As Mulley et al. (2018, p. 1) 

explains "MaaS is variously defined but the essential idea is to see transport or mobility not as a physical 

asset to purchase (e.g. a car) but as a single service available on demand and incorporating all transport 

services from cars to buses to rail and on-demand services". Wong et al. (2018, p. 303) has a more holistic 

definition with a “personalised, one-stop travel management platform digitally unifying trip creation, 

purchase and delivery across all modes”. 

Regardless of definitions, MaaS is on its way and it is coming with full force, whereas the first evidence of 

MaaS-like services was commercialized in Finland through a smartphone app called Whim3 in 2017. A 

particular unique thing with MaaS is the ambition to unify the transportation sector, which has been 

scattered and recalcitrant to remain sovereignty over their own customers. It quickly parallels a similar 

scenario, where the online streaming company, Netflix, transformed the entire movie industry. A similar 

transition is driving a change in the transportation industry from focusing on infrastructure and 

manufacturing to a more experience and value-oriented industry built up on sharing and combining data 

between actors (Hong, 2018). 

The man behind Whim refers to MaaS as "a mobility distribution model in which a customer’s major 

transportation needs are met over one interface and are offered by a service provider” (Hietanen, 2014, p. 

2). Whereas this research will not make an effort to define MaaS, it needs to describe how MaaS is 

                                                            
3 By December 2017, Whim had more than 15 000 users and included around 20-30% of transport providers in the 
Helsinki region. After Whim was launched, the share of public transport increased by over 26% per person and 
reduced the use of private car by 20% (Qvartz, 2018). 
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interpreted for the rest of this paper. By encompassing statements from the definitions above, MaaS will be 

referred to as one interface that can offer travel planning, booking (reservation) and payment from all travel 

opportunities available. It is therefore important to note that this research hereby focus on MaaS as a 

concept and not one particular definition nor materialization of MaaS-like examples in the physical world.  

The new opportunities associated with MaaS has thus created a widespread of interest from various 

perspectives. For example, the Public Transportation Authority (PTA) in Sweden explore MaaS to server their 

desire to find new cost-efficient ways of reaching their goal of doubling Public Transports' modal share 

(Smith, et al., 2018). Therefore, MaaS might disrupt the current role and organization of public transport (PT) 

(Hensher, 2017). The founder of Whim, Sampo Hietanen, has also sparked extensive commercial interest, 

where he shares the ultimate vision of for the company: "What if you had ‘unlimited Europe’ - ground and 

air transport included - through one app that would be your companion wherever you go? Then you could 

truly be a global citizen” (Turula, 2017). 

 

Lucy Yu, the Head of (MaaS) at the Department of Transport in the UK, identify how “the idea of buying and 

selling mobility as a service represents a profound change in the way we think about transportation. Although 

the market will not transform overnight, clear signs of a shift are already present as well as the possibility for 

joint value creation across the public and commercial sectors" (Datson, 2016, p. 14).  

This comes from that "MaaS offers a compelling opportunity to help local and regional areas meet their policy 

objectives in relation to the economy, congestion and pollution, as well as a potential means for re-framing 

how government subsidises and provides public transport services in the future” (Datson, 2016, p. 48). New 

additions to the transportation sector, multimodal services and integrations, increasing urbanisation and a 

congested transportation infrastructure, has thus made the modern transportation scene to become one of 

the most complex and intricate urban challenges (Datson, 2016). The European Commission address this 

challenge as it cannot be limited to traditional measures, as inter alia, expansion of the transportation 

infrastructure which both require high investments and affects the cityscape for years and even decades 

(European Parliament Directive, 2010/40/EU). 

Furthermore, the traditional transportation networks also represent a source of environmental and social 

problems (European Parliament Directive, 2010/40/EU). The European Commission has therefore aspired 

innovation from private, as well as public organisations to enhance transportation, through the so-called 

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Directive from 2010. As a primary note from the directive, is the 

legislative requirement that transportation data from all operators must be gathered in a National Access 

Point (NAP). The main aim of the directive is to increase the pace and coordination to deliver a cleaner, safer 
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and more efficient transportation system. The EU commission define ITS as an “innovative services relating 

to different modes of transport and traffic management and enable various user to be better informed and 

make safer, more coordinated and ‘smarter’ use of transport networks" (European Parliament Directive, 

2010/40/EU).  

Several demonstrations of MaaS (or elements of MaaS) have been seen in the light of Whim, for example 

UbiGo in Gothenburg; SMILE in Vienna, Switch in Hannover, MinRejseplanen in Copenhagen, Entur in Norway 

and with other concepts on the way in Scotland, UK, US and Australia (Smith, et al., 2018; Ho, et al., 2018; 

Kamargianni & Matyas, 2017). The MaaS concept is also in a brilliantly position considering the sharing 

economy, which has firmly made a mark in the transportation sector. The modes of transport are extended 

with cars, scooters, bikes and even electric kick-scooters, which are being “shared”, “pooled” and 

“borrowed”, through a wide range of public, commercial and P2P4 initiatives. These new alternative modes 

of transport thus provide extra resources to fulfil a “door-to-door” journey, without private ownership of 

cars. 

 

A consortium of state-owned entities has established the mobile application (app) MinRejseplan, which are 

in the early stages of integrating various transportation operators in the city of Copenhagen. The app had a 

trial period during the ITS conferance in Copenhagen, September 2018, and included travel information and 

booking from public transport operators, taxi, city bikes and car sharing and pooling (ITS Conference, 2018). 

Where also a payment solution was both fully or semi-integrated dependant of the services (ITS Conference, 

2018). 

In contrast to the majority of the academic research on MaaS, the role of students and the younger 

generations is identified as an important contributer to the future of transportation. According to Klein and 

Smart (2017) the younger generations are influenced by tighter economic circumstances, in addition to a 

shifting trend of norms and attitudes towards transport modes. An example is how millennials thus far own 

fewer cars, drive less, and are less likely to obtain a driver license, compared to the generations that preceded 

them (Klein & Smart, 2017). The mobility industry must therefore draw their attention towards the newer 

generation, the postmillennial generation, who is arguably easier influenced towards new technology than 

other generations given their life stage (Lam, 2018). 

Since MaaS can shift the paradigm of traditional car ownership, away from outright ownership, could 

therefore change the overall modal share given that car use starts from car ownership (Ho & Mulley, 2015). 

                                                            
4 P2P refers to a peer-to-peer network, commonly when private persons interact directly with each other.  
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The younger generations does arguable play an important role, since inter alia shared self-driving vehicles 

and MaaS could deepen the reduction of private vehicle ownership (Ho et al. cited in Delbosc and Currie, 

2013; Goodwin and Van Dender, 2013), whereas mobility will increasingly be achieved without the need to 

own a car or even a valid driving licence.  

So in order to start exploring the interesting future of MaaS, we identified Denmark as one of the most digital 

countries in the world (Hall, 2018) and where "the most digital Dane is a typical young man living in the 

biggest cities, whilst the least digital is typical an elderly woman living in the countryside" (Munkøe & Sand, 

2017). Another aspect is that travel patterns are highly habitual, and still an inconclusive subject in the new 

'age of choices'. According to Kroesen and Van Cranenburgh (2016) travellers have strong habitual patterns 

that they do not want to break regardless of the travel situation or having a 'repeated rational choice' that 

leads to the same decision again and again". Whilst according to Alonso-Gonzales et al. (2017, p. 15) "MaaS 

eases the usage of different modes of transport thanks to the integration it provides, facilitating the inclusion 

of the considered modes into their new mobility patterns".  

A recurrent theme in academic literature, as addressed in research by Mulley and Kronsell (2018, p. 4) the 

future of MaaS is still uncertain; "despite discussion and despite the current state of the art, there are still 

more questions than answers". Inspired from this essence, our research hereby ought to find some answers 

on the way to unleash the true potential of MaaS. 

 

1.1 Research Question 
The aim of the research is to investigate how key characteristics of information technology influence habitual 

patterns in our daily commute. Within this cosmos, where the transportation industry is urging forward to 

reap advantages of digitalisation, the following research question has derived of interest:  

How can MaaS influence student's decisions of the 'modal portfolio' in their daily commute? 

The concept of MaaS invokes a wide spectrum of interest from all over the world and encapsulates the entire 

colour pallet of the 'PESTEL' framework5. MaaS as the research topic, represent a profound or potential 

disruptive impact on an industry, which affects nearly every aspect of a person's life in the modern society 

(U.S. Department of Transportation, 2015). In order to establish a clear and transparent topic, the research 

                                                            
5 PESTEL framework: Political, Economical, Social, Technological, Environmental & Legal. 
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will refer to MaaS as a concept, in accordance with the definition in the introduction (1.0), when referring to 

MaaS.   

Students are in the scope of the research, as their segment represent an interesting transportation profile, 

with very distinct characteristics, presented in Section 6.1. A primary feature is how university campuses are 

recognized as hubs for personal, public and demand-responsive transportation (see definition in Section 1.3), 

and hereby expose students for many modal opportunities (Section 6.1). Students are also a representation 

of the future mobility pattern, where diminution of private car ownership, could shape more environmental-

friendly and sharing-oriented habitual behaviour (Section 6.1). Another key feature of students is their 

representation of early adopters of new technology, while also a matured group in terms of basic ICT 

elements, as smartphone penetration, cellular access and use of ICT for travelling purposes (Section 6.1).  

To the researcher's knowledge, the current academic literature does not cover the unique traits of students 

in relation to MaaS. According to Haahtela & Viitamo (2017) the most relevant unit of analysis (in relation to 

MaaS) is not an individual commuter, but a family or a household. These reflections are also present in Ho et 

al. (2018), Smith et al. (2018) and Karlsson et al. (2016). However, all these are directed towards the impact 

on a household that have one or several cars, with the impact on privat car use as focus. Our background 

research show that students have inferior access to cars, in addition to be likely to have scarce resources, 

than in other life stages (Section 6.1). Hereby, presenting an interesting travel profile in relation to MaaS 

diffusion. At last, it is also evident that students represent a comparable group of international students, 

which thus does not have predefined travel patterns upon arrival (Section 6.1). 

Furthermore, commuting was chosen in order to provide the research with a specific context to investigate 

the influence on habitual patterns. Commuting refers to (see definition in Section 1.3) traveling that occurs 

regularly between two locations, most commonly thought of, as to and from the residence and work or study 

place. The research is undertaking in the Copenhagen Metropolitan Area, which also serve the research with 

a clear and specific contextual frame.  

Decision making of 'modal portfolio's' as the last element of the research question, is branched on research 

from Alonso González et al. (2017). The term 'modal portfolio's' refers to the modes (and associated 

operators) of transportation that the users has included in their consideration set when making decisions 

(Alonso González, et al., 2017), in our case, on how they will commute. Alonso González et al. (2017) has 

adopted a four-stage MaaS-generalized framework (based on the behaviourial travel change model 
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MaxSem6), which thus is the connection point to earlier literature, in our research. In addition 'decision 

making' or 'decisions' can be viewed with behavioural economics as the theoretical paradigm, in order to 

create an established academic lens, to understand the behaviour of individuals.  

The broader implications of the research does hereby include a greater understanding of a certain group of 

users, which is assessed to be an important part of the future metropolitan travel behaviour. Our research 

will accompany a growing body of academic research that travel information services, transport authorities, 

transport operators, infrastructure managers or demand-responsive service (EU Commission Regulation, 

2017/1926), can use to develop understanding, collaboration and policies to handle the uncertain 

materialization of MaaS in the future.  

 

1.2 Hypotheses 
Based on the previous considerations, we have formulated the following hypotheses and associated 

elaborations:   

H1. Travel planning and booking (reservation) for all travel operators in one interface (a mobile application) 

will influence decision making of the modal portfolio.  

H2. One digital payment solution for all travel operators will influence decision making of the modal 

portfolio. 

H3. One fixed payment model (e.g. monthly subscription) will influence decision making of the modal 

portfolio.  

These three hypotheses revolve on the core service elements of MaaS; one interface for planning, 

booking(reserving) and paying for all travel needs, as recognized in the definition of MaaS (See Section 1.0) 

are also current commonalities between existing MaaS schemes (Jittrapirom, et al., 2017). The hypoteheses 

are rooted from evidence in past literature, stating that MaaS do not merely ease mobility of users, but it 

also leads to changes in mobility patterns (Sochor, et al., 2015; Karlsson, et al., 2017). It can be argued that 

the simplicity of MaaS, such as gathering all subsricptions or avoding the need to worry about what to do if 

a connection is missed, hereby lowers the cost to engage in new travel behavior and opens up for more 

multimodal patterns (Alonso González, et al., 2017, p. 3). With these elaborations put forward, it is evident 

how the three hypoteheses are in coherence with other academic thoughts and provide an interesting 

                                                            
6 The MaxSem model, or also known as Max Self Regulation Model, is focused toward the diminution of car usage, and 
considers four stages before individuals finally change their behaviour (Alonso González, et al., 2017).  
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contribution area for our research. In Section 2.0, the considerations revolves around the research on a few 

core elements of MaaS, which is further elaborated on.  

We analysed the information (data) which is, both conceptually and empirically, a part of the delivery of 

MaaS, in our search towards its future implication in our research environment. Thus, a comprehensive 

mapping with the data sources associated with MaaS in Copenhagen (see Section 7.2), has led us to a forth 

hypothesis (definitions of static and dynamic data is in Section 1.3): 

H4 The recombinant of static and dynamic data will create new attributes that will influence decision 
making of the modal portfolio. 

Hypotheses H1-H4 are directed towards singular core elements of MaaS that will centre the research and 

hereby provide guidance towards answering the research questions.  

 

1.3 Terminology 
This section, present the definitions used in the research, in order to ensure transparency in a research topic 

with inconsistent and unclear use of terminology. Section 6.2 (Figure 24), present an overview of the majors 

transport operators and transportation service providers in Copenhagen, as they will be repeatedly 

referenced throughout the research.   

Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS): The concept of MaaS, where one interface provides planning, booking 

(reservations) and payment solutions and models from all available travel opportunities.  

ICT: Information and communications technology, which is used as an umbrella term and encapsulates all 

similar expressions.  

End user: The prospective end user of MaaS, which unless specified, will be students according to the profile 

presented in Section 6.1.  

Modal: The mode of travel, such as bus or metro (see categories of travel for specifications below)   

Modal portfolio: The modes of transportation (and associated operators) that an individual have in their 

consideration set when deciding mode of travel (Alonso González, et al., 2017).  

Commuting: is periodically recurring travel between one's place of residence and place of work, or study, 

and in doing so exceed the boundary of their residential community (Dictionary.com, 2018).  
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Static Data: is data relating to transportation that does not change at all or does not change often, or change 

on a regular basis, hereunder e.g. a street name (EU Commission Regulation, 2017/1926).  

Dynamic Data: is data relating to transportation that changes, hereunder e.g. information on delays (EU 

Commission Regulation, 2017/1926). 

Public Transport: Publicly owned or subsidised transport, commonly bus, metro, rail, etc.  

Scheduled Transport: Air, rail (including high-speed rail), conventional rail, light rail, long-distance coach, 

maritime including ferry, metro, tram, bus and trolley-bus. 

Demand-responsive Transport: Shuttle bus, shuttle ferry, taxi, car-sharing, car-pooling, car-hire, bike-

sharing, bike-hire. 

Personal/Private Transport: Car, motorcycle, cycle and walking. 

 

2.0 Methodology 
 

Whereas the study revolves around how digitised information is able to challenge heuristics in our daily life, 

we intend to look at this phenomenon of interest, in the context of how MaaS can influence decision making 

on commuting. To shed light on this topic, the methodology was specifically designed in order to answer the 

research question and associated hypotheses. The methodology has also been highly influenced by 

methodologies and findings from prior research on MaaS, with special regard to those with user-oriented 

empiricism. 

As a starting point, a few overarching evaluations will be presented, as they have been important 

considerations for the methodology and elaboration of the research design.  Firstly, the uncertain future and 

varying degree of the materialization of MaaS, has thus created a need to define MaaS and specify that our 

research will look at MaaS as a concept, which is elaborated on in the previous section. This decision has 

therefore made the main topic of the study, MaaS, to a conceptual and cognitive construction.  

This also means that MaaS is a very immature subject in academia, whereas conclusions are often 

inconclusive in the grander perspective. As reflected by Smith et al. (2018, p. 2) "MaaS is a nascent 

phenomenon, and the number of structurally analysed pilots is still small. As a consequence, empirical 

observations of the effect of MaaS diffusion are by and large yet to be conducted". Similar thoughts and 

statements are found in Datson (2016), Karlsson, et al. (2016), Haahtela & Viitamo (2017), Alonso González, 
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et al. (2017), Karmagianni & Matyas (2017), Smith et al. (2018)  & Ho, et al. (2018), which urged our research 

towards a narrow field, in order to create a specific and substantive contribution.  

The remainder of the overarching evaluations revolves on how to approach a conceptual (hypothetical) 

subject to participants of the study. It was clear that the study would need to make a distinct choice in the 

collection and process of knowledge. Again, since the materialization of MaaS is both varying and uncertain, 

it require careful considerations as the empirical data is grounded from various sources, experiences, 

perceptions and cognitive constructions. These three evaluation was therefore highly influential in the 

elaboration of the research design, theoretical perspective and reasoning and in the choice of research 

methods, which follows in the next sections. 

2.1 Research Design 
In accordance with the overarching evaluations, the research design has been divided into two parts. The 

first, serving as a support function to provide insights on the future outlook of the development of MaaS and 

associated elements of relevance to decision making. This section hereby constructs the foundation for the 

research, through the lens of academic literature, legislative acts and through interviews with local experts 

of MaaS. It should be stated that this section does not stand-alone provide any conclusory evidence towards 

our research, but is more intended to serve the research with insights on certain elements and contribute to 

a holistic picture of MaaS.  

The second part, which represent the main body of the research, is a survey directed to the prospective end 

user of MaaS, which in our scope is students. Saunders et al. (2009) identify surveys as popular in exploratory 

studies, as they are able to collect a large amount of data from a sizable population, in a very economical and 

structured way. A survey requires a substaintial sample in order to identify patterens and trends, which is 

further elaborated in Section 2.4.1., but in return it can generate findings that are representative of a whole 

population, with a lower cost then collectioning data from the entire population (Saunders, et al., 2009). As 

the student segment represent a more concetracted sociodemographic travel profile (Section 6.1) has thus 

influence the sample size, due to the spread and 'outter edges' of the sample is reduced. 

Another important trait of a survey, is the ability to isolate certain elements of interest. Saunders et al. (2009) 

comments that a survey can be used to suggest possible reasons for particular relationships between vaiables 

and produce models of these relationships. This aligns with our agenda to keep the research narrow and 

conclusionary, rather then end up with a complex network of variables that calls for interpretertion and 

assumptions. Another consideration is how the structure of a questionanaire, allows for easy comparisson 
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betweeen answers (Saunders, et al., 2009), and thus create a quantitative foundation to answer the 

hypotheses posted in Section 1.2. 

A fair alternative to the research design, was evaluated to a case study, which could potentially give a broader 

understanding of the context and the relationship between variables of MaaS (Saunders, et al., 2009). The 

rich understanding gained through a case study, could therefore provide the study with additional insights in 

the aspect of decision making. In particular, the MaaS-trial minRejseplan, was avaliable during the ITS 

conference in Copenhagen. This would in turn meant to swith the research from the concept of MaaS, to the 

materalization of MaaS that was evident during the trial, but nevertheless it opened several opportunities 

for the research. However, a survey was evaluated to be more robust than a case study, based on the 

following three reasons; firstly, the conference attracts more than 100 000 participants (ITS, 2018) from all 

over the world, with the likelyhood of having a varying and limited knowledge about commuting in 

Copenhagen. Secondly, the perception of MaaS would be influenced by how Rejseplanen organized the trial 

periode, and thus potentially not be a representative for how a fully functional MaaS can perform. This was 

evident as the trial periode was limited by the number of partnerships in place, commercial and legal 

considerations and a payment soultion which was not entirely integrated (Section 6.2). And lastly, a case 

study would required a more complex and deeper understanding of MaaS, where it both could occur 

speculative statements and a unsatisfactory data collection due to a short trial period.  

To further deal with the uncertain materialization of MaaS, a stated preference (SP) survey, place the end 

users in a hypothetical situation that they must address, and hereby the research is able to bypass the 

restrictions associated with the topic. These thoughts aligns with Alonso González et al. (2017) and Ho et al. 

(2018), who did empirical research on prospective roles and market shares with MaaS, and the potential 

uptake and willingness-to-pay for MaaS, respectively. Both of the studies used choice modelling in form of 

SP surveys, in order guide the research towards quantifiable conclusions from end users.   

"The use of a choice experiment is required because MaaS as a package of modal options is not yet 

available in the Sydney market (even though we observe single modes such as UberPOOL and Car 

Next Door) and thus behavioural data can only be collected within the setting of a stated preference 

(SP) method" (Ho, et al., 2018, p. 305). 

"Since it is not possible to measure the alternatives that an individual includes in his consideration 

set (they may not be materialised in their mobility patterns due to e.g. the mismatch with the built 

environment), we need an alternative method (SP survey) to measure this aspect" (Alonso González, 

et al., 2017, p. 4).  
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A SP survey hereby eliminates some of the initial constraints of MaaS as a research topic. This is achieved by 

focus the investigation on certain elements as a proxy towards MaaS, and hereafter explain the relationships 

between these. Alonso González et al. (2017, p. 3) explains that "SP surveys present the respondents with 

hypothetical situations, where they need to choose among the given alternatives, and where different 

attributes of those are presented.”  

On this basis we connected  the questions in the SP, directly with the hypotheses, which revolves around 

singular elements of MaaS. Other studies have chosen to include the concept of MaaS in the their survey's 

towards the end users. Ho, et al. (2018) dealt with this matter by among other showing a short explanation 

video, and present hypoteical MaaS plans pivoted around the end user's travel behaviour. The latter was also 

evident in Mayas & Kamargianni (2017), who did an SP survey on the demand for MaaS Plans. With such an 

approach, it quickly occur limitations to the survey, as the transportation scene is populated with many 

operators and alternatives. Alonso González et al. (2017, p. 15) explains: "The inclusion of other modes such 

as car-sharing or bike could have been added for a more complete MaaS scenario". 

The forementioned studies have bypassed to comment on how the participants could be influenced by the 

pre-information received, and how their perception of MaaS might not be aligned with the researchers, the 

concept of MaaS or other participants in the study. We identified a sever risk associated with that the end 

users are likely to a have a large spread of influencing factors, which could contain unqualified opinions, 

biases and asymmetric information that influence the data sample. Therefore, in our study the end user is 

never asked to define or understand MaaS, only to address elements and aspects around it. The detailed 

design of the SP survey, and the data sampling, is further elaborated in Section 2.4. 

The research design is advantageous due to the relationship between variables, which are also highly 

enhanced for the end users through observations of single modes of transportation. Ho et al. (2018) mention 

UberPool and CarNextDoor in Sydney, which are similar to services like GoMore, DriveNow and 

DonkeyRepublic in Copenhagen. These brands represent observable elements of car- and bike-sharing, car-

pooling and P2P lending in Copenhagen, and thus create evidence that the user can relate to in the physical 

world.  

These forementioned traits are important to our choice of research design, as the research seek narrow and 

quantifiable insight, rather than an inconclusionary broad contributions, which would permeate the current 

academic research. Along the same lines, it also means a realisation that the research will be limited to make 

broad and complex conclusions, and be reduced to singular elements or aspects of MaaS. 
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2.2 Reasoning, Theoretical Perspective and Underpinnings 
As the research field is uncertain in regards to the materialization of MaaS, the main body of the research is 

influenced by a deductive style of reasoning, in accordance with the aim to create narrow and substantive 

insights. This is achieved by a SP survey that forms a quantitative foundation, to answer the hypotheses 

posted in Section 1.2. On this aspect the research correlate with a positivistic stance, as the collection of 

quantitative data has thus required a reduction of the phenomena (MaaS), to simpler elements (Saunders, 

et al., 2009, p. 119). This is decided on the basis of the many variables to consider, when researching and 

interpreting elements, which are socially and cognitively constructed (due to decision making in MaaS, is yet 

to materialize and does not fully exist in the physical world). 

As we brought forward in Section 2.1, the inferior knowledge of MaaS, provide a handful of considerations 

that were influential for our study. If the research were to do an inductive approach, the collected data would 

be based on opinions on a future state (of when MaaS is materialized), and directly lead the research results 

to be made on evidence of potential misleading or speculative grounds. However, due to the same fact, MaaS 

cannot either be limited to a completely objective and observable phenomena, as positivism suggest 

(Saunders, et al., 2009, p. 199). This is where our research design is divided in two parts, in order to serve the 

posted research question in best fashion.  

As mentioned, the first part is a support function and can be called the “foundation for departure”, as it 

revolve on subjective and qualitative research from the academic world, reports and our own interviews. 

From that point, a foundation of the outlook of how MaaS will develop is established. Therefore does this 

part of the study contain elements of induction, as it emphasis the collective knowledge from the existing 

academic groundings and interviews. This part does hereby include elements of an interpretivist stance, as it 

reviews subjective and socially constructed views of MaaS, the researchers are connected to the findings and 

these are accumulated through qualitative and smaller in-depth investigations (Saunders, et al., 2009, p. 

119). 

The second part, which is the main body, is a SP survey that is based within the premises from the first part. 

In other words, from this point it has been constructed an informed idea of the materialization of MaaS, 

which upon, objective and quantifiable research methods are applied in form of the hypotheses and the 

survey. On this notation, it is evident that the research is reflected by pragmatism. The research question 

has, therefore, switched from including elements from an interpretivist to a positivistic stance. As a result, 

the underlying epistemology, ontology and axiology, is formed to serve the research question, and hereby 

invoke pragmatism (Saunders, et al., 2009, p. 109). 
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It can be criticized that deductive reasoning is usually undertaken on a topic where there is a wealth of 

literature from which you can define a theoretical framework and a hypothesis (Creswell, 2002). As 

mentioned, MaaS is by and large not a very rich topic, especially in regard to definitive conclusions and 

evidence. However, the academic review have thus covered the current understanding of MaaS, and 

identified areas for further research to sprout. In order to substantiate the findings in the study, the decision 

making process of commuting is reviewed in the lens of behavioural economics. The research is hereby 

supplemented with a matured research field and thus a theoretical body that can elaborate on the patterns 

and trends in our quantitative data.  

 

 

Figure 1 - Research Design Elements 

 

2.3 Research Methods 
The research methods have as already stated, been separated into two parts. The main body of the research 

revolve on a survey using SP questions. The following section will elaborate on the construction of the survey 

questions, show examples and reference inspiration from other studies and our own investigations. In 

addition, the methodology of the analysis, consisting of a descriptive analysis and the MaxSem Model are 

described. Secondly, the design of the semi-structured interviews and the thematic analysis is further 

elaborated.  

2.4 Data Collection  
Mixed method research were applied in order to serve the research with two purposes; firstly, a foundation 

of informed and localized knowledge about MaaS. Secondly, empirical data from prospective end users of 

MaaS. Sanders et al. (2009 p. 153) explains "mixed methods research uses quantitative and qualitative data 
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collection techniques and analysis procedures either at the same time (parallel) or one after the other 

(sequential) but does not combine them. In addition, often either quantitative or qualitative techniques 

procedures predominate". In our research, it is evident that the quantitative data collection dominate the 

research results. Furthermore, a sequential path were applied, in order to take input from the qualitative 

research, and use it in the construction of the quantitative part.  

Tashakkori and Teddlie (2003) argue that the application of multiple methods are useful if they provide better 

opportunities to answer the research question, while it can better evaluate if your research findings can be 

trusted. Our research certainly aligns with these thoughs, as we needed a clear foundation of depature 

(definition and future outlook of MaaS), before we engaged in hypotetical situations addressed to 

prospective end users. Hereby the data collection is advantageouse by using diffferent methods for different 

purposes of the study (Saunders, et al., 2009, p. 153). This also meant that the interviews were used to 

address key issues with MaaS, before using a survey to collect exploratory data (Saunders, et al., 2009). 

2.4.1 Choice Modelling Survey 

The assessment towards the use of choice modelling survey has already been reflected in the previous 

section. However, as the primary determinant, the unknown materialisation of MaaS has led the research to 

search for relationships between singular elements and aspects, on the expense of broader conclusions.  

According to Ho et al. (2018), the overarching issue involves “the impact of shared mobility on our cities and 

our lives is manifold and the question of how transport technology innovations might disrupt or alter urban 

transport systems and, in turn travel behaviour, is being highly debated with much speculation but little 

substantive insight.”  

2.4.1.1 Inspiration from Similar Thoughts and the Background Elaborations 
 

As elaborated in the literature review (see Section 3.0), there is only a handful studies available (Ho et al, 

2018; Alonso González et al, 2017 & Mayas & Kamargianni, 2017) which investigate the concept of MaaS with 

a substantive quantifiable research on the end users perspective. Whereas, Karlsson et al. (2016) revolves 

around a Maas-trial in Gothenburg, researched a laboratory environment that was influenced by the 

agreements between operators and the features they had been able to gather in the trail package, and is 

thus not necessarily representative for a fully materialized MaaS. Haahtela & Viitamo (2017) on the other 

hand, represent a more generic survey directed to the end users and their travel behaviour, but does not 

approach the participants with MaaS as a concept.  
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Hereby, Gonzales et al (2017), Ho et al (2018) and Mayas & Kamargianni (2017), which have recognized the 

need to research MaaS as a hypothetical concept, has thus provided our research with state-of-the-art 

examples of how they have framed their stated preference surveys, respectively. Their research and their 

associated methods are examined in the literature review section of this study, whereas their influence in 

our research method is highlighted in the next paragraphs. 

 

Figure 2 - Other MaaS Stated Preference Surveys 

 

The SP technique is commonly used to sample information about services that are not yet available in the 

market (Louviere, et al., 2000). The benefit of SP surveys is that it allow researchers to manipulate the 

variables in the choice option and can thereby explore the effect of changes, which cannot be observed 

(Bonell, et al., 2009). The technique is useful for the valuation of non-market resources. These are 

characterized as to how they give people utility, but does not have a market price, since they are not directly 

sold.  

A common example in economic theory is how people receive satisfaction from a beautiful view of a 

mountain, but it would be difficult to value it to a price-based model. A SP survey, present the user with 

hypothetical situations, were one aspect is preferred above another (an opportunity cost), which can be 

measured with a utility function. However, a utility function would be very complex in regards to the many 

variables associated with MaaS, whilst furthermore put the research in direction towards transportation 

modelling. Mayas and Kamargianni (2017) highlights how the number of hypothetical combinations increases 

the complexity of the survey, and thus is our SP questions refrained to two or three hypothetical situations 

for the participants to address, simultaneous. This is furthermore reflected in the hypotheses, as they are 

focused on singular elements of MaaS, and thus, allow for simpler questions in the survey.  

Early use of the SP surveys (named contingent valuations) were often open-ended questions, where the 

participant would need to address a hypothetical question (Diamond & Hausman, 1994).  These surveys were 
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criticised for a number of shortcomings as strategic behaviour, protest answers, response biases and the 

ignoring of income constraints (Diamond & Hausman, 1994). In response to the critic, a panel of high profile 

economists was convened to address these shortcomings. Under the name, the NOAA panel7, it was 

presented evidence from 22 expert economists, which resulted in a number of improvements and 

recommendations to the survey format (Diamond & Hausman, 1994), which is undertaken in our study: 

• Use personal interviews to conduct the survey, as opposed to telephone, online or mall-stop methods. A 

face-to-face survey was chosen, in order to administer that the sampling happens in the right fashion, 

and assess the understanding of the questions for future iterations of the survey.  

• The usage of binary responding mechanism (e.g. yes or no), which was used as follow-up questions to 

the SP questions. Wo et al. (2018, p. 305) explains, "Adopting a binary response instead of a certainty 

scale (e.g., 0–10) for this supplementary question removes the need to locate a threshold value for a 

certainty index". 

• Use of subsidiary questions was asked to ensure that the respondents understood the question posed, 

which was achieved with the follow-up question.  

Other elements in the survey, aligning with our thoughts of relating the research to elements in the physical 

world and not rely on the participants cognitive constructions of MaaS, hereby led to the inclusion of both 

names and brands from the laboratory environment. Wo et al (2018) put forward the effect of brand names, 

since it gives the participants a real-life example to evaluate the different alternatives, thus the logos of 

individual transport operators were included in the SP questions. Mayes and Kamargianni (2017, p. 10) also 

state: "The wording throughout the SP was put into context – everything was phrased using London [research 

laboratory] terminology and analogies. This approach greatly increased the overall understanding of MaaS 

as a concept and how it would be relevant to a user".  

It was therefore also included the actual names of the operators, and among other, used terms as 'travel 

card', which is commonly used in Copenhagen (see Section 6.2). Hereby, the questions were lifted out of a 

hypothetical sphere and relate to services the respondent know. Ho et al. (2018, p. 314) elaborate on a 

situation, which similar to the one in Copenhagen: "while MaaS in its full definition is not yet available in 

Australia (and indeed in most geographic jurisdictions), various modal elements are clearly well established 

(e.g., conventional public transport) or entering fast into various markets (e.g., Uber taxi-based services and 

                                                            
7 The NOAA panel was chaired by Nobel Prize winners Kenneth Arrow and Robert Solow, and investigated 
improvements to the SP format (Diamond & Hausman, 1994).  
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car-sharing)". The survey design is therefore supplemented with alternatives that the user have experiences 

with, which also recommended by Hensher and Ho (2016). 

The survey was also inspired by previous research (Ho, et al., 2018; Alonso González, et al., 2017; Mayas & 

Kamargianni, 2017) with the use of pictorial representation. Using pictorial representations makes users’ 

perceptions of modes homogenous, and hereby makes the question more interesting and easily 

understandable (Mayas & Kamargianni; cited in Morikawa, 1989).  

Another important element of the surveys, was the bypassing the concept of Maas to the participants, and 

rather focus the questions on various elements of MaaS.  

The participants in Ho et al. (2018, p. 305) sat "face-to-face where well-trained interviewers sat with each 

respondent to answer any question they might have had about MaaS" and was also "asked to watch a two-

minute video explaining the concept of MaaS and its potential benefits". Based on the input of their current 

travel behaviour Ho et al. (2018) then presented a pivoted MaaS plan, fitting with their earlier answers. 

Contrary, Alonso Gonzáles et al. (2017) conducted the survey through the Internet and hereby did not have 

the opportunity to do any assessment on how the survey was answered by the participants. As mentioned, 

these studies did not comment on their interference in the surveys, nor comment on the limitations of an 

online survey, respectively. Therefore, in our study, we decided to extract the concept of MaaS from the 

survey, and rather focus on elements of MaaS that are observable and available in the physical world. It 

hereby also involved a less complex survey design as seen in among other, Ho et al (2018) and Mayas & 

Kamargianni (2017).  

 

2.4.1.2 Survey Design and Structure 
 

The survey instrument has 3 parts, a pre-survey establishing sociodemographic information, illustrative  SP 

scenarios to show hypothetical situations and a binary (yes or no) follow-up question to the respondent's 

stated preference, all of which undertaken in Google Forms. In order to create some reference points to the 

survey, the questions that revolves around a stated preference scenario was labelled 'E1', 'E2' & 'E3' 

(elements) and 'A1', 'A2', 'A3' & 'A4' (attributes), added in retrospect that when survey was conducted. The 

entire survey is available at:  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfeTLrkK5Ev4wvUMtt3wCDB6quZLuXxVIYM1ZIM6WcNVxsnuw

/viewform?usp=sf_link 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfeTLrkK5Ev4wvUMtt3wCDB6quZLuXxVIYM1ZIM6WcNVxsnuw/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfeTLrkK5Ev4wvUMtt3wCDB6quZLuXxVIYM1ZIM6WcNVxsnuw/viewform?usp=sf_link
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Figure 3 - Survey Structure 

 

Three parts of the survey structure and the associated design elements are visually represented in Figure 3. 

The first part seeks information on the participant's university, origin, gender, age, postal code, working 

status, possession of driver license, access to private car or bike and primary mode of commute.  

The second part of the survey is the SP questions, where the participant must address their preferred choice 

of two or three hypothetical situations, in relation to the various elements of MaaS (travel planning and 

booking (reservation), payment solution and payment model). In all of the SP questions, the users are 

prompted with a scenario which does not include elements of MaaS and are available today ('Non MaaS 

Scenario') and an example of how the elements could work with MaaS ('MaaS Scenario'). As mentioned in 

the previous section, the usage of pictorial representations eased the understanding of the scenarios and 

gave real-life examples to relate to.  
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Question (E1): 'Which of these alternatives would you choose when you plan 
 and reserve (if applicable) your commute to work or university?' 

 

Figure 4 - SP example: Planning & Reservation 

 

As displayed in Figure 4, both the terminology, logos and brand names are localized to the laboratory 

environment, whilst also other pictorial effects are used in order to make the survey comprehendible and 

interesting. The visual representation of the various scenarios, also established a very clear picture of the 

different processes, such as the booking and reservations (when applicable) scenario in Figure 4. 

The scenarios displayed in Figure 4 and 5 was also given a binary follow-up question in accordance to secure 

the users understanding of the question, and further establish the influence on decision making, invoked by 

the element in the respective scenarios. However, the question was only invoked if the respondent answered 

the MaaS-scenario. If the respondent answered one of the non-MaaS alternatives, they were approached 

with a qualitative answer to 'why?', for further exploration of these preferences compared to the others. 

 This structure is based on the MaxSem model, where it does not pose any value to ask a follow-up question, 

as the respondent has already indicated that the MaaS element in question, is not in their consideration set 

(this is further elaborated in Section 2.4.1.6). There was one SP scenario question (and follow-up question) 

to each of the individual elements of MaaS; planning and reservation (when applicable), payment solution 

and the payment model.   
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Question (E2): 'After planning and reserving your commute, what payment solution do you prefer?' 

 

Figure 5 - SP Question example: Payment Solution 
 

The third section revolves around the influence on the participant's decision making, based on scenarios that 

are created from new attributes relevant for the development of MaaS.  These new attributes are elaborated 

in Section 7.2, in a comprehensive mapping of the data sources available in Copenhagen.  

 

Question (A1):' Will the scenario below influence your choice of commute?' 

 

Figure 6 - SP Question example: Event Scenario 
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The SP question in the third part of the survey, as displayed in Figure 6, placed the respondents in a 

hypothetical situations that can arise from combining information from static and dynamic data. In total, 

there were four scenarios with binary questions (yes or no), based on identified data combinations that are 

available or possible in near future for MaaS, according to our research in Section 7.2) 

 

2.4.1.3 Test and validation of SP Survey  
 

Inspired from Mayas & Kamargianni (2017), a small focus group was put together in order to gain feedback 

on the survey, before going out in the field. As commented by Mayas & Kamargianni (2017, p. 11): "during 

the focus groups, understanding and acceptance of all the information increased", as these elements were 

included in the design: 

Our focus group, consisting of four students from CBS, took place on the 25th of October. The test and 

validation ultimately led to two considerable changes in the survey design. The extracts from the focus groups 

is available in Appendix 1. The researchers put a few guidance points forward, to facilitate the discussion: 

• 'Clarity of the text' 

• 'Clarity of visuals'  

• 'Coherence of the questions' 

The first change was the replacing the word 'booking' with 'reserving' in the survey questions (referring to 

booking tickets to transportation modes), as three out of four of the participants recognized 'booking' to 

interfere or associate it with conducting a payment. Therefore it were some confusion to the difference 

between the first (E1) and the second (E2) SP question, in the survey.  

The second important change of the SP survey were the technical set up in Google Forms, whereas initially 

the text associated to the different scenarios (pictures), was not included in the picture. Instead the text was 

located in the designated 'text field' in Google Forms, below the pictures and was connected with the use of 

'A', 'B' & 'C' alternatives, as seen in Figure 7.  The focus group unanimously agreed that the set up was 

cluttered and confusing. It was, therefore, altered to the set up presented in Section 2.4.1.2, were text is 

included in the picture and hereby increase the coherence between them.  
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Figure 7 - The original survey with text below the pictures 

 

2.4.1.4 Survey in Practice   
 

The surveys were conducted in intervals on the 26th, 27th and 28th of October and 5th & 6th of November. The 

survey was facilitated with iPads, but also in a few circumstances with other web-connected devices. In total, 

124 participants completed the questions, which is a considerable sample in regard to one segment, in 

comparison to other SP surveys of MaaS. The SP survey was conducted with the transportation hubs at the 

major university campuses in Copenhagen metropolitan area, as the laboratory environment.  

The first two days were at one of the campuses of KU (University of Copenhagen), located in Nørrebro. Whilst 

the remainder of the surveys was conducted a Solbjerg Plads and Dalgas Have, the campuses of CBS 

(Copenhagen Business School). A pre-requirement before starting the survey, was that the participants were 

students, however, one respondent completed the survey even though he was not.  The surveys were 

conducted anonymously.  
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2.4.1.5 Descriptive Analysis  
 

Firstly, there was made a limitation to the subject of the research, which will be commented on before 

elaborating on the actual descriptive analysis. As identified in Section 6.1, a 'Student Travel Profile' has 

identified key characteristics regarding the research subjects, and thus limited the amount of 

sociodemographic information to be requested in the survey. By concentrating on one segment also reduced 

the requirement of the sample size, whereas the representativeness of a random sample from a central 

transportation hub (e.g. Nørreport Station) would then have been deluded with a more divers and complex 

sample, containing more outter edges and inclusionary results.  

On a representative level, the student travel profile identified higher education with a higher score of a digital 

mind-set. That is reflected in choosing research laboratory to University of Copenhagen and Copenhagen 

Business School, both of which offer higher education. The profile (Section 6.1) also identify that students 

(the younger generations) are more likely to adopt to new digital and environmental-friendly travel solutions. 

An important consideration is also their exposure too many of the different transportation options, due to 

the universities are located close to central transportation streams. Another important consideration, is 

when the students where approached in/or around their universities, they are also likely to be in a 

commuting setting (since they travelled to their study place). An addition, it was also identified two 

universities with a vast population of international students, which assumable do not have predefined travel 

patterns upon arrival, which thus make an interesting comparable body to the research.   

A descriptive analysis is used to develop a better understanding of how elements of MaaS (one planning and 

reservation facilitation, one payment solution and one payment model) can influence the respondent’s 

choice of commute. Loeb et al. (2017, p. 5). state that: “Descriptive analysis characterizes the world or a 

phenomenon—answering questions about who, what, where, when, and to what extent. Whether the goal 

is to identify and describe trends and variation in populations, create new measures of key phenomena, or 

describe samples in studies aimed at identifying causal effects, description plays a critical role in the scientific 

process in general and education research in particular”. 

Loeb et al. (2017) further points out that regardless of how significant the findings might be, they only bring 

knowledge and practice to the table when others read and understand the conclusion. The researcher’s job 

is therefore to translate raw data into a meaningful manner for all intended audiences, using analytical, 

communicative and visual methods. The analysis conducted in this paper seeks to identify and describe 

trends and variation in student’s daily commute, however, the aim of the quantitative description is not to 
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get a deep understanding of the respondents’ personal perspectives of the phenomenon nor personal 

relation to commuting, but a more general understanding of patterns associated with the elements of MaaS.  

This type of descriptive study can be particularly informative when we do not yet have a basic understanding 

of a phenomenon (Loeb et. al, 2017). Descriptive analyses often stand on its own as a research, especially 

when results focus on identifying undocumented phenomenon’s, e.g. how MaaS can influence student’s 

decisions of the modal portfolio of commute. However, the descriptive analysis in this paper serve as a 

precursor to understand their preference towards the element of MaaS, in addition to their where the 

respondents are in the four stages of MaxSem’s model. 

The data sample from the survey was extracted from Google forms on the 6th of November and exported into 

Microsoft Excel for further analysis. The data contains the respondent’s sociodemographic variables, access 

to transport modes, preferred type of commute and the state of preference scenarios along with their 

respective responses. The raw-data was pre-processed using Microsoft Excel to filter and group the data in 

order to make is easier to verify and analyse the data (raw-data available in Appendix 12). The first step in 

the process was to assure that there were no missing data points in the sample.  

Since Google Forms allow participants to skip questions, the sample shows that there are missing data points 

in the qualitative follow-up questions. These data-points are not vital for answering the research question, 

so they are therefore included in the analysis. The second step was to confirm that all of the respondents 

were students. One respondent stated he was not a student and was therefore excluded from the analysis 

results. The third and last step of the pre-processing was to identify each respondent’s location of residence 

by exporting their postcodes into a postcode search engine (Postnord.dk), which locate the district to each 

individual postcode. The outcome showed that the respondents live in and around Copenhagen Metropolitan 

Area, whereas amongst 20 respondents live in Frederiksberg (an independent municipality within 

Copenhagen). Since the all commuted to the inner city of Copenhagen, they were all included for further 

analysis. When the data-set was determined complete, a re-processing was needed to filter the responses 

with PivotTables in order to analyse the outcome of the respondent’s answers.  

At last, the respondent’s sociodemographic variables and stated preference scenarios were analysed, 

described and visualized with graphs and tables in PowerPoint and KeyNote. Since the sample was already 

concentrated on a specific segment, the representative value are created to identify trends within our 

research, and thus not applicable to generate findings to are representative for a broader demographic. It 

was also considered that a representative weighing of the various variables within the sample would create 

misguiding information, as many of the variables had very few values.  
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2.4.1.6 The MaxSem Model  
 

The adopted MaxSem model in Alonso Gonzales et al. (2017) is used to further understand how the diffusion 

of individual elements of MaaS (one planning and reservation facilitation, one payments solution and one 

payment model) can influence the decision making of commuters, by facilitating the individual stages in the 

model. The adopted and MaaS-generalised MaxSem Model (Alonso González, et al., 2017) and the original 

MaxSem model, is presented in Section 4.2.2. For more clarity through the paper, the adopted model from 

Alonso Gonzalez et al. (2017) will be referred to as the MaaS MaxSem Model. The descriptive analysis will 

give a head count on how many that perceive the individual elements of MaaS, which will influence their 

decision making when commuting, whilst the MaaS MaxSem Model, will explain why.  To further shed light 

on how the MaaS MaxSem model is used in the analysis, a visual model is presented in Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8 - Survey Analysis with MaaS MaxSem Model (Alonso González, et al., 2017) 

 

Figure 8 explains how the first SP question (E1) regarding if the participants prefer individual applications for 

travel information from various transportation operators, or one application that gathers all of them. If the 

respondent answers the latter, they have already acknowledged that they are in the second stage of the 

MaaS MaxSem Model, as they already want alternatives from other operators when they are planning (and 

reserving) their travel.  

To move to the third stage of the MaxSem Model, the user have decided on a strategy for model shift (and/or 

already tried). Alonso Gonzales et al. (2017) gives a few examples on how it can 'ease' the steps towards 

adoption of new modal choices, but does not provide any thorough explanation of the step from two to 

three:     
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"The simplicity of the service (it is unnecessary to have different subscriptions or to worry about what 

to do if a connection is missed) lowers the cost the individual needs to pay for engaging in the new 

behaviour, and the range of modes included in MaaS intrigues the individual who adopts MaaS to 

engage in more multimodal patterns. These characteristics can ease the step from the contemplative 

stage to stages 3 and 4 of the MaxSem theory, leading to actual mode shift". (Alonso González, et al., 

2017, p. 4) 

Therefore, we need to answer, what is included in the individual's strategy? Any travel has some key 

components, which we consider universal for all travel: 'Where am I going?', 'When am I going?' What (mode) 

will take me there?' 'How is it done?'.  

Individuals might have other things included in their strategies as well, such as 'this stops here where I get 

groceries' or 'take that bus since I might see that girl again', but these are not the object of the research, we 

are merely looking at how these core elements can influence and facilitate these strategies. Thus, it is evident, 

that question of strategy regarding 'where' and 'when' will be influenced when the participants answers that 

they prefer one interface (with all travel operators) for planning and reservation, since they are open for new 

(other) operators, and prefer to see all potential travel opportunities.  'What' mode of transportation could 

naturally include attributes like convenience, price, speed and many other, whereas if the planning and 

payment element of MaaS is preferred, the user will thus get all this information and services through MaaS, 

to influence their decision of commuting. Lastly, 'how', will always include the element of payment, as long 

as the participant is not solely using a bike or walk. It is then evident that if the respondent prefer the MaaS 

option, in regards to both payment solution and payment model, their decision-making will be influenced by 

having access to all operators through one interface. 

2.4.2 Interviews 

For the research related to the understanding and development of MaaS in Copenhagen, we conducted two 

interviews, on the 23rd of October and the 5th/6th of November. Both of the interviews were conducted in 

Danish, on the request of the interviewees. Both of the interviewees received an interview guideline as 

requested by email (see Appendix 2a & 3a), in order to address the topic of the interview along with practical 

information. The second interview was through Skype and was conducted in two parts, as the interviewee 

was interrupted and needed to reschedule the remaining part to the day after. The guidelines were useful in 

order to prepare the interviewees on the topic of the questions, and ensure that any business guidelines 

were not violated. The two interviewees are situated in a managerial and specialist role within the 
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transportation and infrastructure department at the consultancy house KPMG in Copenhagen. The interviews 

are transcribed (Appendix 2c & 3c) and the link to the audio files are attached (Appendix 2d & 3d).  

The interviews were semi-structured, which allowed for open-ended and confrontational questions (Flick, 

2009). The approach was chosen as it allow the interviewee to complement the interview on topics of which 

they find relevant and on areas, they feel are valuable. Flick (2009) describes how open-ended questions 

enables the participant to express their views and include assumptions that become explicit and immediate 

when the interviewee can spontaneously express their answer (Flick, 2009). An example from the interview 

is 'How will MaaS develop in Copenhagen over the next three years?' (Appendix 3c). Furthermore, these 

types of questions regarding the future outlook of MaaS is asked to foster the interviewees knowledge, while 

also it provides an opportunity to express their refusal or acceptance of their subjective understanding of the 

question and its context. Table 1 present the themes and details of the conducted interviews:  

 

Table 1 - Overview of Interviews 

 

The research was also supplemented with public workshops8 and consecutive conversations with senior 

employees from Rejseplanen during the ITS Conference in Copenhagen 17th - 25th of September 2018.  The 

conversation was not formalized, nor recorded, and thus not included as a part of the research material. 

However, these conversations provided the researchers with valuable insights on issues highlighted by 

Rejseplanen, and contributed to the construction of the research question. It can also be mentioned that 

aspirations to an official interview with Rejseplanen, failed to materialise. 

This would have supplemented the research with perspectives and views that are not limited to employees 

within one company (KPMG). Comments should be directed to one of the researchers have been an 

employee at KPMG for the last 5 months, which established the connection to the interviewees. It is hereby 

                                                            
8 Three workshops: a) Governance & Organisation, which revolves around the cooperation of the transportation 
suppliers and how to share data and coordinate payments. b) User Needs, focuses in a user-centred platform.  
c) Technical approach and integration, the technical setup behind Rejseplanen, which involves open and common data 
structures (Appendix 10). 
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realized that the research must thereby take into account potential biases and thus does not alone sustain 

any conclusory evidence. Also the commercial stance that KPMG represent as a consultancy house.  

2.4.4 Thematic Analysis 

In the aftermaths of the interviews, a thematic analysis was conducted in the software tool, Nvivo. The aim 

of the analysis, in accordance with the themes of the interviews listed in Table 1, is to achieve a rich 

description and detailed analysis of certain aspects (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Of particular interest was the 

localized knowledge, which was not sufficiently covered in academic literature, articles and online sources. 

While also, provide insight from one of the largest consultancy houses in Denmark, regarding projects, 

initiatives and elaborations that are outside of the public eye.   

The thematic analysis followed Braun and Clarke’s phases of thematic analysis (2016); the process began with 

transcribing, reading and understanding the interviews (see Appendix 2c & 3c for transcription).  Hereafter, 

initial coding established the top levels themes revolving MaaS in 'Conceptual', 'Technical', 'Personal' (their 

own predictions) and relevance for 'Denmark & Copenhagen' (e.g. NAP) nodes.  Braun and Clarke (2006) 

describes a theme that show some level of patterned response or meaning within the data set, in correlation 

with the research question. Through an iterative process, the understanding of the identified themes 

increased, whereas some were renamed, more themes became evident. At last, sub-themes (child nodes) 

emerged and supplemented the top-level themes with in-depth explanations and a richer understanding.  

 

Figure 9 - Nvivo Thematic Analysis 

Explanation: the coding of themes and sub-themes on the left, the interview transcript in the middle (highlighted on 'Technical').  

On the right, the density of the coding is visualised and it shows where the different themes are. 
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As commented on earlier, the first part of the study included elements of an interpretivist stance, which was 

important in the thematic analysis. Hereby the latent themes can be examined in the underlying ideas, 

assumptions and conceptualizations (Braun & Clarke, 2016). From here the researchers could evaluate the 

potential commercial interest, or the preferred commercial development of MaaS. It could also identify 

interpretation of among other the ITS Directive, as the Directive is directed towards all member states in the 

EU, while the focus of the interviews was on Denmark. These considerations are further elaborated on in  

Section 7.1. 

With Nvivo, as shown in Figure 9, it creates an overview of the interviews and the relationships between 

themes, the latent themes and the correlation between the two interviews. The concluding remarks to the 

qualitative data is how the themes presented contributes to the overall research, not necessarily by the 

number of instances of the various codes, but more so from the researchers judgement of what is a relevant 

theme (Braun & Clarke, 2016).   

2.5 Limitations 
The research takes place in Copenhagen Metropolitan Area, whereas the researchers does not want to 

speculate on the applicableness of the findings, to other geographical jurisdiction. The research only cover a 

small segment of the potential user base of MaaS, whereas the findings is not found appropriate to make 

generalizable and representative for others or the entire population. The research is also bound by the 

sample in order to establish a representative sample size, which was also laid to ground by the decision of 

scoping the research to students.  

There are natural limitations to investigate a phenomenon, which is yet to be materialise in the physical 

world. This were dealt with, by segregating MaaS into relatable elements, on which the SP survey came to 

use. However, the SP survey pose certain limitations, which to the researcher's opinion are unavoidable when 

dealing with futuristic scenarios. For example, in reference to the question addressing 'planning' and 'booking 

(reservation)', it can be difficult to imagine the restrains followed by all travel operators being in one system. 

Since MaaS is transmodal, unlike many other services like (momondo.com or skyscanner.com), it might be 

difficult to perceive the implications of all this information gathered in one place, and thus searches could be 

populated with irrelevant or undesired possibilities. So evaluating the potential downside of the MaaS-

scenarios, might have bypassed the respondent in their answers. On the other hand, this is a challenge for 

MaaS providers, and not necessarily, a problem the user need to address. This is also reflected in the SP 

scenarios, which also had restrictions to how much information, number of transport operators and trade-

offs to show the participants, which would occur with a fully functional MaaS. 
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Alonso Gonzales et al. (2017) states that a limitation to their study was not asking direct questions to the 

users, but only hypothetical questions. This was to some degree mitigated with the sequential binary follow-

up question, after the SP scenario was posed.   

Another limitation is the third SP question, revolving a subscription or pay-as-you-go payment model. In a 

real-life situation, the users would be able to do an assessment on which alternative that is the best match, 

based on their travel behaviour and the associated prices. Yet, prices was not included in the survey, in order 

to keep the question generic and hypothetical.  

Both of the interviewees were from the same department within KPMG Denmark, and thus places limitations 

on the validity and representativeness of the information. As previously stated, the interviews does not stand 

as any conclusive evidence, due to the biased sampling, the potential commercial interest of KPMG and the 

connection to one of the researchers. It can also be commented that the research does not account for the 

potential implication of GDPR on privacy concerns regarding sharing data among transportation operators, 

however, the interview with Morten Reimer, uncovered that the transportation sector is not particularly 

exposed on those matters (see Appendix 3c).  

 

3.0 Literature Review 
 

3.1 Approach & Typology  
In order to ensure meaningful research, a structured approach of the literature review was conducted with 

Rowe's four-step typology (Rowe, 2014). Firstly, an objective or a goal with respect to the academic body 

was identified in order to have a clear agenda of the intended contribution to the research. Hereafter the 

scope, or the breadth of the topic was determined in order to not drift away from the research agenda, and 

thus limit the literature to relevant pieces. Then, an explanation of the systematic of the literature review, 

meaning how the literature selection was conducted, which criteria is important, what are the type of 

sources, how quality is measured and how is the search process performed (Rowe, 2014). Lastly, the 

augmentative strategy, or the analytical approach included a summary and categorization of prior research 

in a concept matrix (see Section 3.2), a critical examination of past research and alternative views (Rowe, 

2014).  
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The completion of these steps ensures an overview of past research, which prepare for future discoveries, 

synthesize past knowledge and identify biases and knowledge gaps (Rowe, 2014; Webster & Watson, 2002). 

In the grand, the literature review has revealed the past and current knowledge, which thus has revealed 

suggestive areas of where new and supplementary research is needed (Rowe, 2014). The four steps are 

summarized in Table 2. The literature review is structured into two main bodies of interest; Behavioural 

Economics (BE) and theory that revolve around the development of MaaS and the role of big data9 in MaaS.  

 

 
 

Table 2 - Rowe's four steps towards a literature review 

 

Certain limitations was introduced in order to keep the literature relevant and comprehendible. Firstly, the 

research revolves around one branch from Behavioural Economics, deepen on certain elements and authors, 

and thus does not represent the entire body of literature in the field. Secondly, it was only literature relevant 

to the conceptual, technical and empirical research on MaaS that was reviewed, and thus eliminated 

literature on transportation modelling, specific technologies and specific modes of transport. 

                                                            
9 "Although big data can be considered a catch-all with a variety of definitions existing, we consider big 
data as ‘large amounts of data resulting from increased automation, improvements in sensing, storage and 
communication technologies, exceeding capabilities to use and understand with traditional tools and 
methods" (Yap & Munizaga, 2018, p. 2).  
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Also, in reference to the varying degree of how MaaS has materialised and conceptually been defined across 

geographical jurisdictions and school of thoughts, became evident in the current literature and has hereby 

led to a concept-centric review of the MaaS literature (Webster & Watson, 2002), represented in a concept 

matrix in Section 3.2.  

3.2 Concept Matrix 
The concept matrix provides literature on MaaS, with a structured overview of the current academic 

knowledge and concepts. The concept matrix was an influencing factor in identifying empiricism on the end 

user of MaaS, as contribution field for our research. Webster & Watson (2002, p. 18) explains "We believe 

that sense-making is enhanced when a review is logically structured around the topic's central ideas and 

makes good use of tables and figures to convey economically the key findings and relationships". The matrix 

is divided into three groups, empiricism on the end user of MaaS, which is of particular interest to our 

research.  An overview of concept-centric literature with permeates most of the existing literature and a 

review of technical-oriented empiricism and solutions for MaaS.  

 

Figure 10 - Concept Matrix: User-Oriented Empiricism 

 

The studies represented in Figure 10, have all been frequently mentioned and furthermore been highly 

influential in the elaboration of our research field and design. The literature represented in Figure 11, are 

mostly based on qualitative methods, as focus groups, and this have been named to 'Concept-centric', as 

they are merely conceptual elaborations, and not quantifiable supported. Unfortunately, the journal article 

Sochor et al (2015), was not accessible (required subscription) and was, therefore, not considered in the 

literature review. This literature covers MaaS from a range of conceptual angles, and has formed among 

other, the definition for MaaS as a concept, introduced in the introduction (Section 1.0).  
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Figure 11 - Concept Matrix: Concept-Centric Literature  
*Not commented on in the next section 

 

The role of digitisation, technical solutions and big data, represented in Figure 12, has identified areas of 

technical maturity, possibilities and challenges in relation to MaaS. This section incorporates primary data 

from the European Commission, which involves the ITS Directive (and following Regulations) supporting the 

future outlook of MaaS, academic journals assessing technical capabilities and opportunities, and reports 

from consultancy houses and transportation authorities, with analysis regarding digitised travel information.  

 

Figure 12 - Concept Matrix: Technical 
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4.0 Theoretical Grounding 

4.1 Behavioural Economics 

4.1.1 Early Exploration of Behavioural Economics 

From the late 1930s to the beginning of 1970s, the three economic theorists Coase, Schumpeter and Penrose 

began to emphasise that essential elements were missing in economic frameworks. The three theorists were 

some of the most recognized theorists that started to approach the missing elements of uncertainty and 

innovation, under the role of the entrepreneurial change. In the 1970s, a contractual stance and an 

evolutionary and competence-based branch evolved. Ronald Coase was setting the foundation for 

transaction costs and the issue of social costs (Coase, 1937; 1960), where coordination costs in hierarchies 

and markets, and cognitive limitations of agents were discussed (Faccarello & Kurz, 2016). When Coase, 

Schumpeter and Penrose approached the missing elements, they included elements of cognition as a factor 

that would influence the economic performance, due to the issue of learning in an environment that’s prone 

to uncertainty and change (Faccarello & Kurz, 2016; Nooteboom, 2009). The issues of restricted rationality 

and moral hazards in cognitive limitations are also important factors that plays a role in a company's’ 

performance (Nooteboom, 2009).  

 

Herbert A. Simon explains that when observing organisations, it appears to be clear that the human 

behaviour in them is rational – especially intended to be rational as the behaviour is task-oriented and 

usually effective in achieving goals. It is when situation like these occur that Simon claim that humans are 

restricted by their own rationality, since our own rationality will always be limited. This could be due to our 

selfishness, power struggles, or basically the inability of a human brain to absorb more than ten different 

influential factors when taking a decision with limited anticipation (Simon, 1997).  

 

In the decision making processes, the limited rationality can lead to only satisfaction instead of maximizing 

the outcome. This means that our subjective perception of the world is just a simplified version of the real 

world. This can be reflected in situations where the decision maker bases a choice only by the most crucial 

and relevant information, due to the bounds that considerations do not allow everything to be taken into 

consideration at once. This simple form of a decision could lead to errors since there are no realistic 

alternatives in pure human knowledge and reasoning (Simon, 1997). 
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4.1.2 Judgemental Heuristics and Biases in Decision Making 

 
There have been conducted several studies on how our mind work when we make choices. Since the 70s, 

Tversky and Kahneman have brought forward different heuristics that show that our brain sometimes tricks 

us and are not as rational as we might think (Kahneman, 2011). Tversky and Kahneman’s findings lead back 

to Coase’s foundation of social cost, where he describes the cost of psychological values in transactions 

(Coase, 1960). “We suggest that intuitive predictions and judgements are often mediated by a small number 

of distinctive mental operations, which we call judgmental heuristics” (Kahneman & Tversky, 1996, p. 582). 

These heuristics are useful, and tend to be used on a daily basis, but when people are opposed to challenging 

tasks of decision making e.g. frequency and probability, people usually tend to lower the number of 

heuristics, which will furthermore lower their decision making to a simpler task (Kahneman, et al., 1982).   

 

Under circumstances like these, a situation is judged to the extent that it indicates the most important 

features of its parent population. This means that a person would compare the features of a situation to the 

ones from where it originates (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973). The availability heuristic play a role when 

instances of larger classes are withdrawn better and quicker by us, compared to instances with less frequent 

classes. This shows that the law of small numbers, where people put too much confidence in the outcome of 

small samples. For example, when assessing the divorce rate in a community, a person would recall the 

number of divorces in their own community, and therefore address the event by their own availability 

(Tversky & Kahneman, 1973).  

4.1.3 Rationality and Intuition 

Kahneman explains that human behaviour in social circumstances, the “…behaviour is determined to a 

substantial extent by motives other than profit” (Kahneman, 2003, p. 163). This description of human 

behaviour indicates that humans do not have rational attitudes and do not make rational choices. After many 

discussions it is not yet a clear definition of rationality, however, the most universal agreement state that 

“…rational choices should satisfy some elementary requirements of consistency and coherence” (Tversky & 

Kahneman, 1981, p. 453). The perception of consistency and coherence sometimes change because of 

human’s interpretation and perception of framing the choices (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). 
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Kahneman and Tversky (1984)  discusses the descriptive and 

normative analysis of decision making and framing of 

choices. The descriptive analysis glances at people’s beliefs, 

values and preferences, while the normative analysis looks at 

the logic behind decision making and nature of rationality. 

The tension between the descriptive and normative analysis 

brings forward the personal judgement and choices, which 

are important in decision making of transport mode 

(Kahneman & Tversky, 1984).  

 
These heuristic decisions are all part of the way we think. 

Kahneman and Tversky have released two cognitive systems 

to outline the way we form judgements in an intuitive and 

reflective way (Gilovich, et al., 2002). The two cognitive 

system is described as follow, system 1 is based on providing 

intuitive answers to judgemental problems quickly as they arise. System 2 on the other hand, monitor the 

suggestions quality, which it potentially correct, endorse or override (Figure 13). The process of the two 

systems is anticipated to run simultaneous as a dual-process (Gilovich, et al., 2002).  

 

4.2 The Story of 'as-a-Service' 
 

The idea of 'servitisation' traces back to the middle of the eighties, where businesses were suggested to 

leverage post-sale activities when selling a product (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003; Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988; 

Lightfoot, et al., 2013). Based on these thoughts, Andy Neely (2013) have defined servitisation as "the 

innovation of organisation’s capabilities and processes to better create mutual value through a shift from 

selling product to selling Product-Service Systems". Accompanying the definition, the 'product-service 

system' represent "an integrated product and service offering that delivers value in use" (Neely, 2013), and 

a 'servitised organisation' which "designs, builds and delivers an integrated product and service offering that 

delivers value in use" (Neely, 2013). From here, a sub-stream of servitisation has branched the provision of 

digital services and technologies in servisisation is labelled 'digital servitisation' (Vendrell-Herrero & Wilson, 

2016). 

Figure 13 - Characteristics of the two cognitive systems 
(Gilovich, et al., 2002). 
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Porter & Heppelmann (2014; 2015) recognize that connected products are making space for new data-based 

service-oriented business models, which are transforming both the business and consumer markets 

landscapes. Thus, it is evident that innovative firms use services in order to create entirely new business 

models and hereby migrate the product-centric approaches to digital service-oriented ones (Adrodegari & 

Saccani, 2017; Ardolino, et al., 2017; Rust & Huang, 2014). In addition to creating value to end users through 

examples of pay-per-use or outcome-based solutions (Visnjic, et al., 2017; Gebauer, et al., 2017). 

Under this paradigm, the label 'as-a-service' have come to light, and usually describe a broad category of 

services related to cloud computing. Through could computing, a new way of offering companies and 

consumers different kinds of services over the Internet or similar networks emerged (Techopedia, 2018). 

Hereunder a range of concepts have been developed, as the most common ones; Software-as-a-Service 

referring to basic software being accessed through the cloud, Infrastructure-as-a-Service referring to 

computing resources delivered over the Internet and Communication-as-a-Service referring to the collection 

of services to facilitate the business communication (Hastings, 2013). In the event of many different kinds of 

IT resources and services being delivered through networks as the Internet, the term Everything-as-a-Service 

(XaaS) has become an iconic term for the proliferation of cloud services (Hastings, 2013). The thought of 

servitisation has also been applied to the movement of people and goods, which the research topic, Mobility-

as-a-Service has arisen (Mulley, et al., 2018).  

4.2.1 Making Mobility Intelligent  

The early aspirations towards MaaS within transportation and travel can be to the eTourism Conference10 in 

1996, where the concept of an Intelligent Information Assistant was revealed, with the agenda to provide 

different travel and tourism services (Tschanz & Zimmermann, 1996). The visual representation of their 

proposed assistant (Appendix 4), give a clear indication on how far the development towards MaaS has 

become over the last two decades. Fast forward to 2016, the first physical concept of MaaS arose as a trial 

in Gothenburg, with a monthly subscription model that gave prepaid credit (Karlsson, et al., 2016). In the 

retrospect of the Gothenburg trial, which failed to materialise due to the lack of governmental subsidies or 

investor interest (Karlsson, et al., 2016), the concept have been taking new forms elsewhere. The most 

prominent is seen in Finland, with the likes of Whim, whereas a study from 2017 mapped out 12 various 

MaaS schemes around to world, with several more in the pipeline (Jittrapirom, et al., 2017).  

  

                                                            
10 ENTER eTourism Conference is an international conference by The International Federation for IT and Travel & 
Tourism (IFITT) and brings together the research community with industry, and it is organised in three streams: 
industry, destinations and research tracks (IFITT, 2018).   
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Smith et al. (2018) comments that the academic body concering MaaS is growing in form of thought pieces, 

technical reports and other types of grey literature11. Whereas, Ho et al. (2018, p. 303) comments on the 

diveristy of MaaS research, ranging from: "government interest, impacts on land use, customer 

expectations, intelligent transportation systems, integration opportunities, institutional requirements, end 

user demand, impacts on public transport contracts, scalability, potential business models for service 

delivery and the societal impact of Maas". Smith et al. (2018, p. 2), also identify the uncertain materialisation 

of MaaS, stating that: "the empirical observations of the effect of MaaS diffusion are by and large yet to be 

conducted”. 

 

4.2.2 The User-Oriented Empiricism 

Continuing on the last notation, the forerunners of empirical research has thus created valuable information 

in the likes of further empirical research.  Alonso González, et al. (2017) introduced how the willingness of 

users to use different modes of transport, could be mapped in their four step multimodality ladder. The 

results showed a distinct pattern across different rungs; 1st car (if avaliable), 2nd PT, 3rd DRT and 4th Taxi-like 

services12. In accordance to the research, a user categorized in the third rung, would hereby include a privat 

car, PT and DRT in the consideration of transportation, but not include taxi-like services (Alonso González, et 

al., 2017).  

 

Alonso González et al. (2017) adopted the behavioural change model, MaxSem (cited in Carreno & Welsch, 

2009) or the Max Self Regulation Modal (cited in Politis et al. 2012), to explain the rungs that participants 

was placed within. According to Alonso González, et al. (2017) the model, which resembels the 

Transtheoretical Model (cited in Prochaska & Velicer, 1997), is suitable in the context of MaaS, as it presumes 

individuals self (voulenteer) intention to change behaviour. However, the original model is based on the 

diminuation of private car use, whereas Alonso González, et al. (2017) adjusted the four stages of the model 

to a generlized framework that can be applied to MaaS diffusion (which, we have named MaaS MaxSem 

Model for clairty in our reference to it):  

 

                                                            
11 The term grey literature refers to research that is either unpublished or has been published in non-commercial 
form, and considered as a primary source for up-to-date research on certain topics (UNE, 2018). 
12 Taxi-like services: Taxi and Transport Network Companies (TNCs, such as Uber and Lyft) (Alonso González, et al., 
2017).   
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Stage 1: Pre-contemplative stage. Persons in this stage do not consider any modal shift 

Stage 2: Contemplative stage. Persons in this stage are considering the use of alternative modes of transport 

different from the ones used 

Stage 3: Preparation/action change. Individuals have decided on a strategy for modal shift or/and have tried 

the new transport alternative(s) in mind 

Stage 4: Maintenance stage. Individuals in this stage have adopted the new mode of transport in their travel 

pattern (Alonso González, et al., 2017). 

 

These stages represent the behaviour before a change in transportation patterns is made. The stages are 

elaborated from the original model (MaxSem) in Figure 14, and made general to apply to the MaaS: 

 

 

Figure 14 - The MaxSem Model (EPOMM, 2018) 

 

Alonso González, et al. (2017) explains that individuals in the first stage are not ready to include new modes 

of mobility in their travel patterns, whilst the facilitation of moving from stage two and stage three is eased 

by the simplicity of MaaS (by the variety of modal choices and one payment subscription). These new features 

will hereby engage users to volunteer for the actual change in a modal choice. According to Alonso González, 

et al. (2017) basing their context on leisure trips is the setting where a mode shift behaviour is most likely 

(cited in Vedagiri & Arasan, 2009).  
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Comments are made to the uncertainty of MaaS, as it is "not possible to measure the alternatives that an 

individual includes in his consideration set (they may not be materialised in their mobilitypatterns due to e.g. 

the mismatch with the built environment)" (Alonso González, et al., 2017, p. 4). To cope with this issue, a SP 

framework present the respondents of the survey with hypotheical situations where they need to choose 

from the given alternatives (Alonso González, et al., 2017). An ortheogonal design with blocking was used, as 

seen in Figure 15, based on their rungs on the multimodality ladder, which was revealed from the participants 

answers.  

 
Figure 15 - SP Questions to respondents (Alonso González, et al., 2017) 

 

Ho et al. also used similar methods, due to MaaS not being available in the Sydney Metropolitan area (which 

was used as their laboratory environment) stating, "thus, behavioural data can only be collected within the 

setting of a SP method" (2018, p. 305). The Sydney study was focused on the potential uptake of MaaS as in 

terms of attributes, rather than the uptake and ranking of individual modal opportunities. The study was 

directed towards the user's willingness-to-pay, pivoted MaaS schemes around their previous two-week travel 

pattern (pre-questions) reveald by the respondents, and thus identified MaaS schemes and correlating 

thresholds for prices that was preferred (Ho, et al., 2018). Subsequently, the ideal MaaS scheme was 

presented, and the respondents were asked if they would subscribe to it, if it were available (Ho, et al., 2018): 
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Figure 16 - Choices of MaaS Schemes (Ho, et al., 2018). 

 

Ho et al. (2018) explains how a binary (e.g. yes or no) follow-up question, verified if the selected mobility 

option, would be chosen if it was available in a real market. This responding mechanism thereby removes the 

need to locate a threshold value for a certainty index, which would be needed with a certainty scale (e.g. 0-

10). They also used a blocking system, based on the respondents entry on the ability to drive and physical or 

cognitive difficulties with using PT. Ho et al. (2018, p. 306) explains "sitting behind the SP experiment are 

three D-efficient designs (cited in Hensher et al., 2015), for example, respondents holding a valid driving 

licence and having no physical/mental disabilities were offered mobility plans that included both car-share 

and PT modes (Design D1). In contrast, those holding no valid driving licence were offered mobility plans that 

contained no car-share option (Design D2)".  

Mayas and Kamargianni (2017), not to be confused with another study (where they switched the order of 

authors, presented further down), also identified SP survey as their method, when exploring the demand for 

MaaS. Their study took advantage of ICT technology to facitiltate their sample, as they promted the users 

travel behaviour over a given periode by getting data from the participants smartphones (Mayas & 

Kamargianni, 2017). "It uses a prompted recall smartphone based travel survey tool that is expanded by a SP 

experiment regarding MaaS plan choices. Respondents are presented with repeated choices between four 

hypothetical MaaS plans out of which three are fixed plans and one is a menu option" (Mayas & Kamargianni, 

2017, p. 1).  

However, as the user needed to log their travel behaviour into the smartphone application, it was only 34% 

of the praticipants, who remained until the final SP survey; "the main dropout point was the user validation 

of trips, which gives an indication for areas of future development" (Mayas & Kamargianni, 2017, p. 12). It 

hereby poses the question that, if a survey is to complex and requries too much user-interaction or survey-
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time, how does it reflect in the results. Mayas & Kamargianni (2017) only acknowledged the problem, but 

did not elaborate further on it.  

The participants of this study was shown four different MaaS Schemes, as also seen in Ho et al. (2018). An 

interesting feature of their hypotetical MaaS schemes was the ability to carry unused 'travel time' over to the 

next month, in the fixed price subscriptions (Mayas & Kamargianni, 2017). Whereas it was new attributes 

introduced such as as '10-minute cab guarantee' and 'special prices' (Mayas & Kamargianni, 2017). Mayas & 

Kamargianni (2017) also commented on the importance of the wording, and that they phrased everything to 

match with the lingo in the labratory environment. The survey was situated in London, and the results 

showed tradeoffs between various characteristics and elements of each plan, which urged new iterations  to 

create a comparable sample. 

In critic to Alonso-Gonzales et al. (2017) they did not perform a test of their SP survey, whereas Mayas and 

Kamargianni (2017) ensured the survey through a focus group. Additionally, comments can also be directed 

towards the researcher's (Ho, et al., 2018; Alonso González, et al., 2017) assumptions and estimations, which 

are not particularly highlighted. This includes the predefined inputs to establish a benchmark to calculate 

time, prices and interoperability in their hypothetical MaaS schemes. For example, how long time does it 

take to wait for a taxi, how much traffic is there, what determines the price across several transport operators 

(prices are clustered into public transport, DRT, Taxi etc.). As they need a benchmark to establish these MaaS 

schemes, the researchers have probably made assumptions and speculative statements, due to the many 

transport operators and variances in prices and services.  

Haahtela & Viitamo (2017) has researched the potential of MaaS in relation to commuting, while also 

comparing methods (focus group and survey) to achieve such a result. As also reflected in Ho et al. (2018) 

and Alonso González et al. 2017), they identified a need to establish data on the potential of MaaS and the 

prospective commuters. According to Haahtela & Viitamo (2017) the most relevant unit of analysis was not 

an individual commuter, but the family and household which determines the prerequisites for travelling of 

the family members. Ho et al. (2018) also identified the ability to assign a subscription (MaaS) to a household, 

since the ownerships of a car is more likely to be a household-based decision. Haahtela and Viitamo (2017) 

conclude that both a survey and a focus group facilitate each other, and is needed in order to create 

substaintial insight on MaaS. 

The MaaS-inspirated field trial in Gothenburg, seen as the first substaintial emperical research on MaaS, 

based on real-life experienced situations. Karlsson et al. (2016) presents findings and assessment of the 

MaaS-like service, UbiGo, which was tested over a 6 months periode in Gothenburg, with 195 paying 

customers. Through questionnairs and interviews, it was revealed that key service attributes included 
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simplicity, improved access and flexibility, convenience and economy (Karlsson, et al., 2016). Another key 

feature were the self-pronounced 'transportation smorgasbord', referring to as many choicses and variaty of 

transportation options, equivalent to the Swedish norm of a sandwich buffee (Karlsson, et al., 2016). The 

findings of the UbiGo trial showed that the users seems to embrace the idea of MaaS, whereas collaboration 

between companies and organisations is more of a focal point. However, a successful MaaS also require 

careful considerations to service design and attributes, to suit the end users (Karlsson, et al., 2016). As 

emphazissed by others studies, Karlsson et al. (2016), also encouraged future studies on the diffusion of 

MaaS.  

 

4.2.3 Concept-Centric Elaborations on MaaS 

The development scenarios of MaaS was investigated by Smith et al. (2018), who launched three predictive 

scenarios to the governance models of MaaS and how it will affect future public transport. The study took 

root in 19 interviews, with actors across the emerging MaaS ecosystem in Sweden. Building on Kamargianni 

and Matyas (2017), who suggested a MaaS Provider will enter the transport market and deliver MaaS services 

to end users, Smith et al. (2018) believes two players will erupt, a MaaS integrator, which mediate the 

offering in the market, whereas a MaaS Operator deliver MaaS to the end users through a seamless interface. 

Dependent of the role of a public transport authority (PTA) in the two new roles above, three scenarios were 

suggested by Smith et al. (2018). 

 

The first a market-driven scenario, where the PTA leaves these roles to be filled by actors in the market, 

would according to their interviews, both have the ability to enhance efficiancy and availability of Public 

Transport, but at the same time create a potential unjust transportation system (Smith, et al., 2018). Whereas 

a public-controlled scenario, where the PTA's fully absorbs the two roles, could mitigate the current divide 

between sociatal and business goals, but furthermore create a system which would not attract private actors. 

The last, a public-private scenario identifies a middleway, where sociatal interests are secured through the 

governance of PTAs, but also where the private can act as MaaS operators, and among other resell tickets to 

excisting PT solutions (Smith, et al., 2018). In retrospect, the reselling of PT tickets was initiated by the PTA 

in West Sweden where the survey took place (Smith, et al., 2018). The researchers also conclude that 

generally, little is know about the consequenses of how MaaS will develop. (Datson, 2016) enlightens the 

same issue, by stating that MaaS might lead to the discountiuance of private cars, or an increase in the 

number of journey, or perhaps lead to a modal shift away from PT, we just do not know yet.  
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Smith et al. (2018) uncovered several statements in their interviews, were among MaaS diffusion could lead 

to "a development where urban and sub-urban households abandon their second cars initially, and 

eventually also their first cars", which was frequently mentioned. Smith et al. (2018) also uncover other 

examples of travel behaviour, where the "economic and habitual lock-in effects of car ownership would be 

reduced and that the positive feedback loop between car ownership and usage would be broken (cited in: 

e.g. Yang, Liu, Qin & Linn, 2016). Also, Smith et al. (2018) explains how MaaS are able to lower entry barriers 

to the included transport services, facilitating experimenting and creating new mental models in favour of 

servitised modes (cited in Strömberg, 2015). 

 

Another participant explained how MaaS could influence the consideration set of users; “I'm now registered 

at car2go and when I'm somewhere in the city, already my mindset has changed since then, if I know there's 

car2go, I always consider that in my mind in addition to other options. If I wouldn't have been registered to 

car2go, I also wouldn't do that” (Smith, et al., 2018, p. 5). While the importance of interoperability between 

transport operators was also brought forward from their interview: “In symbiosis with other actors, [PT] 

should become a more important means of transportation. So more passengers, that's the outcome" (Smith, 

et al., 2018, p. 5). In the findings of Smith et al. (2017) it was also evident how there is a new potential to use 

data, with one participant saying: "future outlooks for MaaS development have widely recognized that MaaS 

might have the potential to supply PTAs with richer and more holistic data on the end-users’ travel 

behaviours (cited in e.g., Datson, 2016)".  

 

Another participant in Smith et al. (2018) points out how increased collaboration is evident: "as MaaS users 

are expected to perform a majority of their planning and purchasing of personal transport services through 

a joint digital app, such apps could be used to, for example gather information on their service needs and to 

nudge their travel behaviours (cited in Strömberg et al. ,2016)". The study also revealed some of the recurrent 

issues with MaaS collaboration, with a statement summarizing: “There must be openness - that you share 

data and statistics among each other. Otherwise, it will not, it will be very difficult to plan and dimension and 

to set a budget” (Smith, et al., 2018, p. 5). 

 

Circling back to Kamargianni & Matyas (2017), they shaped a mapping of the business ecosystem of MaaS, 

through personal interviews and focus groups with invovled actors. The business ecosystem of MaaS is 

explained by the onion in Figure 17. According to Kamargianni & Matyas (2017), the core participants of the 

ecosystem is the data providers (which could be a national access point), the transport operators and the 

end users, which is supported by a range of business-oriendted elements in the background.   
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Figure 17- The MaaS Ecosystem (Kamargianni & Matyas, 2017)(to the left) 

 
  

Figure 18 - Intercity MaaS possibilities (Kamargianni & Matyas, 2017)(to the right) 

 

Other important findings from their study is not only the collection of all travel operators in one interface, it 

also brings in an aspect of intercity trips as to the commonality of living and working in two different cities, 

due to better quality of life or property prices, as illustrated in Figure 18. This is another view of MaaS, which 

is usually investigated, in current research, as a solution in one urban area, and not the interconnectivity 

inbetween them. In addition, it is also showed the convenience associated with MaaS, as planning, 

reservation, and payment all goes through one platform.  

 

Kamargianni & Matyas (2017) also brings to attention the role of ICT and IT infrastructure, in order for a 

functional MaaS system. The study emphazises that MaaS is user-centric, where creating a seamless door-to-

door inter- and multimodal journey lies as the main element of MaaS (Kamargianni & Matyas, 2017).  

"Mobility as a Service is a user-centric, intelligent mobility distribution model in which all mobility service 

providers’ offerings are aggregated by a sole mobility provider, the MaaS provider, and supplied to users 

through a single digital platform" (Kamargianni & Matyas, 2017, p. 4). As concluding remarks, it is also 

highlighted how further research will play a vital part to provide quantifiable evidence for MaaS functions 

and impact (Kamargianni & Matyas, 2017). 

 

According to Jittrapirom et al. (2017), there was lacking a framwork to assess various MaaS schemes and 

their unique characteristics in a systematic manner. By analyzing the 12 MaaS schemes (as mentioned in 

Section 4.3.1), a comprehensive mapping and rating of their attributes was given to each of them.  The 

agenda of the research was to answer what constitutes a MaaS concept. Their framework included attributes 
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recognised in exsiting literature, including; scheme, status, transport modes, tariff options, platform, 

functionalities, actors involved, technologies used, demand orientation, registration, personalisation and 

customisation (Jittrapirom, et al., 2017). Their study also sought to create a point of reference for a MaaS 

definition. Through analysing the MaaS schemes they recognized patterns on the modes included, available 

basic functionalities and the employeed technologies, which can be defined as the core elements of the 

current (at the point of the research) MaaS Schemes (Jittrapirom, et al., 2017). An interesting points was how 

the Whim service, was the only one with a 'mobility currency', whereas the more credit you bought,  the 

more use of mobility service per dime (Jittrapirom, et al., 2017). 

 

Smith et al. (2016) explains that the bundled offerings that facilitate the usage of multiple means for solving 

everyday travel need has been recognized to attract potential users at the expense of private cars (cited in 

e.g. Burrows, Bradburn, & Cohen, 2016; Kerttu, Smidfelt Rosqvist, & Wendle, 2017; UITP, 2016). Whereas 

Hensher (2017) expanded the bundled offerings to also include budget and broker, which hereby created the 

concept of the 'three Bs'. Ho et al. (2018) apply the framework as customers can purchase 'bundles' of 

mobility, based on defined volumes of each mode or the desired service levels (e.g. pickups within five 

minutes). Through bundles consisting of subscriptions, pay-as-you-go or tailoring's to age, occupation or 

location hereby serve different market segments, which opens up the ability to price discriminate and cross-

subsidise different or between mobility options (Ho, et al., 2018). The end users preference towards these 

services provisions, are representing the 'budgets' in Hensher's framework (Hensher, 2017).  

According to Ho et al. (2018), these elements are important for understanding the shares for new transport 

propositions, to ensure commercial viability and societal optimality. The brokers then describes the business 

models on how MaaS will be delivered, and how the potential for new entrants and implications on existing 

public transport contracts (Hensher, 2017). Ho et al. (2018, p. 305) elaborate that "a major unknown is how 

to design these mobility bundles, and understanding the budgets, or consumer preferences, including 

people’s willingness-to-pay and trade-off propensity between attributes like convenience, comfort and 

price". They furthermore identify this area as a research gap, which themselves and other should start to fill 

(Ho, et al., 2018). These thoughts are also present in Smith et al. (2018), urging research to confirm the impact 

on travel behaviour, and how evidence of full-scale implementations reaping the alleged public benefits are 

still lacking.  

Mulley and Kronsell (2018) focus their research towards the widespread adoption of portable and/or 

wearable Internet-connected devices, and the new possibilities in the transportation sector. They also 

introduce a new term, Uberisation, which refers to the same phenomenon as MaaS. Their discussion 
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workshop led to policy recommendations in order to balance the role of governance versus the market 

(Mulley & Kronsell, 2018). The research also posed that there are still much more questions than answers in 

regards to MaaS, where there is lacking a unilateral definition and accompanying measurements to research 

MaaS (Mulley & Kronsell, 2018). The results of Mulley and Kronsell (2018) identified public transportation as 

in the core of MaaS, and poses question like how to determine government subsidies and how stakeholders 

should be handled around branding issues and monopolistic behaviour (Mulley & Kronsell, 2018). Another 

important consideration from their research is the need to establish protocols that prescribes how data 

should be used, in accordance with privacy concerns (Mulley & Kronsell, 2018). 

 

Mulley et al. (2018) sought to explain how MaaS is relevant to public transport, in the perspective of users 

who does not see mobility as a physical asset (people dependant on social transportation solutions). The 

sector named community transport (CT) is also an important part of MaaS, whereas interviews with CEO's 

from the CT community, investigated the CT's role in the future of MaaS. The research took place in Australia, 

were the interview revealed a strong enthusiasm amongst CT operators to offer mobility packages that, 

evidently state the enormous interest MaaS attracts from all stakeholders in the MaaS ecosystem (Mulley, 

et al., 2018). 

 

A report from UK's technology and innovation centre for intelligent mobility, named Catapult Transport 

Systems, explores the MaaS possibilities in the UK and highlights how it is driven by a service model that is 

based on the growth of smartphone penetration (Datson, 2016). According to the report, 57% (of survey 

respondents) does not mind sharing their personal data, while approximately half of smartphone users 

already consider the phone as essential to the travel experience (Datson, 2016). Based on these grounds, 

three conceptual areas are identified as supporting the trend towards MaaS: firstly, travellers are increasingly 

expecting their experiences in transport and other sectors to be delivered as the ‘service model’ and are thus 

looking to get more value as a result (Datson, 2016). Secondly, technology change is opening up for transport 

datasets to add significant value. As a result, of the Internet of Things using sensors and other data points, 

the transport data will become more pervasive. Whereas combining big data with new autonomous transport 

systems will enable opportunities to innovate and refine MaaS offerings (Datson, 2016). Thirdly, the changes 

in mobility consumption, whereas "younger people, who are the most likely to adopt new mobility models, 

are increasingly deciding to not own cars. Transport authorities are looking to new technology platforms to 

help them manage the use of their assets" (Datson, 2016, p. 31). 

The report also highlights how the MaaS Business model will consist of the 'transportation operators', which 

send data to 'data providers', in relation to the EU Regulation 2017/1926, it could be the national access 
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points. The data is distributed to 'MaaS providers', which according to the EU Regulation, shall be available 

in a non-discriminatory way, meaning it shall be available on the same conditions to everyone that want to 

act as a MaaS provider. At last, the information and services reaches the end user of MaaS as seen in Figure 

19.  

 

Figure 19 - MaaS Digital & Business Models (Datson, 2016, p. 15) (to the left) 

 

Figure 20 - MaaS Value Proposition (Datson, 2016, p. 10) (to the right) 

 

In addition, the report comments on many of the same core aspects of MaaS, in the value proposition 

presented in Figure 20, as included in our research. These are essential to overcome frustration in the 

currency mobility, whereas highlights from a survey in the report identify inter alia 'affordability', 'rush hour', 

'reliable data on connectivity', 'lack of flexibility', 'lack of practical PT', 'expensive parking' and 'long walking 

distances' as pain points (Datson, 2016, p. 29). 

4.2.4 The Rise of Mobility (as-a-Service) 

"To understand why it is unfolding right now, we need to understand the nature of technological progress in 

the era of digital hardware, software and network. In particular we need to understand its three key 

characteristics: that is exponential, digital and combinatorial" (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014, p. 24). 

Even though the statement from Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014) could have been a fitting description to 

why MaaS is on the verge of global breakthrough, the two economist are describing what they have labelled 

the Second Machine Age. This age refers to recent time where ICT has experienced extraordinary 

breakthroughs in an array of underlying technologies, which has seemed like levels of too humanized nature, 
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in order for a computer to mimic. Especially, tremendous development within Artificial Intelligence (AI), has 

demonstrated cars that no longer need a driver, a translator that can fit in your pocket and a personal 

assistance who never gets tired of your constant questions (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014).  According to 

Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014) these breakthroughs can be clustered into three denominators; sustained 

exponential growth in the projection rate of Moore's law, the digitisation of just about everything and 

recombinant innovation.  

Firstly, the many of building blocks of computing as processing speed, microchip density (Moore's law), 

energy efficiency, storage capacity and download speeds have all experienced exponential growth for a long 

time, and has thus increased performance and decreased the cost to market (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). 

"As Moore’s Law works over time on processors, memory, sensors, and many other elements of computer 

hardware (a notable exception is batteries, which haven’t improved their performance at an exponential rate 

because they’re essentially chemical devices, not digital ones), it does more than just make computing 

devices faster, cheaper, smaller, and lighter. It also allows them to do things that previously seemed out of 

reach" (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014, p. 32). 

 

Secondly, digitisation, introduced by economist Carl Shapiro & Hal Varian (1998) in their book Information 

Rules, is the process where every kind of information and media like videos, pictures, sounds, text, and data 

from machines and sensors, are turned into the native language of traditional computing, zeros and ones. By 

making information machine-readable, has thus created the breeding ground for the technological advances 

(Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014).  For example, Google did not produce the world's most multilingual 

translator, however, they created the algorithm which compares and copy the work of human translators 

from a large database of documents. Nor does autonomous vehicles have human sight, however, it does 

have sensors and cameras which transform its surrounding environment into data that a computer can 

process and act upon. Yet again, have not mobile devices received the gift of the human language, however, 

advances in speech-to-text (STT), text-to-speech (TTS) and Natural Language Processing (NLP), allowed the 

computer to process the verbal input into a long string of binary code (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). The 

impact of having information as readable ‘bits’ accounts for a revolutionary way of finding, retrieving and 

using information in our society (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014) and thus made the foundation for MaaS to 

aspire from.  

 

Lastly, Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014) states that recombinant innovation does provide radically new ways 

to innovate. Since Moore's law has turned computer devices and sensors exponentially cheaper over time, 

(as the cost to market is reduced due to economies of scale and better production methods) these are 
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integrated in more and more gear (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014), to for example count people on the metro 

or locate the position of the bus. While, digitisation makes massive amounts of information available, based 

on the fact that digital information can be reproduced and reused, because it is non-rival. As a result, of these 

two forces "the number of potentially valuable building blocks is exploding around the world and the 

possibilities are multiplying as never before" (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014, p. 47).  

 

An example related to the world of transportation is the mobile application Waze, which was the first to 

recombine a location sensor, a GPS system and a data transmission device (a mobile phone) to a social 

network. As the location of all the users on the network were shared, it hereby revealed where it existed 

congestion and queues on the roads (as Google Maps later adopted in retrospect) (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 

2014). Waze never invented these technologies, they merely put them together resulted from "Moore’s Law 

made all involved devices cheap enough, and digitisation made all necessary data available to facilitate the 

Waze system" (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014, p. 46). 

 

According to Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014), the amount of data in circulation is soon to outrun our metric 

system, by stating:  “The largest [prefix] is yotta, signifying one septimillion, or 10 x25th. We are only one prefix 

away from that in the ‘zettabyte era’” (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014, p. 40). All this data has thus led to 

initiatives to how the transportation sector can reach benefits of such. In this sphere, the role of big data is 

addressed by Sanchez-Martinez and Munizaga (2016) as large amounts of data resulting from increased 

automation, improvements in sensing, storage and communication technologies, exceeding capabilities to 

use and understand with traditional tools and methods. Yap and Munizaga (2018, p. 2) adds by stating how 

big data is "dynamic, can change over time and is discipline-dependent, depending on the baseline dataset 

size which can be handled by tools and methods being used in a certain discipline at a certain time".  

Yap and Munizaga (2018) comments on how the usage of big data already has materialised across public 

transport and transportation operators, with introduction of sensors and smart card data which reveal GPS 

and Automated Vehicle Location (AVL), Automated Fare Collection (AFC), Automated Passenger Count (APC) 

and the usage of WIFI information and Mobile Data. The abundance of data sources are hereby recognized 

to need standardisation of formats and technical integration in order to maximize the value it contain (Yap 

& Munizaga, 2018). According to Yap & Munizaga (2018) this is reflected in cities worldwide, as using mobility 

platforms and big data to better predict current and future vehicle and passenger flows, in order to improve 

accessibility, liveability and sustainability.  
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Through standardisation of data formats from among other AFC, AVL and APC systems, the possibility of re-

combinatory use of transport related data is further urged: "valuable information can be extracted from big 

data once different data sources are fused. Fusion of AFC and AVL data can for example result in vehicle 

occupancies, without the need of having a separate APC data source" (Yap & Munizaga p. 3, cited in Yap, 

Cats, Yu, & Van Arem, 2017). The fusion of AFC and mobile phone data can provide information about the 

allocation of public transport in the specific part of the city where there is a modal split, which will allow 

better transport coordination (Yap & Munizaga, cited in De Regt et al., 2017). It is hereby recognized a great 

potential of combining data in the transport sector, whereas consolidation of data sources needs a 

standardised format, and thereby support PTAs to get more value from big data (Yap & Munizaga, 2018). 

According to Sanchez-Martinez & Munizaga (2016) the use of big data is increasing with the transportation 

sector, where amongst other vehicle location, fare transactions, loads and traffic data are in use. They also 

believe the role of big data can be used more, by continue the work with models from historical work, to 

develop predictive transportation models which are still largely unexplored (Sanchez-Martinez & Munizaga, 

2016). It was also brought forward that the gap between academics and transit agencies could be reduced 

by package the tools and work from researchers in a more attractive way to the practitioners (Sanchez-

Martinez & Munizaga, 2016).  As a final remark, the two researchers who led a discussion group, identified 

the need for more collaborative thinking across the transport industry, where minor stakeholders as private 

bus operators, city planners, politicians, bicycle initiatives, data scientist and ITC managers needs to be a part 

of the future development of MaaS (Sanchez-Martinez & Munizaga, 2016).  

Another report from Catapult Transport Systems (Catapult, 2015), focused on the role of data in the UK, in 

the ongoing 'transportation revolution'. The report presented a portfolio of over 200 transport-related 

datasets, which was structured around nine themes: “Place & Space, Environment, People, Things & 

Movement, Disruption and event-related data, Public Transport Services, Personal Automobility, Freight 

connections, International Connections, and Consumption & transaction data (Catapult, 2015, p. 5). In the 

report findings, 19 different datasets was identified as the most likely to support the implementation of 

intelligent mobility: “map data; weather, personal location data; network disruptions; planned events; real-

time network capacity for people, vehicles & goods; public transport schedules; vehicle location data; fare 

and pricing data; sentiment data from service users and non-users; third party service usage data; and 

payment/transaction data”. According to Catapult (2015), these data sets are key drivers in the emergence 

of MaaS.  

In the datasets, Catapult (2015) identified 11 transport-related data gaps, where some only exist in silos (e.g. 

traffic flow data and automated cycle counts data), some are not available or open (e.g. history of passenger’s 
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ticket data) and certain data does not exist at all (e.g. street parking availability). At the time of the reporting, 

it was commented that most of these datasets are localized, and not gathered on a national level, whereas 

the technical challenges of making the datasets available are secondary, in comparison with data owners’ 

attitudes, costs, in-house skills to support sharing of the data, and data privacy concerns (Catapult, 2015, p. 

2015). However, with the entrance of EU Regulation 2017/1926, some of these challenges will be resolved 

with the new legislation (as long as the UK is in the EU).  

According to Davie (2015) there are many missed opportunities when only relying on historical data in real-

time decision making. Davie (2015) points to the importance for companies to exploit their historic trends in 

order to better understand their past events and utilize this data together with real-time data to prescribe a 

course of action. Big data has begun to become more central in businesses operations: “from descriptive, 

diagnostic analytics to predictive, prescriptive courses of action”.  

Davie (2015) add to the importance of integrate real-time (dynamic) data as a company cannot proficiently 

prescribe a course of action by using historic based models without combining it with real-time data, as 

“historic based data models need real-time triggers”. The combinations are highly relevant in application to 

the transportation scene, whereas the following scenario give a clear picture of that: “In real world terms, 

past traffic data can generally tell you the fastest average route through a city, but current traffic conditions 

require the knowledge of real-time factors including accidents, road blocks, weather conditions and special 

events to effectively guide vehicles through a city” (Davie, 2015).  

By combining historic patterns with real-time actions will enable predictive and prescriptive analytics to arise. 

These analytics let organisations to solve problems and forecast solutions in real-time. However, many of the 

challenges companies still face is that external data sets still remain proprietary and not accessible (Davie, 

2015).  Another key feature in the aforementioned report, leaded by Datson (2016), presents a 

comprehensive mapping of the MaaS architecture. The graphical representation give an overview of the 

complex architecture behind MaaS, and the many interoperable and technical issues to address. Among 

other, the architecture show how data is distributed via APIs13, across the MaaS ecosystem (Appendix 5). 

 

                                                            
13 API: an Application Programming Interface is used to facilitate communication (transfer of data) between computer 
systems.  
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5.0 Theoretical Framework & Framework of Analysis  
 

This section will present two models in order to summarize and create a visual methodology of the main 

theoretical bodies that makes up the theoretical framework, and the framework of the analysis, receptively. 

The model in Figure 21, displays how the individual theoretical paradigms have contributed, to the three 

central aspects that revolves around the research question. Stokes (2007, p. 64) states, "we need to find a 

theoretical paradigm which will be useful and help us to investigate our chosen object of analysis". 

 

 

Figure 21 - Theoretical Framework of the Research 

 

 

The three bodies have supplemented the research with the ability to analyse through established theories 

(Stokes, 2007). In particular, the literature that revolves around MaaS has identified completely new ways on 

how we commute. The MaxSem model have provided the research with a framework to understand the 

individual travel behaviour are based on the user's inclusion of MaaS element in their considerations set. 

Lastly, as the overarching paradigm, the 'rule of thumb' and heuristics in our daily life, are used to explain 

how the diffusion of MaaS (e.g. accessibility and convenience) can interfere with our habitual commuting 

patterns.  
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The whole research framework is represented in Figure 22, giving a clear overview of how the individual 

elements have come together, in order to ensure holistic and relevant research. It also helps to identify the 

connections between the information, design and methods that have been commented on in the previous 

sections. It has also been valuable to map out the influences that have been in play, during the construction 

of the methodology and the research methods (Stokes, 2007). 

 

 

Figure 22 - Research Framework 
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6.0 Background of the Research 
 

6.1 Towards a Student Travel Profile 
This section will elaborate on the interesting sociodemographic and transportation behaviour, which are 

associated with students in Copenhagen, in relation to our research on MaaS.  A summary or a 'student travel 

profile' of the findings in this section are presented in Figure 23. 

In Copenhagen there are around 150 000 students enlisted in the 11 universities in the city (Copenhagen 

Muncipality, 2018), and thus representing closer to one fifth of the city's population. The two major 

universities identified for the research are University of Copenhagen (KU), as the largest university in 

Denmark, with 38 481 students and 3 469 international students (UCPH, 2018), and Copenhagen Business 

School (CBS) as the second largest business school in Europe, with 24 350 students and 3 928 international 

students (CBS, 2018). According to Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, the average 

age when pursuing a higher degree in Denmark is 23,5 years of age, and the average age when students 

graduate is 26 years for University level programs and 32 years for PhD equivalent students (OECD, 2010).   

According to Lam (2018), getting a 40-year-old individual to change how they commute will be challenging. 

In fact, the desire to own a vehicle has been gradually but firmly established since the event of the industrial 

revolution (Lam, 2018). It has therefore become challenging to make shared mobility adoption widespread. 

Lam (2018) explains that the mobility industry should direct their attention to the newer generations, who is 

arguably easier influenced towards new technology than other generations that preceded them. 

Furthermore, this segment might be the optimal audience to target as they typically does not own a car and 

are dependent on other solutions, which is also evident in a higher concern about the environment and their 

impact on the future, thus using more eco-friendly modes of transport such as car-pooling, public transport 

and bikes (Lam, 2018). 

According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), technology adoption in 

schools in Denmark is the highest among the 36 member countries of OECD, which includes USA, Germany, 

UK and many more (Medium, 2018). From 2012, the Danish government made Education Technology one of 

the main priorities and funded the incentive with €67 million (Medium, 2018), which thus have contributed 

to the increased usage of smartphones and other technologies among students and younger generation.  

A study of 3000 respondents conducted by the Danske Erhverv, identified that the younger segment under 

education, are the most digitalised in Denmark (DanskeErhverv, 2017). The study clearly indicates a clear 
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correlation between the age of respondents and their average digitalisation score. Based on respondent’s 

digital behaviour and the attitude towards digitalisation, shows that the younger you are, the more adaptable 

you are towards technology (in Denmark), as seen in the graph available in Appendix 6. As seen in Appendix 

7, the digitalisation score also have a clear trend associated with the higher educational level of the 

respondents.  

The study also slight identify men as more digital than woman (index score 55 vs. 48), whereas Copenhagen 

is also more digital compared to the national level (DanskeErhverv, 2017). The most digital respondents 

representing 10%, answered that their lives become simpler and better as a result of digitalisation, while on 

the other hand, 88% of the least digital respondents state that their life becomes more difficult because of 

digitalisation (DanskeErhverv, 2017). Furthermore, 83% of all the respondents owns a smartphone, 78% have 

used social media within the last 12 months, 68% had adopted use of mobile payment applications and 77% 

used digital solution for travel information and tickets, instead of paper form (DanskeErhverv, 2017). 

 A similar context clearly emerges regarding the uptake of shared transportation services (DriveNow, 

GoMore, Uber), whereas students clearly distinguish themselves as leading shared economy-enthusiasts, as 

represented in Appendix 8. On average, students with a higher education have a higher digitisation score as 

for example, making more use of social media or services within the shared-economy, compared to the rest 

of the respondents (DanskeErhverv, 2017). According to a survey from Klein and Smart (2017), it was also 

evident that students are in general less likely to obtain a driver license and to use cars as the primary mode 

of transportation, than the generations before them. 

A typical week for a student in Denmark, consist of 10+ lectures and thus requires students to travel to the 

different campuses where their lectures are located, on a weekly basis (StudyEU, 2018).  It is also common 

for students to have part-time jobs on the side of their studies (CBS, 2018). In accordance with Copenhagen's 

business landscape of multinational companies has in turn opened up opportunities for international 

students to have student-relevant jobs. It is therefore common among the students in Copenhagen to 

commute between their studies and work during a busy week. Student transportation makes up a substantial 

portion of the daily commute in Copenhagen, whereas the university campuses are located in and around 

the city center, with accompanying hubs for metro, bus and bike. The main metro in Copenhagen branches 

out in the direction of the airport in South, Vest-Amager in the West and Vanløse in the North, and have 

touch points to a majority of CBS's buildings (Metro Map in Appendix 9).  

In the city center, where the main campus of KU is situated, Nørreport metro and bus station facilitates 

students with accessible public transportation opportunities. Whereas the metro stops are also hubs for the 

public as they are located close to shopping malls, concert halls and other activities that attracts the public. 
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The metro system in Copenhagen is also recognized as one of the world’s most efficient automated metro 

system and operate 24/7, with departures every 2-4 minutes during peak hours (Studyindenmark.com, 

2018). Copenhagen bus system also contribute to the great choice of public transport modes in the city. With 

a common price and zoning system as the metro and train, the bus brings you freely throughout Copenhagen, 

running regularly every 4-7 minutes intervals during business hours (Studyindenmark.com, 2018).  

On the other hand, as one of the world’s best cities for cyclists, the annual report from the Cycling Embassy 

of Denmark, confirms that cycling is the preferred mode of transport for the inhabitants in Copenhagen 

(Cycling-embassy.dk, 2018). Due to the great infrastructure of bicycle lanes in Copenhagen, most of the 

citizens in Copenhagen have their own bike and use it as their only means of commute. However, Bycyklen 

and Donkey-bike, which operates as a shared-bike system, can be found spread over the city.  Bycyklen, with 

over 100 hubs and Donkey-bike with 170 hubs provides over 800 bikes to the public (Visitcopenhagen.com, 

2018; Magasinetkbh.com, 2018). 

However, 43% of all commuting to and from work and study in Copenhagen is done by bike, and 62% of 

Copenhageners state that they prefer to use bike to work and study over other modes (Cycling-embassy.dk, 

2018). Copenhagen has a goal that by 2020, at least 50% of their inhabitants use bikes to commute for work 

and studies. Close to 50% of the respondents chose bike as mode of commute due to it being fast, while close 

to 30% chose bike for being the cheapest mode of transportation (Cycling-embassy.dk, 2018). 

Based on the aforementioned information a 'student travel profile' have been constructed in Figure 23, which 

identify the key characteristics associated with students in the future of MaaS and our subjects for the 

research: 

 

Figure 23 - 'Student Travel Profile' 
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6.2 Towards MaaS in Copenhagen  
Copenhagen is in a great situation to play an important role in the global development of MaaS. The city has 

strong competencies in information and communication technology (ICT), a mobile and divers mobility 

profile and efficient transportation infrastructure, which are three important areas of MaaS. Already in 

existence is the online-based mobile app, Rejseplanen, which encompass Danes with information on how to 

get from A to B by, bus, metro, train and other forms of public transport. As the fourth most popular app in 

Denmark with 3.7 million downloads, it has a daily usage of searches accounting to one million 

(Rejseplanen.dk, 2018). A study by Rejseplanen shows that over 90% of the Danes knows about the app, 

while 73% actually use it (Rejseplanen.dk, 2018). The traffic data that Rejseplanen gather about public 

transportation is so accurate and reliable that it is also used by Google, Apple and over 500 other companies 

(Rejseplanen.dk, 2018). The mentioned MaaS-trial in Copenhagen with the app, MinRejseplan, was released 

in Copenhagen by Rejseplanen, in October 2018 (Rejseplanen.dk, 2018): 

  

"MinRejseplan is the first step towards Mobility as a Service in Denmark. Americans, Japanese and 

many other are very eager to hear about Denmark's close cooperation across the public transport 

companies to unite the various transport and mobility solutions, so that citizens can easily combine 

their travel by public transport with only one app" says Christina Hvid, CEO at Rejseplanen 

(Rejseplanen.dk, 2018). 

  

The app is yet to be released for everyone, even-though the app has been piloted in the North Denmark 

Region (NT) and Bornholm earlier this year after a long testing phase (Rejseplanen.dk, 2018).  

The last trail, during the ITS Conference, the app offered travel data from a range of private and shared forms 

of transportation like DriveNow and GoMore, but did not integrate a payment solution as of yet 

(Rejseplanen.dk, 2018).  

 

Rejsekort is another important actor in the transportation industry in Denmark and acts as a cross-border 

ticket and payment platform for public transport. The travel card binds virtually all parts of the country and 

public transport companies together in one single ticket system, which is widely and frequently used as a 

travel document in Denmark (Qvartz, 2018).  The owners of Rejseplanen and Reisekort mostly consist of the 

same actors of public transportation companies, but they are still formed as two separate companies with 

each separate strategy (Qvartz, 2018). 
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With two products that supplement each other in the way they do, the Transport Minister in Denmark, Ole 

Birk Olesen, envisions that the two services merges together in one digital mobility service, where travel 

planning, booking, payment and tickets takes place at the same place: 

 

I believe and hope that in the coming years we will see more creative and user-friendly solutions in 

the transportation and travel area, including private, as we know it from, for example, parking apps. 

This implies that the public transport sector continues to work with the sharing of transport data, as 

Rejseplanen already does to some extent, says Ole Birk Olesen (Qvartz, 2018, p. 5). 

 

One of the insights, from a report from Qvartz regarding MaaS in Denmark, is to enable free access to data 

and ticket sales as it is a prerequisite for the growth of digital mobility service. In order to make it possible 

for private actors to develop a fully integrated digital mobility service, the private actors must have access to 

the public sectors transport data, as well as have the possibility to resell transportation tickets. The Transport 

Minister further state the way towards MaaS:  

 

At current state, it remains a burden for both travellers and the society. We must therefore remove 

those limitations. Data and tickets from public transport must be made available to a greater degree 

so that the market can generate growth and innovation in the field of mobility, says Olesen (Qvartz, 

2018, p. 13). 

 

According to Qvartz, regardless that Denmark is a country with a high degree of digital readiness and the 

technology is ready, different actors within the transportation industry in Denmark are inhibiting a rollout of 

MaaS (Qvartz, 2018). However, a report from the Danish Ministry of Transport, Building and Housing states 

that Denmark should already have a fully integrated digital mobility services at hand, due to its high degree 

of digital matureness (Ministry of Transportation, Building and Housing, 2018).  In Figure 24, an overview of 

the major transportation actors and transportation service providers is displayed.  
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Figure 24 - Major Transportation Operators and Service Providers in Copenhagen 

 
 
 
In terms of digitalisation and digital behaviour, Denmark was ranked as the most digital country in EU 

according to the Digital Economy and Society Index 2016.  The index also displayed Denmark as the first in 

usage of the Internet, while second in the use of digital public services and on Integration of digital 

technology. A report on smartphone behaviour and usage from Deloitte showed that smartphone adoption 

has reached 86%, as one of the highest in the world (Deloitte, 2017). However the report also highlight that 

only 19% almost always use the smartphone for public transport, while only 10% use it to pay for public 

transport at least once a month. It also highlights that only a staggering 3% use the smartphone to pay for a 

taxi at least once a month (Deloitte, 2017). These numbers clearly demonstrate that, generally in all of 

Denmark, both the digital adoption and technological development is matured. However, it also highlights a 

great potential for increase of digital consumption in relation to transportation services. 

 

At last, the Copenhagen municipality is also an interesting case objective with the devotion to the global 

efforts of ending climate change and make cities greener, healthier, and more sustainable by reducing the 

CO2 emissions. Whereas, easy access and smart solutions to collective transport is a crucial effort to reduce 

the CO2 emissions in Copenhagen and other cities around the globe. The city of Copenhagen has also 

expressed their ambition of becoming the first carbon neutral capital by 2025 (City of Copenhagen, 2015). 
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Furthermore, under the Horizon 2020 research and innovation scheme, the European Commission have 

allocated €756 million for transport-related activities. The programme includes activities aiming at increasing 

the take up and scale-up of innovative solutions to achieve sustainable mobility in urban areas, increasing 

the attractiveness of public transport, creating new coordination and new service concepts (European 

Commission, 2018). One of the expected outputs is the elaboration of new business models for public 

transport through technological (such as IT and app-oriented services) and social innovations, taking into 

account possible social and demographic barriers (European Commission, 2018). 

 

 

7.0 Analysis 
 

An important part of our research have been to identify the conditions for Maas in Copenhagen and assess 

potential opportunities, before conducting a survey with the future end users. As we do not have the 

capabilities to predict the future, we have relied on the next best thing: governmental legislation. The future 

requirements imposed by the EU ITS Directive 2010/40, and the accommodating EU Regulation 2017/1926 

will be investigated in the first section of the analysis. Hereafter, a comprehensive mapping of the relevant 

data for multimodal service providers is presented, and thus indicate the future capabilities of MaaS in 

Copenhagen and potential hypothetical transportation situations, that can be addressed by the end user. 

Furthermore, the results from the survey will be analysed with a descriptive analysis and the MaxSem Model 

in the second part.  

 

7.1 The ITS Agenda in EU  

 
"There has been some currents in the EU, over a long number of years, which is about to get something called 

Mobility-as-a-Service, more popularly called MaaS. In this context, Directives and Regulations have been 

adopted to allow multimodal transport services between the Member States [Translated]." Christian Holck, 

KPMG (Appendix 2c) 

To ensure transparency and harmonization, the European Commission introduced the Intelligent 

Transportation System (ITS) Directive (also known as 2010/40/EU), adopted in 2010 (European Commision, 
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2017). The EU commission define ITS as “innovative services relating to different modes of transport and 

traffic management and enable various user to be better informed and make safer, more coordinated and 

‘smarter’ use of transport networks” (European Commision, 2017). The ITS Directive further established the 

aim towards standardisation of data, as interoperable systems should be based on “open and public 

standards that are available on a non-discriminatory basis” (European Parliament Directive, 2010/40/EU, p. 

2). The Directive further state “travel information services may provide multiple travel options to end-users 

with different transport operators. It is imperative that service providers are transparent in the criteria used 

to rank travel options and provide neutral travel information” (European Parliament Directive, 2010/40/EU, 

p. 3).   

 

An EU transportation survey identified that good infrastructure; better connections and cheaper tickets are 

the main concerns of EU citizens (European Commission, 2014). According to Commissioner Violeta Bulc, 

there is a need to remove technical and administrative barriers to ensure that transport services can really 

operate across the whole EU, without national boundaries. The survey also revealed that convenience is by 

far the main reason for choosing a specific means of transportation for everyday and long journeys (both 

61%), followed by speed (respectively 31% and 41%) and price (12% and 18%) (European Commission, 2014).  

 

On these grounds, the move towards a more digitised transportation system was supplemented with an 

updated specification in form of a new Regulation, in May 2017. The Regulation requires each member state 

to set up a National Access Point (NAP), which is used as a mechanism to constitute a wide range of data by 

giving open accesses, exchange and reuse of transport related data. The National Access Point delivers the 

data through static and dynamical data, which the EU Directive 2010/40/EU, Article 21. describes the 

following: “The use of static and dynamic data for the purpose of travel information services involves data 

from different actors across the value chain. In many cases the original data from transport authorities, 

transport operators, infrastructure managers or transport on demand service providers will be used by a 

travel information service provider". An overview of the requirements of the 2017/1926 Regulation is 

presented in Figure 25, whereas a complete breakdown of the respective transportation and travel data for 

the NAP, is presented in Appendix 11. 
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Figure 25 - Key Extracts EU Regulation 2017/1926 (EU Commission Regulation, 2017/1926) 

 

The legislative process behind the NAP, provides insight on the information that the EU find essential to 

increase multimodal transportation services. Therefore the first part will create an overview of the 

information specified in the 2010/40/EU ITS Directive and the supplementing 2017/1926 Regulation. 

Whereas the transmodal service provider of a NAP, which could be MinRejseplan, or other providers, will 

have access to defined information in the Regulation.  

 

7.2 Static and Dynamic Data Mapping  
A comprehensive mapping of data relevant to transportation that is, or will be available for any multimodal 

transport providers in Copenhagen, is presented in Figure 26. The analysis will give an in depth understanding 

of a wide range of various data sources and travel attributes (not exclusively) that are forming a foundation 

for MaaS in Copenhagen and have also led way to the forth hypothesis, represented in the centre of the 

figure.  
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Figure 26 - Mapping of Multimodal Data 

 

Many of data sources are applicable in the construction of multimodal travel services, which encompass a 

range across technologies and provide an abundance of combinations that can be made from the datasets. 

As elaborated in Section 6.0, Denmark is matured in the sense of smartphone penetration and access to 

Internet. The usage of smartphones gives the opportunity to identify geolocation, through among other GPS 

or WIFI technology. A wide range of sensors are also commonly used in transportation, among other due to 

the reduction of the cost to market (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014), and has thus created data sources as AVL, 

AFC and APC (Yap & Munizaga, 2018). These sensors could be activated with the use of among other 

microphones, Bluetooth, NFC, cameras, infrared and accelerometers (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014).  

According to the interview with Morten Reimer (Appendix 3c), the transportation authorities in Denmark 

have started on the use of sensors "to actively calibrate and add mobility services where there suddenly have 

happened something [Translated]". Another data source mentioned in the interview was the use of search 

engine inquiries; "if you suddenly see that there are frequent searches compared to, for example, Amager 

Beach, you should consider adding more mobility service to the area so it is better able to diminish the 

expected traffic [Translated]". The Interview further identified the use and combination of prognoses and 

data also provide valuable information for a MaaS environment, whereas "combing prognoses, with such as 

historical data on weather data, which can all together provide more precise advice to trips, what kind of 
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transport and what route" [Translated]. Whilst the use of Machine Learning in combination with other 

technology is being developed for better traffic management: 

"We are also looking at how existing cameras might be able to see predictive things, for example on 

roads, you can see, based on patterns where the volume of movement is. Furthermore, can you use 

machine learning to prove that there will be an accident. Because we have seen this pattern earlier 

in our data. In addition, 'right now', the same pattern has appeared in relation to the cars. For 

example, you drive too close or there are special weather conditions, bad visibility, or the sun is in a 

certain way that makes us alert when an accident can happen and we should be able to speed up 

and alleviate the accident [Translated]".  Morten Reimer, KPMG (Appendix 3c) 

On the other side of the equation, the users have many attributes associated with transportation that are 

important in the modal choice. In Section 4.2, it was highlighted several studies that have intended to 

investigates the different uptake of attributes in a MaaS Environment (Ho, et al., 2018; Alonso González, et 

al., 2017; Jittrapirom, et al., 2017; Karlsson, et al., 2016; Mayas & Kamargianni, 2017). Comprehensive studies 

from Liu (2017), has also laid out the most important factors when it comes to people's choice of public 

transport mode. 

The second layer in Figure 26, represents the most frequently recognized attributes, which identify a complex 

attribute matrix that the end user address in the choice of transportation mode (this complex matrix led the 

research away from investigating the relationship between attributes, and the correlation between certain 

attributes and modal choice. It should rather be investigated if new combination of data sources can 

influence the choice of transport modal).  

This has led to four hypothetical scenarios that are correlated to the forth hypotheses (presented in Section 

1.2). The analysis have identified data and technology that are already in use, and the capability and the 

viability of how this can influence the future of MaaS in Copenhagen. The scenarios, which are included in 

the survey, are suggestive for how value from both static and dynamic data can be achieved through 

combinations into new attributes:  

• Weather Hedging: User data on preferred mode of travel, in combination with weather data, can 

identify changes in travel behaviour, e.g. when it is raining. Thus, new alternative options can be 

presented to the user. Either based on weather predictions, to facilitate travel planning. Or, real-time 

data, to find opportunities in the start or during transit. The location of the user (e.g. GPS data) can 

then be combined with other scheduled and demand-responsive transportation options.  
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• Events Prediction: Data on scheduled events with the expectation of large gatherings of people (e.g. 

football matches or concerts), or dynamic data collected from sensors or search inquiries, can 

identify possible delays to normal transit time, and thus present other travel options to avoid an 

already busy transportation mode. Alternative transportation means can be provided, as the 

scenario above.  

• Crowed Reroute: The fixed capacity data of a travel mode (e.g. the bus has 24 seats and 50 standing 

spots) in combination with Automated Passenger Count (as Rejsekort on buses in Copenhagen), thus 

identify how crowded the mode of transport it. If that is the case, rerouting alternatives can be given 

based on location of the users, matching with DRT or other scheduled options.  

• Delay Alternative: The Automated Vehicle Location (also used today) in combination with the users 

preferred or most commonly used transportation mode (e.g. the bus during weekdays around 8.45) 

or reserved spots (e.g. shared car). If delays, it can then identify alternative options in real-time 

before the normal commute starts (e.g. walk to the metro, instead of taking the bus as usual).  

The identified scenarios from the analysis, has hereby given a small sample of potential scenarios that a fully 

functional MaaS in Copenhagen could deliver, which is further presented to respondents in the survey in 

question A1, A2, A3 & A4.  

 

7.3 Survey Results 
The following chapter provides a descriptive analysis of the sample gathered from the respondents in order 

to get a better understanding of the taxonomy of the results. The sample of the survey was exported from 

Google forms, and imported to Excel for further analysis. Each question was then filtered in order to create 

a better overview of the different responses. The survey was targeted to students, where it was conducted 

on the respective campuses of the University of Copenhagen and Copenhagen Business School. Out of 124 

participants, 123 respondents completed the survey and were considered valid for further analysis. On 

average, each survey took approximately 5 minutes to answer. The analysis is structured as following: firstly, 

a description of the respondent’s sociodemographic characteristics, followed by their access to different 

transport mode and their preferred mode of commute. Secondly, a description of the SP survey, where the 

first section represent the core elements of MaaS and revolves hypothesis H1-H3, while the second part 

represent scenarios with the created attributes from the previous Section (7.2), which revolves around 

hypothesis H4. The purpose of the analysis is a descriptive analysis of the results, while key trends will also 

be highlighted.  
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7.3.1 Sociodemographic Characteristics 

A sample of the sociodemographic characteristics from the participants who took part in the survey is 

presented in Table 3. The table is categorized into specific sociodemographic variables and the represented 

share of the respondents. In the sample, 123 respondents confirmed they were students, while one person 

stated he was not. That person is therefore excluded for further analysis. In the sample collected, 58.8% of 

the respondents are enrolled in Copenhagen Business School (CBS), while 41.4% are enrolled in the University 

of Copenhagen. The majority of the students enrolled in a university were Danish (64.5%), while the 

remaining 35.5% were international students. Gender distribution of the sample indicates that females 

counted for 54%, while males counted for 46% of the respondents. All students were at least 18 years of age, 

grouped into three age groups ranging from 18-25, 26-35 and older. 57% of the students were grouped 18-

25 years old, while 41% accounted for students between 26-35 and the remaining 2% were older than 35. 

The students were then asked if they had any work besides their studies, whereas 12.1% stated they had a 

full-time position, 58.1% stated they work part-time, while the remaining 29.8% did not have any work. 

 

 

Table 3 - Distribution of Sociodemographic 
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7.3.2 Access to Transport Modes and Preferred Type of Commute 

In Table 4, a representation of the participant's sociodemographic variables (age group, residence and driver 

license) together with the share of access to bike and car, and their preferred mode of commute. The table 

was created to support the analysis in finding the preferred mode of transport in relation to their age group, 

residence and possession of driver license.  The majority of the students possess a driver license (68% to 

32%), however, it is the older than 35 age group that has the majority of access to a car (100%) compared to 

the age groups 18-25 and 26-35 where only 1.4% and 8% have access to a car, respectively. On the other 

hand, all of the age groups have a significantly high percentage of access to a bike, 18-25 (97.1%), 26-35 (96%) 

and students older than 35 (100%). In contrast, only 7% of all students state that they neither have to access 

to a bike or car. 

 

 
Table 4 - Distribution of Sociodemographic and preferred type of commute 

 

According to the respondents' location of residence, the results indicate that the majority of the students 

live in Copenhagen South (S) (21.8%). Copenhagen S is also the district with the lowest percentage of access 

to a bike (90.9%) and the highest percentage with no access to neither bike or car (9.1%). Even-though 

Copenhagen S has the lowest share of access to a bike, 26.9% prefer to commute by bike. However, the 

majority of the student living in the South, prefer to commute by public transport, Metro (50%) and bus 
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(23.1%). The high percentage of preference for public transport could be due to the extended access to public 

transport e.g. the Metro.  

 

In Copenhagen North (N), which has the second highest share of students (19.4%), 94.7% students have 

access to a bike, 15.8% to a car and 5.3% have access to neither of them. For students living in Copenhagen 

N, 62.5% of the student prefer to use a bike when commuting, while 29.5% prefer to use the bus. Only 8.3% 

prefer to use the metro, but this could be due to the fact that there’s no metro line going through 

Copenhagen N (Appendix 9). Frederiksberg has a 12.9% share of the students and all of the students have 

access to a bike, while none of the students have access to a car. This is correlated with the high percentage 

of students who prefer to commute by bike (75%) and relatively low preference for public transport, bus 

(6.3%) and metro (12.5%). It is worth mentioning Copenhagen East (E), where 91.7% of the students have 

access to bikes, but only 16.7% of the students prefer to use it in their commute. On the other hand, 

Copenhagen E is located close to the railway, which 50% of the students prefer.  

Looking at the suburban areas of Copenhagen, such as Brønshøj, Valby, Vanløse and Hellerup, 8% of the 

student share residence in these districts. The results in Table 4, indicate that the majority of them prefer to 

commute by public transport even though all have access to a bike. This could correlate with the longer 

commuting distance.  

 

The only student living in Brønshøj prefer to commute by bus, while all of the students living in Valby prefer 

Metro. 75% of the student living in Vanløse prefer Metro and 25% train. For the two students who lives in 

Hellerup, one out of two prefer to commute by train and the other prefer by a car, even-though it is stated 

that neither have access to a car. In the remaining districts, the percentage of access to bike, car or without 

access to neither of them is relatively similar.  

 

With the great share of access to bike among the students, it is interesting to analyse respondents preferred 

type of commuting. Figure 5, below present the stated share of the preferred type of commute among the 

respondents. 46% of the students stated that bike was their preferred way of commuting, followed by Metro 

(23%), bus (18%), train (7%), while 5% prefer walking and only 2% prefer commuting by car. Of the 

respondents, stated neither that they prefer bike-sharing, car-sharing or taxi as their preferred way of 

commuting. 
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Table 5 - Distribution of preferred type of commute 

 

The age group in relation to the students preferred mode of commute indicates that the youngest age group, 

18-25, prefer to commute by bike (55.7%), compared to 34% in the age group 26-35, and 33.3% among the 

older than 35 (Table 5). The age groups also indicate that the students in the age group 26-35, prefer walking 

(8%) and using public transport, such as bus (16%), metro (28%) and train (10%), more than the age group 

18-25 (Bus 18.6%, metro 18.6 %, train 4.3%, walking 2.3%) and older than 35 (Bus 33.3%, metro 33.3%). The 

low preference of car use (2%), is correlated with the low access to cars, which only account to four 

respondents.  

 

7.3.3 Stated Preference: Core Elements of MaaS   

7.3.3.1 E1: Planning and Reserving (Booking)  

In the SP scenario revolving the respondent's preference to planning and reserving (if applicable) their daily 

commute (E1), each respondent was exposed to three options; transportation operators in individual 

interfaces, planning through existing services (e.g. Google Maps or Rejseplanen) and reservation (booking) 

through respective interfaces or the MaaS interface with all operators included. All of the 123 respondents 

responded that they would prefer the latter, the MaaS scenario.  

In the follow-up question, where the respondents were asked whether, having access to all travel 

opportunities and operators for planning and reservation activities, would influence their choice of commute, 

56.9% stated that it would influence their type of commute, compared to 43.1% who stated that a single 

solution would not influence their choice. Among the respondents who answered that it would influence 

their choice of commute, had 40% answered they prefer to commute by metro, 28.6% bus, 20% bike, 10% 
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train, and the remaining respondent preferred walking. While the respondents who answered that it would 

not influence their choice of commute, it was 81% that prefer using their bike, 9.4% walking, 3.7% prefer to 

commute bus or car, while only 1.9% prefer the train (Table 6).  

 

 

 

Table 6 - E1:  Distribution of follow-up question based on preferred commute 

 

In correlation to the district of residency, it was 26% in Copenhagen S that answered "yes" to the follow-up 

question, while 17.4% in Copenhagen N and 13% in Copenhagen E, these districts also show the lowest share 

of access to bike, whilst the highest preference towards PT.    

 

On the other side, it was the districts where biking and waking were the preferred mode of transportation 

(Copenhagen N: 23%, S: 15.4% C: 13.5% and Frederiksberg: 17.3%), which accounted the majority of students 

that answered it would not influence them. In terms of the working status, the sample does not indicate any 

correlation to their answer on the follow-up question. Trends that can be extracted from the sample, thus 

indicate that the place of residence (and thus the access to different modes of transportation) and their 

preferred mode of commute, the influence of one interface for travel planning and reservation.  
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7.3.3.2 E2: Payment Solution   

In the second SP scenario (E2), the respondents were exposed to a scenario where they could choose 

between the current payment solution for transportation in Copenhagen today (e.g. smart card for PT, cash, 

card or digital interfaces per single operators) or a combined digital payment solution that is connected to all 

operators. As seen in the previous scenario (E1), all of the 123 respondents answered that they would prefer 

one digital payment solution for all modes. 

 

In the follow-up question for E2, the participants were asked whether a seamless and automatic payment 

solution could influence them to use more and/or new operators, the respondents also answered in similar 

fashion to the previous scenario. 56.9% answered "yes", while 43.1% said it would not influence their choice 

to use more and/or new operators. The respondents who answered "no", was represented with a majority 

of participants which prefer biking and walking, as seen in E1. Both in question E1 and E2, was clear that the 

preference was the MaaS element (100% on both questions), however, those who would not get influence 

by the solutions, were mainly represented with those who preferred private modes of commuting (biking 

and walking).  A representation of the follow-up questions is presented, in Figure 27: 

 

 

Figure 27 - Distribution of answers to the follow-up questions of influence on commute choice 
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7.3.3.3 E3: Monthly Subscription 

The third SP scenario (E3) extends the previous question, by asking the respondent of their stated preference 

of the accompanying payment model. The respondents were approached with three options; the current 

payment solution with individual solution to different operators, one interface (and/or a smart card) that 

works as a pay-as-you-go model for all travel operators or a subscription model (for example a monthly 

subscription) through one interface (and/or a smartcard) that give access to all travel operators. It can be 

stated that the two last scenarios, represent a model that is attainable with MaaS. Compared to the payment 

solutions, the respondents are more diverse towards which payment model of preference. None of the 

respondents preferred the current payment model for transportation in Copenhagen, while 50.4% of the 

respondents prefer a pay-as-you-go model, while 49.6% prefer a subscription model.  

 

By analysing the sociodemographic variables in association with their preferred payment model, 62.9% in the 

age group 18-25 prefer a pay-as-you-go model and 35.5% in the age group 26-35 (1,6% was represented with 

the smallest age segment, older than 35). Whilst the preference of a subscription model represented the age 

group 18-25 by 50.8% and 26-35 by 45.9% (3.3% by older than 35). According to the respondents, 77% of the 

participants who prefer to commute by public transport as bus (29.5%), metro (36%) or train (11.5%) prefer 

the monthly subscription model, whereas also the same with commuting by bike (21.3%) and walk (1.6%). In 

comparison, 70.9% of the students who prefer to commute by bike prefer the pay-as-you-go model, together 

with metro (9.7%), walking (8.1%), bus (6.5%), car (3.2%) and train (1.6%) (Table 7).  

 

 

Table 7 - Distribution of preferred payment model and preferred mode of commute 
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The preferred payment model related to the respondent's district of residence did not show any significant 

trend in our descriptive analysis. The sample size is also limited in the representation across the various 

districts, and thus put restrictions to any trends. However, the distant suburbs to the city as Brønshøj, Valby 

and Vanløse, all of the respondents stated that they prefer a monthly subscription model, which could be 

correlated to their distance to the city and thus might include other modes as walking or biking.   

 

Table 8 - Distribution of payment model based on district of residency 

 

There was also a follow-up question to E3, whereas the current payment model (with many individual 

payment models to each operators) were the same as with E1 and E2, not preferred by anyone. However, 

the pay-as-you-go and subscription model were represented with 50.4% and 49.6%, respectively.  

The participants that prefer the subscription model, was asked to address if the access to all travel 

opportunities without an extra cost (since it is a fixed subscription), could influence their choice of 

commuting. All of the 61 (Yes = 100%) respondents answered that it would.   

 

The participants that preferred a payment model invoked the follow-up question "Why?" (the question was 

not invoked earlier, since none of the participants answered the current solutions instead of the MaaS 

solutions in E1 or E2). 18 of the 62 respondent's (who preferred a pay-as-you-go model) answered they use 

their bike when commuting in Copenhagen, while 9 respondents justified their answer by stating that they 

do not use PT frequently enough. One respondent answered: “Everything I need is within biking distance”, 
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while another respondent said: “I mostly use my bike, so I don't think it will be that economical with a 

monthly subscription”.  

Even though the costs associate with the two options were not specified, 14 of the respondents believed it 

would be too expensive for their need. One respondent stated; “I believe a monthly subscription would be 

too expensive for my use”. Some of the respondents expressed concerns towards the environment, where 

one respondent answered; “I try to be more environment-friendly” and another one answered; “I try to avoid 

public transportation”. Some of the respondents were also concerned with the flexibility of having a 

subscription because they do not want to be tied to a payment solution.  

7.3.4 Stated Preference: The 'New' MaaS Attributes   

In the last part of the survey, the participants were exposed to four different scenarios, which have been 

identified viable in the future of MaaS in Copenhagen (Section 7.2) The respondents were asked whether the 

individual scenario would influence their choice of commute.  These hypothetical scenarios are constructed 

in order to investigate if the combination of static and dynamic data could create new attributes to 

commuting, which would influence the decision making.  The four new attributes are 'crowded (A1)', 'delay 

(A2)', 'weather (A3)' and 'event (A4)', which are applied in the four scenarios (the elaboration of the individual 

attributes were presented in Section 7.2).  

 

7.3.4.1 A1: Crowded 
 
The first scenario illustrates a situation where a PT mode is over-crowded during peak hours, with the new 
attribute we have named 'crowded', the commuter can receive real-time updates and can therefore propose 
other transportation options, as represented in Figure 28. 
 

 
Figure 28 - SP Question - A1: Crowded 
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56.9% of the respondents answered that the scenario would influence their choice of commute (43.1% 

disproved). In correlation to the current travel behavior, 78.6% of the respondents who answered “yes”, have 

public transport (bus, metro, and train) as their preferred mode of commute, compared to 20% who prefer 

bike and 1.4% walking. All of the respondents who answered that it would influence their choice has 

previously stated that a single platform and monthly subscription will influence their commute, except for 

one respondent who expressed concerns towards being tied to a fixed subscription.  

 

Neither of respondents who answered that they would not be influenced, has also stated that they would 

not be influenced by the core elements of MaaS, in Section 7.3.3. Another trend was that 79.2% of the 

respondents who answered that it would not influence their commute, preferred bike as their main type of 

commute.  

 

7.3.4.2 A2: Delays 
 

In the second scenario, the participants are exposed to a situation where the travel mode is delayed due to 

congestions or other circumstances. Since the 'delay' attribute have recognized the regular departure time, 

it can suggest alternatives, if any real-time delays occur (Figure 29). 

 

 
Figure 29 - SP Question – A2: Delays 

 

The results show that the respondents react identically to the scenario as with the 'Crowded (A1)' attribute.  

56.9% (43.1 disproved) state that the scenario would influence their choice of commute, if they were notified. 

Of those, who disproved the scenario, it was 82.7 % that preferred to use their bike to commute.  
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In Table 9, the distribution of answers shows the percentage of how the four elements are perceived by the 

respondents to influence the choice of commute:  

 

 
Table 9 - Distribution of answers to the new attributes 

 

7.3.4.3 A3: Weather 
The third scenario 'weather (A3)', represent a situation including real-time data on the weather. Based on 

identified modes in the historic travel pattern of the user in different weather conditions, these are thus, 

suggested based on the current weather conditions (Figure 30).  

 

 
Figure 30 - SP Question – A3: Weather 
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The results from the survey show a significantly higher share of respondents who indicate that the weather 

is an important factor when determining their type of commute. 91.9% (8.1 % disproved). Within the share 

of those who would be influenced, a majority of the respondents preferred commuting by biking or walking.  

 

7.3.4.4 A4: Events 
The final scenario, 'event (A4)', places the respondents in a situation where expected event or large 

gathering, could potentially generate queues, waiting time and crowded public transport. As the other 

scenarios, the respondent will receive a notification with suggestions for an alternative solution. 

 

 
Figure 31 - SP Question – A4: Event 

 

Similar to the response on the 'weather' attribute, the vast majority of 89.4% (10.6% disproved) the 

scenario would influence their choice of commute. Among the respondents, the majority of respondents 

who prefer to bike (43.6%), take the metro (25.5%) and train (19.1%), that perceived this scenario as an 

influence (Figure 31).   
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8.0 Discussion  

8.1 It's Dynamic Data that will make the Fuzz  
Understanding the viability of MaaS in Copenhagen and thus understanding the research laboratory has been 

an important factor in order to ensure the research is relevant and applicable. Our two interviews also 

presented many touchpoints on how real-life project are conducted in Denmark, to facilitate MaaS initiatives. 

The interview with Morten Reimer (KPMG), provided insights on how transportation operators and 

transportation authorities in Denmark, such as the Ministry of Transportation, Buildings and Housing, DSB 

and the Road Directory, are highly data-oriented and data-driven in projects across the sector (Appendix 3c).  

As we have seen from the information presented in Section 7.1, the implications of the EU Directive 2010/40 

and Regulation 2017/1926, clearly indicates the development towards MaaS in Copenhagen and Denmark. 

These elaborations have been important to create substantive touchpoint to the future of MaaS, since the 

research topic in itself was uncertain and unmaterialised. Thus through reports from the transportation 

authorities in Denmark and the robust indication of what data will become available through the EU 

legislation (if it is not overstepped), have presented the research with a feasible MaaS foundation to ground 

the exploratory undertakings in our research.  

A recurrent theme in our two interviews was how the technical challenges, seems to be comprehendible, 

whereas establishing transverse collaboration and resolve sovereignty-attitudes towards customers are 

recognised as the largest barriers to overcome. Smith et al. (2017) provides insight how MaaS can tackle 

these issues through three governance models and predict the eruption of two new roles associated with 

MaaS. The first role, a MaaS Integrator mediate the offering in the market, and deliver it through an interface 

to the end user, as already seen in Denmark with the likes of Rejseplanen.  

Morten Reimer predicted that there will be one or two players in three years' time (he underlined this was 

his own prediction) that will be close to deliver something that is close to a MaaS solution with all potential 

travel operators, in Denmark (Appendix 3c). In account to Rejseplanen's strong position in the Danish market, 

with a high instalment base of users, it is likely that they will become, or maintain their position as one of the 

leading integrators. However, Rejseplanen is also owned by a state-consortium of companies, and thus have 

a political mandate, which can change in accordance to the three governance models presented by Smith et 

al. (2017).  

The second role of a MaaS Operator is also a position that Rejseplanen already possess in the current Danish 

Transportation Ecosystem. However, the requirements from EU Regulation 2017/1926 of creating National 
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Access Points, could favour this role to other actors in the market. In our interview with Christian Holck, we 

were provided with an assessment of the situation:  

"There are immediately some actors who could be assigned the tasks where it would make sense, it 

could be Road Directory, Rejseplanen, The Board for the Efficiency of Data Provision, which are under 

the state. Or, the 4th option, the Danish state chooses to set up a whole new organisation, which 

must take care of, establish and operate this National Access Point [Translated]" (Christian Holck, 

Appendix 2c). 

"If there is political willingness for it, because it may be the best solution, I think there are many, at 

least the people I have talked to, who have technical and professional knowledge about this too, that 

it's the least, uncomplicated solution, to make a new organisation. Then there are neither legal 

bindings nor organisational bindings or technical issues that are not soluble [Translated]" (Christian 

Holck, Appendix 2c). 

Thus, it is evident that the role of the MaaS Operator, is not yet decided. Whilst, it is assessed a strong interest 

from several parties, to capture the new role and hereby strengthen their mandate as publically controlled 

companies. Throughout the interviews and our background research, it has not been any evidence towards 

the National Access Point will be trusted with a private actor in Denmark, even though the EU legislation does 

not exclude it (EU Commission Regulation, 2017/1926). 

Rather contrary to the discussion on who will run the NAP, its fundamental contents is already predefined 

across three service levels of static and dynamic data. The static data are required to be available and ready 

accessible in three intervals on the 1. December 2019, 2020 and 2021, whilst the dynamic data is 

recommended the same path, but not required (EU Commission Regulation, 2017/1926). Morten Reimer 

commented on the viability of the deadlines:  

"Yes, I suppose there are good opportunities, even though there are very pressed deadlines, I will 

assume that they will be available by 2019, they are already available through other channels, but 

they will be part of the NAP in 2019" [Translated] (Morten Reimer, Appendix 3c).  

With the static data already on a viable path towards provide MaaS Operators with travel information, it is 

evident that the remaining question revolves the availability of dynamic data. A report from The Ministry of 

Transportation, Building and Housing in Denmark, clearly state their ambition towards the future of MaaS:  

"In regard to, Rejseplanen and Rejsekortet's existing features, we have a good starting point for 

taking the development further [In Denmark]. We must therefore build on the ITS-Directive and 
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provide dynamic data for private actors who can drive innovation in the field and the development 

of new smart digital mobility services [Translated] (Ministry of Transportation, Building and Housing, 

2018, p. 3).  

The role of dynamic data, represent information that occurs in the transportation and travel landscape, in 

real-time, and are thus profoundly important for the establishment of MaaS.  Since, the dynamic data make 

up such a large part of MaaS, it can be speculated if their will occur a new EU Regulation in the future.  

Christian Holck explains that to his conviction the EU "has given the other countries, where it cannot be done, 

leeway because they [dynamic data] are difficult to gather" [Translated] (Appendix 2c). Whereas, Morten 

Reimer point out the value of dynamic data, might not need legislation in order to be made available:  

"I think in the coming years, it will be much more focus on dynamic data and they will be much 

more accessible, so I do not even think it's necessary to make legal requirements, one will see it as 

a prerequisite for success with multimodal transport, it must be dynamic data" [Translated] 

(Morten Reimer, Appendix 3c). 

Based on the ground presented in the section, it is evident how the development towards MaaS is in full 

branching in Denmark, and the ambition towards MaaS is represented in private and governmental 

stakeholders. So where does it leaves us, the development and the viability of MaaS in Copenhagen?    

Sometimes it can be helpful to look at the drastic measures that were done in the past, in order to realize 

the drastic measures that are in need of today. By looking at the infliction of servitisation in the eighties and 

the Intelligent Information Assistant (Tschanz & Zimmermann, 1996) (Appendix 4), which was state of the art 

back then, it is evident how the transportation sector must continue to evolve to adopt to new technologies 

and societal demands. In Copenhagen, it can be argued that it is no longer a technological or competence 

based question, it is rather about collaboration: 

"It is much centred on public transport, e.g. metro and bus, they have no common areas and 

common skills and joint assignments, it is natural for them to go in to work together. Conversely, 

they do not look so much beyond it, so there are a lot of transport actors and there are some 

barrier to working together and doing it more across [Translated]" (Morten Reimer, Appendix 3c). 

The solution thus rely on solutions that reach across resource areas or across disciplines, one must make 

some brand new forms of cooperation and some brand new incentive structures on how to work much better 

together (Morten Reimer, Appendix 3c). It can hereby be argued that MaaS in Copenhagen is not limited and 
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bound by waiting on technological advances and maturity across the transportation sector. Thus, changes of 

organisatorial nature can hereby introduce MaaS in Copenhagen in a short-term perspective.  

 

8.2 Influence on the Modal Portfolio?  
Our research have been urged forward to find answers to our hypotheses posted in Section 1.2. The 

hypotheses were constructed towards singular, but central elements of MaaS, in order to avoid the uncertain 

future materialisation of MaaS. For this reason, the hypotheses have proved to be very valuable, since it turn 

the research towards something relatable both, for the researchers and the survey respondents. In this 

section, the hypotheses will be discussed through the lens of behavioural economics, the contribution of the 

MaaS MaxSem Model and the results of our explorations directed to the end users of MaaS.  

8.2.1 The Role of the Core Elements 

It was identified three core element of MaaS, which the research design and methods have pivoted. The 

three elements were all found in existing definitions of MaaS (e.g. Alonso González, et al., 2017; Ho, et al., 

2018; Haahtela & Viitamo, 2017), and also recognized as the featured commonalities in a comprehensive 

mapping of the existing (at the time of the research) MaaS schemes (Jittrapirom, et al., 2017). These 

commonalities was furthermore acknowledged by our two interviews, as central ingredients in their 

description of MaaS (Appendix 2c & 3c). Without ranking them inbetween another, or with other elements 

of MaaS, it can be concluded that they are vital in the development of MaaS, and thus created a tuned 

projectory towards answering our first three hypotheses (H1-H3).  

The three hypotheses claims that the diffusion of these elements of, Travel Planning & Reservation, One 

Digital Payment Solution and One Fixed Payment Model delivered through one interface and with all travel 

opportunities avaliable, would respectivly influence the modal portfolio.  Our research question further 

stated that this behaviour should be investigated on students, in the context of commuting. All of these 

factors, have been highly contributional to the findings in our research, and in retrospect, have been 

important considerations in the overall objective, of a narrow and substansive result.  

Unlike one of our highly influential sources,  Alonso Gonzales et al. (2017), we did not engage with 'leisure 

travel', because we wanted to investigate the role of habitual patterns, which arise through repeated exercise 

of one thing. One could argue, that we will not change the world if we take the bus to the mall on Saturdays 

(leisure), but we take our CO2-producing cars, any other day of the week (commute). Naturally, there might 
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be a spillover-effect of trying a new mode when going to the mall, but we would rather cut to the backbone 

of the problem – commuting.  

Commuting is a habitual pattern that, according to our definition (1.3), occurs when you leave your recidence,  

to work or school. According to Kroesen and Van Cranenburgh (2016) these patterns are strong and tend to 

lead to repeating of the same choice, over and over again (a 'repeated rational choice'). If this thought is 

applied to a hypothetical scenario, it makes sense why this occurs:  

If moving to a new place, and thus adopting new commuting behaviour, it can be assumed that the 

commuter will identify a new way of how to get to work or school. If usually driving a car, biking or 

walking, the preferred mode and route (based on a matrix of individual attributes, such as speed, 

price, convenience, scenery, etc.), might not be identified on the first, nor the second or the third try 

– but eventually the preferred option is identified. The same scenario would apply for PT or DRT also, 

as various options, might be tried, and eventually lead to a preferred option. However, it might take 

several times, maybe some inefficient alternatives are tried along the way, or mistakes occur in 

correlation to doing something for the first time, or start-up costs (e.g. getting a travel card, 

downloading an app or getting a bike) associated with the various types of transportation.  

This cognitive and physical effort is in, our opinion, why we have habitual patterns in our commute, because 

we do not want to deal with these issues on a daily basis. It could also be that there is only one option, and 

thus that become the commute pattern.  So what role has MaaS in this picture?   

It has an enormous role, because the diffusion of MaaS, facilitate this mental and physical effort with 

information and simplicity (Alonso González, et al., 2017).  Simon (1997) explains how the limited rationality 

of humans in processes of decisions making, could lead to just satisfaction, instead of maximization of the 

outcome, were the perception of the world, is just a simplified version of the real one. When applied to the 

scenario above, it means that the identified preferred option, is not necessarily the best one (the most 

preferable option), but rather a satisfactory option, which might delude our ability to see others (the 

maximized outcome). Simon (1997) explains that this is reflected in situations where the decision maker base 

a choice only by the most crucial and relevant information, due to the boundaries, that our mind cannot 

allow everything to be taken into consideration at once. Relating it to our case, the most crucial and relevant 

information, could be to get home before 16.30pm, and thus a satisfactory option is identified as it fulfils this 

requirement. Simon (1997) claims this simple form of a decisions could lead to errors, since there are no 

realistic alternatives in pure human knowledge and reasoning.  
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However, with the diffusion of MaaS, there are realistic alternatives. Beforehand, the cognitive effort has 

included a considerable search cost, in order to find the suitable and timely commuting option. For example 

finding various operators, checking different timetables, understanding their pricing and zoning systems, 

investigate their payment methods and all other things that are relevant to the commute.  With MaaS, every 

aspect of planning, reserving and paying will reduce or eliminate the cognitive effort required, as it no longer 

need the same cognitive processes or calculations.  

 

Thus, we believe, that the heuristics and the 'rule of thumb' of commuting, that beforehand would state 

'take bus 34a, since that’s the best', will evolve with the diffusion of MaaS, to state 'MaaS will tell me the 

best option'. When looking at our statement, through the lens of Kahneman and Tversky's dual cognitive 

system (intuitive and reflective), it hereby involve a transition of the commuting decision from one system 

to the other.  

 

System 1 refers to the part that provide intuitive answers to judgemental problems as quickly as they arise 

(Gilovich, et al., 2002). This would be the system the propose 'bus 34a', when considering commuting 

options.  Whereas identification of the preferred option, before it becomes an intuitive answer (as the 

process we described in the example earlier), is controlled by System 2, which monitor the suggestions 

quality (Gilovich, et al., 2002). Whereas an important notion is that two systems are anticipated to run 

simultaneous, as a dual-process (Gilovich, et al., 2002). On the same lines as the cognitive processes that led 

System 2 to identify 'bus 34a' as the preferred choice, it can also identify MaaS as the preferred choice, and 

thus provide it as an intuitive answer on how to commute. MaaS must simply just be considered as a quality 

suggestion, but that can only happen, if the commuter have included MaaS (or MaaS-elements) in their 

consideration set.  

 

This brings two questions, how do we know that the user has included MaaS in their consideration set? 

Furthermore, how do we know that MaaS is considered as a quality suggestion? 

 

According to the findings in our research, we know this because we have measured the end users (students) 

preference towards the core elements of MaaS, against the alternative cost (the current state) through a 

stated preference survey.  
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8.2.1.1 How do we know that the user has included MaaS in their consideration set? 
 

By relating our question to the MaaS MaxSem Model, presented in Section 2.4.1.6, we can thus identify that 

people in the contemplative stage (2nd) of the model, are "considering the use of alternative modes of 

transportation" (Alonso González, et al., 2017, p. 3), or phrased differently, have other modes of transport in 

their consideration set.  

Thus, when the first SP question is asked (E1), we can establish which one of the participants that include the 

planning and reserving element of MaaS in their consideration set. We can also establish that this group, 

have other modes of transportation in their consideration set, since they did not choose the alternative 

where one operator has individual interfaces (apps). According to our survey, it was unanimously (100%) 

answered the alternative with a MaaS element. The same was also the case (100%) with the second SP 

question (E2) of the survey. On the third SP question (E3), it was also the MaaS alternatives that were 

unanimously preferred (instead of the current solution), where pay-as-you-go or subscription-based models 

valid for all operators, represented 50.4% and 49.6%, respectively. 

Our first three hypotheses, question the influence of these elements on the decision making of the modal 

portfolio. According to our definition of modal portfolio (from Alonso González, et al., 2017), it is the modes 

of travel that an individual have in their consideration set. When explaning how the decision of the model 

portfolio can be influence, it is important to remember that the three elements, which we have identified as 

the core elements of MaaS, are also essential elements of commuting.  

We argue that any comute, must answer four questions and make four decisions before or during the comute 

(they might be saved as intuitive answers in System 1., but at some point these were answered): 

Where am I going? When am I going? What will I commue with? And, how is it done? These are what you 

could call the 'strategy' in the MaaS MaxSem model's third step, or the strategy of commuting.   

 

We also know that MaaS, will be able to facilitate these questions, throught three core elements: firstly, 

travel planning and reservation are able to answer 'Where', 'When' and 'What (mode)'. Secondly, one digital 

payment solution and a seamless payment model, thus answere questions of 'how' the comuting is 

preformed. The travel information provided by the prior core element (planning), could also give directions, 

like 'how' to get there (e.g. the bus stop or metro station).  

Since our core elements are able to answere all these questions, which arise when commuting, at the same 

time that all of the participants in the study (100% of 123 students) chose the MaaS elements instead of the 
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current solutions, we have hereby established evidence on how MaaS can influence decision of the model 

portfolio. Since everyone have answered the MaaS option (The MaaS option include many operators, while 

the current options included only one operator), we can establish that they have other modes in the 

consideration set, and thus, they want to know their alternatives when making decision on the modal 

portfolio.  

So why did not everyone answere "yes" to the binary follow-up question, if it would influence their choice of 

commuting? In order understand this, let us go back to the unanswered question from above. 

 

8.2.1.2 How do we know that MaaS is considered as a quality suggestion? 
 

So, in the binary follow-up questions (Section 7.3.3), there was 43.1% who answered "no" on the question if 

the MaaS-element, would influence their choice of commute, both on the question regarding planning and 

reservations, and the question on the payment solution. On the third follow-up question, it was nobody that 

answered "no".  Of particular interest, is how the participants that responded "no" on the first two questions, 

represented 81%, that prefered biking in their daily commute, while the following 9.4 % preferred walking 

(the rest was scattered across travel modes).  

So we have established from the previouse section, that everyone have the individual MaaS-elements and 

thus other transportation modes in their consideration set, but we have also identifed a large group that 

does not percive, that these would influence the mode of commuting.  

Even though this group prefere an application that includes other modes of transportation, their System 2, 

have already evaluated the oppertunities that was avaliable and identified the 'prefered' option (as discribed 

in our hypotetical examples ealier). This group does not perceive that the MaaS-elements can provide any 

better quality options, then the ones that are already identified. According to Simon (1997) this could be a 

subjectivly created world, which also could include errors. On the other side it could also be correct.  

However, by using a MaaS system, or the associated elements, they can hereby feed System 2 with new 

information, on which it could make a new assessment. This is why they all said "yes" to the MaaS elements, 

because it provides a new way, that require very little cognitive effort to recalibrate System 2, with up-to-

date information and thus ensure quality decisions.  

Relating it back to our largest group of saying that it would not influence their choice, the bikers (81%) can 

thus confirm through the MaaS-elements, that bikes are still the fastest and cheapest (and any other attribute 

important to them), which thus reinforce their the decision of having the bike in their modal portfolio. Thus, 
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by looking at System 2, which deterimine the quality of the suggestions, we understand why the MaaS 

elements are included in the consideration set, but also why it is not necessarily making changes to the modal 

portfolio.  

With these elaboratons laid to ground, we can say on the basis of our survey result, that bikers and walkers 

are the exception to the rule regarding making changes to the modal portfolio, but not in regards to the 

influence on their decision making of the modal portfolio. Just as System 2 reinforced the decision of biking, 

it can influence decisions of the modal portfolio, without actually resulting in a change to it. Because of the 

access of information (for example, inferior options to biking), which the user can evaluate against their 

preferred attribute matrix.  

In summary, the following have become evident from our research and our results:  

• The three core elements of MaaS, answere the foundamental questions of 'when', 'where', 'what' 

and 'how', related to the choice of comute 

• Thus, MaaS facilitate and ease the cognitive effort related to decision making of commuting 

• Hereby, MaaS facilitate the decision making of the modal portfolio  

• However, MaaS could also reinforce excisting decisions of the modal portfolio.  

In comparison with our first three hyptheses (H1-H3), we hereby conclude that, based on our results and 

research findings, all three have been satisfactory and sufficiently fulfilled.     

 

8.2.1.3 The intuitive and reflective thoughts to our findings 
 

In the essence of Kahneman and Tversky's dual-system, we will elaborate on our findings with our intuitive 

thoughts. Firstly, the student segment represent a more concetrated demographic- and travel profile, which 

thus simplified our collection of data and the outter edges of the sample were reduced. Even tough our 

sample unambiguously, led us to our findings, these are not representative for an entire MaaS taxonomy of 

users.  

Representing, the System 2 of our thoughts, it could therefore be interesting to understand what it could 

mean if the respondents had disproved the MaaS-elements, and prefered the current scenarios presented in 

the SP questions (E1, E2 & E3). If we elaborate on the largets group, which were disproving the follow-up 

question (that it would dircetly change their modal choice), we have come to the following statement.  
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If the combined cognitive effort of first checking a MaaS system for alternative and secondly trying out a new 

option, is preceived to be greater than the cognitive effort perceive with the current modal choice(s), it will 

thus not lead to any influence on their choice of commuting. This is closely correlated with the group that 

prefer private modes of transportation (Bike: 81% and Walk: 9.4%), as they do not need to evaluate the same 

'strategy for comute' as the others.  

 

The 'where' and 'when' questions are not dependent of anything other than the individual themselves. 

Whilst, the 'what' question is answered with 'the bike or the legs', and similar the 'how' question is answered 

by 'riding the bike or moving the legs', which most students have done since their very early days. Thus, the 

cognitive effort to answere these questions are so small, it could arguably not require any facilitation. These 

hueristics are so basic, that the bahvioural pattern is not influenced by other options. That is also why, we 

needed to make sure that a modal change were in the consideration set of the respondents (by showing a SP 

question with a current and a MaaS scenario). Speculation can be give to the results, if the same questions 

were analysed on an sample with a more representative demographic.  

 

The second intuitive thought revolves on earlier statements from Alonso-Gonzales et al. (2017, p. 15) stating:  

"MaaS easies the usage of different modes of transport thanks to the integration it provides, facilitating the 

inclusion of the considered modes into their new mobility patterns". While also Smith et al. (2018) explains 

how MaaS are able to lower entry barriers to the included transport services, facilitating experimenting and 

creating new mental models in favour of servitised modes.  

 

These are reflected in the inclusion of two MaaS alternatives in the question regarding the third MaaS-

element (E3) of the payment model. Whereas, both a pay-as-you-go and a subscription model, represented 

a MaaS scenario with all operators connected to the same interface.  However, as reflected by the smith et 

al. (2017), the subscription model has a lower entry barrier to other transportation means, because there is 

no extra cost associated with a new mode of transportation. In terms of our sample, it was evident that some 

respondent (14 of 61) though it would be too expensive with a subscription model for their usage. It would 

hereby be interesting to further research if a 'trail-period' subscription model, could result as an entry to 

trying out new modal options, and thus increase to uptake of these.  
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8.2.2 The Role of Recombinant Growth  

"The genius is to turn all the smartphones running it into sensors that upload constantly to the company’s 

servers with their location and speed information. As more and more smartphones run the application, 

therefore, Waze gets a more and more complete sense of how traffic is flowing throughout a given area. 

Instead of just a static map of roads, it also has always current updates on traffic conditions. Its servers use 

the map, these updates, and a set of sophisticated algorithms to generate driving directions" (Brynjolfsson & 

McAfee, 2014, p. 37). 

 

In Section 4.2, we introduced the App Waze as a recombinant product of existing technologies, which proved 

to have profound impact on how we drive our cars. The idea, has elaborated in the quote above, has since 

spread out to many more platforms and also included many more modes of transportation to these 

ecosystems. The Waze app is just the ultimate example to how the recombinant of hardware, software and 

digitised information, can drastically turn any driver to outsmart any professional taxi-driver. The main point 

rest on the severe influence on travel behaviour that the distribution of information can derive.  

 

In our survey, we introduced four hypothetical scenarios (A1, A2, A3 & A4) based on various combinations of 

both static and dynamic data, revealed in the data mapping in Section 7.2.  These were created from our 

research regarding the viability and availability of MaaS in Copenhagen, which uncovered the forth 

hypothesis (H4). This hypothesis claims that the recombinant of static and dynamic data will create new 

attributes that will influence the decision of the modal portfolio (in relation to students and commuting).  

 

The intention behind this hypothesis was never to evaluate various attributes against each other, but to prove 

if any 'new' attributes, which are not available in the transportation ecosystem today, could provide any 

value for the user, in their decision making. It was never a binary solution to this hypothesis, because if the 

respondent rejected all the four scenarios, they would only have rejected the ones we identified and put 

forward, but not be a representative for other attributes arising for combining static and dynamic data. 

However, in the event where the respondents did accept the presented MaaS attribute, it provided a 

quantifiable foundation to affirm the hypothesis.  
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On the four scenarios is was 56.9% (A1), 56.9% (A2), 91.9% (A3) and 89.4% (A4), who answered that the given 

scenario would influence their choice of commute. These results are maybe not surprising in regard to the 

scenarios provide relatively useful information, what is more interesting is that these scenarios are created 

from viable and available data sets and technologies. These are not necessarily 'MaaS attributes' that are 

decades away, these are just components that need to be combined. Our research have come across many 

of the challenges, which foremost seem to be one organisatorial and governance level, rather than a technical 

one.  

 

On the basis, of the results in our survey, there is a clear indication that new attributes that arise from the 

combination of static and dynamic, can create travel information that will influence the decisions of the 

modal portfolio. Thus, the forth hypothesis are evaluated to be as a minimum plausible, but whereas the 

limitations to both the suggested scenarios and the SP survey, put forward many variables. Firstly, the SP 

scenario did not identify any negative effect, nor presented an alternative cost, for the user to evaluate, as 

was the case with the first section of the SP questions. Secondly, the scenarios also presume that among 

other the travel behaviour of the users, is consistent enough to identify patterns (e.g. the departure time), 

to create relevant suggestion. Thus, a deeper investigation to big data analysis and machine learning could 

identify thresholds of consistency.  

 

 

8.3 Interesting Directions for the Future 

 
Throughout the research, besides the more generic and mainstream issues like conceptual development and 

impact, MaaS schemes, governance and policies, there have been several interesting topics that have been 

discussed. In particular, three directions will be further elaborated as suggestive areas of further study.  

 

Firstly, as mentioned in earlier sections, the role of students and the younger generations, present a very 

interesting travel profile concerning the shaping of future mobility behaviour. The literature reviewed in this 

paper, have not recognized consideration to this segment, whereas the role of households and the impact 

on private cars seems to dominate as the most interesting unit of analysis in quantitative samples regarding 

MaaS (Ho, et al., 2018; Haahtela & Viitamo, 2017; Karlsson, et al., 2016). Further research on the role of 
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students and how to foster sharing-oriented and environmental consciousness before adopting private car-

usage, present an interesting topic to investigate. Another aspect on the role of students (and the younger 

generations) could revolve on their how their high consumption and adoption towards digitalised solutions 

could affect the older generations, as opinion leaders and gateways. These tendencies have been observable 

on other digital consumption, such as social media.  

 

Another direction for a further study is the implications of a fully integrated MaaS. If MaaS become a bundle 

of service levels, where the consumption of mobility becomes a matter of economic superiority, could it then 

foster elitist behaviour? As the EU legislation, require the data to be available for anyone to become a MaaS 

service provider, what will be the business models of private actors with economic incentives in mind?. 

Scenarios of buying the right for "fast lanes" might erupt, in the same fashion as faster toll-roads can be 

bought instead of slower public road in amongst other USA. Both physical mobility and the Internet are 

aspects of freedom and communication, whereas the Internet have established Net Neutrality. Further 

research on how the principals behind a non-discriminatory Internet, could hereby establish on the 

fundamental policies in the future of digital mobility.  

 

The last direction naturally extends on the research undertaking in this paper. By understanding how MaaS 

can influence our decisions of the modal portfolio, it can also reveal how System 2 can be influenced to 

provide MaaS as a quality suggestion. Our research identified that the younger generation (students), are 

already highly open towards MaaS, as they include the core elements and alternative transportations modes 

in their consideration set. In fact, the most reluctant, where the ones that preferred biking or walking, which 

is also undoubtedly a good sign for the future. But, what about those, who have a strong habitual relation 

with private car use, or a less digital mind-set, than segment in our study?  
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9.0 Conclusion   
 

We started our quest on finding some matching pieces in the MaaS landscape by highlighting Brynjolfsson 

and McAfee's analogy of how our future will look like: "…bounty instead of scarcity, freedom instead of 

constraint - but one that will bring with it some difficult challenges and choices" (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 

2014, p. 4).  

In summarisation of our research, we find the analogy suiting for the next two pages as well. We will start 

with latter; challenges and choices. The choice of Mobility-as-a-Service as research topic has explored the 

profound effect that information and communications technology can transmit from the digital to the 

physical world. However, researching a concept-centric topic in the forefront of technical development has 

presented great challenges along the way. In hindsight, it has been very rewarding to have an established 

academic body, to ground the uncertainties connected to the hypothetical sphere associated with MaaS. 

Our challenge was boiled down to how MaaS can influence student's decisions of the modal portfolio in their 

daily commute. Freshly in mind, the immature and scattered knowledge of MaaS in the world of academia, 

it was hereby concluded that we cannot expect, else from others. Instead of focusing on MaaS as a 

hypothetical utopia, we took the elements that everyone seems to agree with: One solution for planning, 

reserving and paying for every transportation option available. This decision, along with the using scenario's 

to leverage a stated preference out of our research subject's, quickly turned our constraints, into our 

freedom. From this point on the only constraint was limited to the scenarios we were able to draw.   

By pivoting scenarios around the core elements of MaaS, we were able to provide an alternative cost, which 

the respondent could easily relate to observations and experiences from the physical world. Another 

freedom that arose during our research was the endless of opportunities associated with recombinant 

growth. We took the freedom to point out how the use of static and dynamic data can create brand new 

attributes that can be cherished when we commute. These core elements and these brand new attributes 

made the path to answer our initial challenge, through the likes of four hypotheses.  

 

So, that leaves us with one thing, was there any bounty? The bounty was a small, but nevertheless a 

substantive piece to the ongoing MaaS puzzle. Our survey established that the subjects in our research 

laboratory found MaaS influential in their decision making of their modal portfolios. We argue that the three 

core elements of MaaS eases the cognitive effort of any commuting strategy, because it facilitates the 

fundamental questions of 'when', 'where', 'what' & 'how'. 
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In order to answere these questions the individual needed to include MaaS or the three elements of MaaS 

and other modes of transportation in their consideration set. According to our sample, which is 

predominated by digitalised and youthful seeds in the future of transportation, this condition was already 

pretuned with a 100% success rate. At this point, it is up to MaaS to provide such quality information, in order 

for the System 2 of our decision making (which monitor the quality of suggestions) to perceive new 

alternatives, as better than the previouse 'preferred choice'. If not able to recalibrate System 2, the outcome 

could be an reinforment of the already preferred choice.  

We also identified that the habutial pattern can be very strong,  if the total cognitive effort associated with 

MaaS is higher than the cognitive effort associated with for example biking or walking, as suggested in our 

research. The reason for this could be if the cognitive effort of these modes of transportation are so basic, 

that even the profound power of ICT cannot interfere with System 2. The good news is that these modes are 

also great for both the environment and for efficient use of our transportation resources.  

Based on these elaborations we believe that the research question have been answered on how MaaS can 

influence the decisions of the modal portfolio in the daily commute. However, we have also identified 

another way this can be achieved, through creating new transportation attributes from the recombinant of 

static and dynamic data. Our suggestive research showed that the four examples, where more than half of 

all the respondent's, directly thought the new MaaS attributes would influence their modal choice.  

In the transportation era of 'choices', we have put forward some interesting choices for further research. 

Naturally, an extension of our research towards a representative sample could identify how heuristics of 

commuting is likely to have a wide variance across age segments and transportation behaviour. This also 

correlates with the role of students or the younger generations in the future of mobility, who represent new 

attitudes and behaviour towards private cars usage, environmental-concerns and the sharing-economy. As a 

final remark, we believe that mobility is not about constraints, it is about freedom. On the same lines as net 

neutrality has secured a non-discriminatory access to the big web, the transition of mobility towards bundles 

of service packages must therefore refrain from economic incentive, whereas the fastest mobility lane is out 

for tender. If MaaS is developed in the right way, the zeros and ones could solve some of the most intricate 

challenges in our urbanistic societies.   
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Appendix 1 
Focus group: SP survey testing and validation 

 

Figure 32 - Focus Group Survey Testing and Validation 
 
Appendix 2 
 
Interview with Christian Holck:  

a. Interview Guideline 
b. Interview Questions 
c. Interview Transcript 
d. Interview Audio file and Nvivo File 

 

 

A. Interview Guideline to Participant 

Interviewee: Christian Holck  
Interviewer: Marius Ørum 
Interview Date: 23rd of October 
Place: KPMG Front 
 
Interview Guide:  
 
Part 1 – Background 

• Interviewee Background 
• KPMG  
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• Retsakt A 
• National Access Points  
• NAP and MaaS in DK and EU 

Part 2 – Technical  

• Static Data 
• Dynamic Data 
• Collection of Data 
• Standardisation and Formats 
• Data Management and Maintenance 
• Issues, concerns and solutions 
• NAP Governance  & Collaboration 

Part 3 – Personal Outlook 

• MaaS Development in the future 
• Implications on travel behaviour 
• Viability of MaaS: Development & Implementation  

 

 

 

B. Interview Guide Questions for the Interviewer 

 

Part 1  

Background:  

Tell us short about you? 
Your role with MaaS and Retsakt A at KPMG.   

Retsakt A:  

Can you tell us short about retsakt A?  
What are the implications of retsakt A in regards to data management?  

NAP:    

What is NAP? 
Who will be responsible for NAP?   
Which entities / parties are involved with NAP?  
Are there any specific requirements to NAP?  

The agenda in Denmark:  
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Brief introduction to the transportation operators and organisation in DK? 
How are they responding to this, want MaaS or minimum. req. ? 

Part 2  

Technical: 

Static data:  

What are static data? 
What are the requirements for the static data?  
Deadlines?   

Dynamic data: 

What is Dynamic data?  
What are the requirements for dynamic data? 
Deadlines? 

Technical issues / Capabilities:  

Can you tell us about any issues, concerns or solutions to gathering all this data?  
Tell us about standardisation on these data?  
Tell us about the formats?  
Where will the formatting at of the data happen, at the source?  
Or at the point-of-delivery (the operator of NAP)? 
How will the data be maintained?  
Are there any restrictions to what data could be included?  
For example, add new types of data to make new services?  
Can you say anything of how much of these data are available in DK?  
Would you say the technical aspect of gathering the data is a big issue?  
How about the collaboration of the data owners?  
What are the biggest issues concerning data?  
-data owners, collaboration, cleaning or structuring? 
Any collaboration across boarders?  
NAP API References? 

Part 3 

Personal: 

How will MaaS develop, 3 years from now?  
Can it change our travel pattern?  
Will the data become available in time with deadlines? 
Any comment on how this will be adopted by students?  
Viability of MaaS becoming a reality?  
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C. Interview Transcription the 23rd of October  

Christian Holck (CH) - Interviewee 
Marius Ørum (MØ) - Interviewer 

 
MØ: Okay Christian, Jeg har startet recorderen, og tak for at du kunne stille op til interview, ja, vi kører bare 
i gang med det samme. Jeg har tænkt først å spørge nogen baggrundsspørsmål. Som går lit på lit om dig, lit 
om Retsakt A eller ITS direktivet, lit om NAP og hvad som sker i Danmark. Vil du starte med å fortælle om 
din rolle i KPMG og... 

CH: Jeg har vært ansat i KPMG nu i 2,5 år og sidder i afdelingen der heder IGH, infrastructure, government 
and healthcare. Her har jeg siddet med projekter ind under alle tre bogstaver men meget specifikt har jeg 
arbejdet med I'et, som står for Infrastructure, og herunder har jeg været involveret i flere transport 
projekter. Både i forbindelse med Bane Danmark og DSB, men også i forbindelse med Retsakt A nu under 
Trafik-, Bolig og Byggestyrelsen. Jeg er begyndt å bliv lit en transport mand inde i KPMG.  

MØ: Perfekt, og derfor... 

CH: og har en finansiel baggrund i og jo at, .... 

MØ: Det er også derfor jeg vil tale med dig, jeg ved jo at du er i retsakt A, vil du fortælle lit om hvad det er?  

CH: Det har været nogen strømminer i EU, over en længere årrække, som handler om å få noget op å stå 
som bliver kaldt mobility as a service, mere populært sagt kaldt MaaS. I den forbindelse er det blevet 
vedtaget nogen direktiver og forordninger der skal muliggøre multimodale transport servicer 
medlemslandene ind imellem. Og det seneste direktiv, som der er mange forordninger der bliver oprettet i 
henhold til, heder ITS direktivet, som populært sagt, som handler om intelligent transport systems. Ud i fra 
det, er det kommet en forordninger der handler om at samle all transport data i medlemslandene, og den 
bliver populært kaldt retsakt A.  

CH: Retsakt A har mening til at alle transport data i et givet land, jeg tænker vi tager Danmark som case 
eksempel, at medlemslande skal samle all transport data i et givet adgangspunkt, som kan være, vi kan 
kalde det en data sø til at starte med. Det vil si at all transport data der ligger inden for tog, busser, taxier, 
hele den kollektive trafik, også privat personer, også efterspørgsel inden for delebiler, cykler, fejre 
transport, luft transport, det skal alt sammen samles et sted, og det her sted, det skal så være mulighed for 
at bruger, som er defineret som at transport aktører og udbydere af multimodale transport tjenester skal 
kunne tilgå den her data, også i sidste ende tilbyde slutbrugeren, det vil si os borgere, en bedre transport, 
bedre informations eller transport services, det er grundstenen i hvad det handler om.  

MØ:Ja, jeg tænker vi kommer mere ind på selve data delen senere. Men hvis vi holder os til, inden for 
delingspunktet, eller NAP. Hvem er det som er ansvarlig for det?  

CH:Det er en opgave der ligger på nogen forskellig skulderne lige pt, og det er ikke noget konkrete aktører 
der har fået opgaven endnu. Det er umiddelbart, nogen aktører der kunne fået tildelt opgaverne hvor det 
ville give mening, det kunne være vejdirektorat, Rejseplanen, Styrelsen for effektivisering af dataforsyning, 
som ligger under staten. Eller den 4. muligheden, den danske stat vælger å opretter en helt ny organisation, 
som skal ivareta, etablere og drifter det her nationale adgangspunkt. 

MØ:Er det nogen specifikke requirements, på hvad dette samlingspunktet skal gøre?  
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CH: Det er nogen krav i retsakt A, som går på adgangspunktet, men som udgangspunktet, indledningsvis, 
der vil jeg si at Retsaktenen er meget åben i forhold til hvordan det her adgangspunktet skal udmønte sig, 
de services og tjenester det skal være til rådighed. Men indledningsvis, kan vi sige at adgangspunktet kan 
tage alle mulige former, det kan være datawarehouse, data sø, det kan være, en eller anden for reference 
til et andet adgangspunkt, så længe at man bare kan tilgå dataen igennem adgangspunktet, så er det 
egentlig lovligt og det kan være smart for at forskellige dataformater og data typer kan organiseres best 
afhængigt af netop formatet. Men det er nogen ting, sådan som at vi kan antag at all data ligger i det her 
adgangspunkt, så er kravet der står i retsakten, er at man skal kunne søge i den her data. Så for eksempel 
som bruger så skal man kunne søge i noget bagvedliggende Meta data, som eksisterede bagud. La os sige at 
Bane Danmark har de her transport data, så skal det være noget data med beskrivelser af det er data, så 
man kunne anvende det som søgeord, så finde det konkrete data eller datatype, som man så kan bruge, så 
det skal være en søgetjeneste til rådighed i adgangspunktet, i overensstemmelse med kraverne som er i 
artikel 3 i Ratsakten. Det første krav er et en national stat skal oprette det her adgangspunkt, det skal bare 
eksistere, og det skal eksistere seneste i 2019, den første december 2019, og da skal det det skal indeholde 
service nivå 1…så det må også gerne blive oprette i eksisterende punkt, for eks har vejdirektoratet, som 
også er blevet angivet at oprette i henhold til det her ITS, på grund af en forordning i henhold til det her ITS 
direktiv, som handler om at samle all vej transport, så der må man gerne lægge det til, ellers så er det frit i 
hvilken form det skal ta, og hvordan det skal oprettes. Du må også gerne gå sammen med en anden 
samarbejdes stat, det kunne for eks være et samarbejd med Norge, Entur så må du gå ind og samarbejde 
med dem og oprette et adgangspunkt hvis det er det der gir mening. 

MØ: Er det...har du nogen feeling på hvornår eller hvad det heller imod i Danmark? 

CH: Ja, Det er jo nogen, det er nogen klare kandidater, så hvis man vælger at det skal ligge på det 
eksisterende adgangspunkt så er min intuition at det skal ligge hos vejdirektoratet eller rejseplanen, det er 
helt sikkert. Hvis det er politisk velvilje til det, fordi det kan godt være det er den beste løsning, det er å 
gøre ligesom Norge og Finland for den slags skyld, det er å oprette en helt ny organisation, med deres egen 
midler og egen ressort områder, som skulle etablere det her NAP. Det tror jeg det er mange, i hvert fald de 
personer som jeg har talt, som har med som har teknisk og faglig kunde (viden) omkring det her heller til at 
det er den mindst, mest ukompliceret løsning, det er å lage et helt nyt. Så er det ikke hverken juridiske 
bindinger, eller organisatoriske bindinger, eller tekniske forhold som ikke er løsbart, så længe det er midler 
til det, så der kommer den politiske velvilje til, hvor det formentlige hvor det er mere, det er ikke så 
omkostningstungt å lægge det til i et adgangspunkt der allerede eksisterer og udvide deres handlings 
mandat eller lignede. 

CH: Så jeg tror ikke jeg med sikkerhed kan si at det peger i den retning eller den retning, fordi det afhænger 
af hvad den politiske velvilje er, og hvor mange midler de er villig til at bevillige til det her projekt. Jeg tror 
det er en faglig overbevisning om at det beste hypotetisk, et drømme scenario, er å lave en separat instans, 
som drifter og etablere det selv og ligesom varetager det.  

MØ: Under staten?  

CH: Lige præcis,....lige præcis.  

MØ: Ja. okey, da super jeg tænker vi flytter os lit mere over på teknisk del, du har vært inde lit allerede, 
men det er jo som du sier det er to typer data som det splittes op i. Vi starter med statisk. Vil du start med 
hvad det er?  
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CH: Ja, altså jeg tænker at jeg kan starte med overordnet med hvad de begge to er, fordi det ene gir meget 
mening, når du ved hvad det andre er.  

MØ: Ja. 

CH: Fordi statisk data, det er data som er forudbestemt det kan være, det kan være for eks køreplaner eller 
drift planer for transport baseret transportformer eller fartplan baseret transport former, det kan for eks 
være en tidstavle over toget går kl. 16 og det går kl 17 og det går kl 18. Det er statisk trafik data som man 
kan tilrette lægge lang tid i forvejen mens dynamisk data er data som sker in real time, det er data som 
opdatere nu, for eks nu er det kø på motor vej (uklart), eller nå er det kø på motor vej (uklart) eller nu er en 
skinne som er gået i stykker og derfor kærer ikke togtrafikken ikke lige nu. Det er et øjebliksbillede.  

CH: Mens de statiske data er noget man der er planlagt og noget der er skemalagt og det kan være for eks. 
adresser eller togstations lokasjon eller rutekort over hvordan det, den her station er opdelt, hvilke 
faciliteter den har, har den en elevator den her station, alle de her ting der ikke nødvendigvis ændrer sig 
over den neste måned, og som er fastsat. Det er statisk data. Det er også lit i navnet, hvoraf dynamiske data 
er dynamisk, og kan ændre sig løbende. Og skal jeg bare forsatte med.. 

MØ: Du kan gerne fortælle lit om hvad som indgår i statiske data, om det er nogen helt klart requirements 
og eventuelt også på lit hvornår om det her skal ske og om dataene er tilgængelig, og om det er noget man 
skal gøre eller om, eller det er noget man kan gøre? 

CH: I forhold til retsakt?  

MØ: Ja. 

CH: Altså hvis vi kigger på statisk data, det er den som, for at lige starte op, så overordnet set, så er det en 
EU forordning, som skal kunne implementeres across all member states, så EU har jo taget nogen forbehold 
til hvad man kan stille af krav til et land som Rumænien eller et eller andet, også kan være med på.  

CH: Det er de statisk data, at de er de nemmeste og få fat på, det er så noget med at de er 3 service niveau 
og det første service niveau er sådan som adresse identifikationer, hvor ligger den vej, hvor ligger den 
station, det er sådan noget som adresse punkter, vi har et Eiffeltårn der, og det er turplaner, det er det jo 
også, det er en tidstavle, det er de meget simple ting, det er de første ting der skal ligge i det her 
adgangspunkt, det er service niveau 1. af statiske data, det skal ligge i 2019. Så er det service niveau 2, og 
service niveau 3 hvor kompleksiteten af de her statisk data stiger en lille smule.  Service niveau 2, det kan 
være for eks delebilstationer eller lade stationer til elektriske biler eller delecykler hvor får man fat i sådan 
en, men stadig væk geografisk bestemt data. 

CH: Og service niveau 3 er sådan som passager kategorier eller takstformer, hvis vi tager et konkret 
eksempel sådan som togdrift, så er det nogen forskellige passager kategorier, det er ældre mennesker, det 
er studerende det er børn, det er turkort, alle sådan ting, det her nuancer de kan være inden for fældet, det 
er service niveau 3. og det skal så være implementer først i december 2021. Service niveau 1 2019, service 
niveau 2 i 2020, service niveau 3 i 2021, og det som retsakten som sier at det er kun lovkrav at de statisk 
data skal implementeres indtil 2021, mens de dynamisk data de behøver du ikke å tage med som land.  

CH: Og det er min overbevisning om at de har givet spillerom til de andre land om at hvis ikke det er noget 
som kan la sig gøre, fordi de er svære å få fat på, det kræver at man aktivt at man har en tjeneste der 
ligesom fanger den her information. Det kræver at man har aktivt har vejdirektoratet der sidder og 
monitorerer vejnettet, og sier der er den en ulykke her, der er gået ud over banedriften. Hvordan får man 
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omsat det til noget data der fungere i real time. Men det behøver ikke at være med. Hvis det er 
medlemsland vælger at implementer eller medtag dynamiske data i adgangspunktet. Så sier retsakten at 
det bør tilstræbes at man kører de her adgangspunkter samtidig. Det vil si, der er også 3 service niveau. Så 
vil man si service niveau 1, for både statiske og dynamiske data i 2019, 2020 2021, sådan så at man ligesom 
kærer to forløb det er sideløbende med hindanden, som også er intuitivt. 

MØ: Ja og, skal vi se, nå falt jeg lit ud af den... de dynamisk dataene da, er det noget du tror kommer til å 
blive lovpligtig efterhånden?  

CH: Det er et godt spørgsmål, som er også noget der trafik styrelsen også døjer med, og jeg ved ikke, jeg 
tror ikke indenfor kortsigt at det bliver lovligpligtigt fordi jeg tror at nogen af medlemslandene mangler 
dynamiske data eller kvaliteten på det dynamiske data er så dårlig at de ikke vil give mening at det skal 
være et krav.  

CH: På den andre side, så tror jeg at det på sigt at det helt klart vil blive et krav, jeg vide ikke hvor lang tid, 
måske 4 år 5 år, men det vil blive et krav på et tidspunkt. Og derfor gir det rigtig god mening at de 
medlemslandene der har ressourcerne og som har dataene tilgængelig og ude, og som har den tekniske 
(uklart) til at implementere den dynamiske data, at de gør det. Og fordi at slutproduktet, i den sidste ende, 
som skal være er at de her multimodale rejseinformation tjenester bare bliver forbedret af det, det er jo 
klart.  

MØ: Og du er lit inde på det, men vil du fortælle lit om standardisering på dataene og det er jo selvfølgelig, 
det er jo blevet tilrettelagt for hvordan de dynamiske data kan laves nu, altså det er nogen krav i Retsakt A 
som går på både på statiske og dynamiske data i forhold til data formater 

CH: I lang tid i EU har du været nogen strømninger der har handlet om standardisering og det kan man se 
på mange forskellige områder. Men det her handler om standardisering af data, især transport data. Det gir 
god mening bare for å ta det konceptuelle i projektet, det er at du kan sidde i Finland og sende noget data 
til Italia som vi kan læse i begge land. Så statiske data, så har EU udviklet nogen dataformater som man 
kende, og det kan være TAPSI for togdrift og det kan være IATA SSIM for luftfart, og så den helt store som 
bliver nævnt og spiller en stor rolle, det er NeTex, som skal være det overordnet dataformat der kan 
indkapslere de fleste former for data der eksisterer. Det, det er fælles for det her, er at det selvfølgelig er 
XML format, og så kan det laves nogen minimums profiler i de forskellige land, og det kommer til å være en 
europæisk minimumsprofil. Det skal også sies, at de her formater stadigvæk er under udvikling , det 
kommer stadig flere initiationer, så folk ved ikke rigtig lige nu, hvad kommer mim profilen til at være. Det vil 
si den her XML protokol, hvad skal den indeholde af data? Det ved man ikke rigtig endnu. Og så kommer 
det en europæisk standard, også kan lande udvikle deres egene, afhængigt af la os si Norge har nogen 
andre karakteristiske i forhold til la os si at det altid står en postkasse ved siden af et busholdsted. Så kan 
det være at det alltids skal være med i XML filen at det er en postkasse ved siden af et busholdsted, mens 
det ikke gør sig gællende med for eks. Danmark eller la os sige Italia, et eller andet. Så det kommer til å 
være noget, der skal passe med minimums profilerne, men i store træk bliver der meget meget, at man 
bare kan udveksle i landene sig i mellem.  

CH: Og det gælder også for dynamiske data, det er det også nogen dataformater som er udviklet i EU, i 
kommisjonen for standardisering CEN. Der her man DATEX 2, igen TAPSI for jernbanetransport og den helt 
store igen som er NeTex pangdang, bare i dynamiske data, den heder SIRI. Som også skal indkapselere alt 
det her med dynamiske data og begrænsninger og hændelser på både vejnettet og å banenettet og i alt 
hvad man kan forestille sig af realtids data som kan være relevant, kan man putte under SIRI. Det som så 
kan være som også bliv specificeret i Retsakten, hvor både DATEX og SIRI kan dække alle de her data. Men 
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det eksisterede det her DATEX 2 i vejdirektoratet, og det er også et godkendt i EU. Så du behøver ikke at 
konvertere til den store SIRI, så længe det er et EU godkendt standard.  

CH: Men så det eksisterer en masser formater og standardisering som Retsakt A kommer å sier det skal 
ligge i de her formater eller andet kompatibelt maskinlæsbart format, som jeg ved formuleringen er. Men 
hvilket data format der skal være kompatibelt maskinlæsbart som ikke er en af dem der er nævnt, det står 
mig uklart. Så det er nogen af de listede formater som man skal fokusere på.  

MØ: Ja, selve konverteringen da, er det noget som du har oplevet at det er teknisk udfordringerer eller er 
det noget som kan løses. Hovedspørgsmålet er hvad der den støre udfoldninger, er det selve 
konverteringen eller er det samarbejd og andre problemer 

CH: Det er et spørgsmål, hvor du har teknikken i det, og så er det det politiske ladet i det. Selve teknikken er 
det, der er den evidens som vi er kommet frem til, det er det relativt nemt, der meget trafikdata ligger i 
GTFS googleformatet, og der er det ret nemt og konvertere GTFS til NETEX for eksempel.  

CH: For de statiske data er konverterings udfordringen er ikke specielt svært. Det som så er, på overordnet 
plan, det som så ligger i det, i retsakt A, det står det at transportører og operatørerne skal stille data til 
rådighed i de godkendte formater, det vil si at kæmpestore aktører som Bane Danmark og DSB, og la os si 
vejdirektorat skal stille data til rådighed. Og så hvad med de små, det lille taxi selvskab eller en lille 
delebilsordning, de her små aktører skal plutselig gå over til, lille smule som GDPR persondataforordning, 
som lige pluteslig bliver det pålagt en omkostning hos små virksomheder som man måske ikke regnet med. 
Det politiske spørgsmål er så, skal de kompenseres for det ekstra arbejd der ligger i konverteringer? 

CH: For persondata forordningen det er jo relativ, der skal man lave nogen retningslinjer og informere sine 
medarbejdere om at vi behandler persondata på den og den måde. Men her er det noget teknisk know how 
som det kan godt være kan være som udgangspunkt ret nemt, og folk der ved noget om data, meget let kan 
konverterer GTFS til NETEX, men la os si hvordan den her mindre delebilsorddning overkommer samme 
udfordringer. Det er et spørgsmål der ikke er besvaret endnu. 

MØ: Bare for å spole lit tilbage. Alle som er en transportudbyder, skal sende data i de rigtig formater i Nap?  

CH: Det er korrekt. 

MØ: Hvor mye data kommer NAP til å indeholde?  

CH: Det er et spørgsmål, hvor det kommer and på om det er gigabyte data eller la os ta det på et 
konceptuelt set. Fordi praktisk set, så har jeg ikke nogen forudsætning for at si det kommer til å ligge så 
mange gigabyte eller terrabyte. Men konceptuelt kan det gøres på flere måder. Enten kan du tage et NAP, 
der ejer all data selv. Hvor alt ligger i et datapunkt som er eksisterer i NAP'et, så kan man si sig selv så vil 
det være all data. Så kommer det til at ligge vandvittig meget data, så kommer det til å være det hele. Men 
det er også de muligheder du lager et arkiv, hvor du laver referencer til andre adgangspunker eller andre 
datakilder igennem NAP'et, og så er databyrden selvfølgelig mindre i NAP'et. Også er spørgsmålet om du 
tæller dem med i det data skal ligge i NAP'et, det gøre man nok ikke vel. I forhold til data byrden som vi ha 
en direkte indflydelse på omkostninger i forhold til at drifte NAP. Så det er et spørgsmål man som så ikke 
kan svare på som sådan, fordi det afhænger meget af hvordan kommer den endelige opsætning af NAP til å 
være i de givende medlemsstater.  

MØ: De her dataene som EU kræver ind, etter din mening, er det noget som er tilgængelig i Danmark og 
som bare skal samles, eller findes det deler af de her kravene som ikke findes? Er dataene tilgængelige?  
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CH: Ja, altså det er i forhold til de, det afspejler det der blev sagt før i forhold om hvorfor dynamiske data 
ikke er et lovkrav. Fordi statiske data der er det nogen deler der eksisterer i forhold til for eks. til geografi, 
adresser, det skal ligge i et format der heder INSPIRE der er EU geografiske data format der omhandler 
geografi. Rigtigt meget af den data er allerede i INSPIRE format. Så kommer det en massere ting, som ikke 
ligger i godkendte dataformater, det kan for eks. være tidsplaner, og det bør jo ligge i NETEX eller TAPSI for 
jernbanetransport, men det ligger i mange ukendte dataformater.  

CH: Inde hos transportaktører selve det er rigtig meget der antages å ligge google format, i GTFS format, 
men det er ikke helt bevist. Jeg tror man meget meget… jeg tror det er rigtig at si at mindst 80 af alt det 
data der er der ude, er ikke i kompliant med Retsakt A. Og det er en kæmpestor konverteringsopgave i 
forhold til at det skal konverteres. 

MØ: Men det findes?  

CH: Ja data findes, i lagt hen af vejen, så findes det. Det er bare at de ikke er kompliant med retsakt A. Men 
i forhold til dynamiske data, det er det der tror jeg man kan si med sikkerhed at 98% af data ikke eksisteres i 
komplient, måske 95%. Det er nemlig DATEX 2, for vejtransport som er rimelig langt fremme og som 
eksisterer, også VD (Vejdirektoratet) som er komplienat. Men ellers eksisterer resten ikke, eller så 
eksisterer det ikke i data formater. Lige dynamiske data er det også nogen gaps der vi ikke ved om data 
eksistrer.  

CH: For eks. ved vi noget om det er nogen ledige parkeringspladser på denne og den gade for eks. ikke 
rigtigt, det er nogen parkeringshuse hvor det står det er 600 ledige pladser, lige som det står her nede. 
Nede foran KPMG. Men at det sigene nok at så ved vi om det er ledig parkeringspladser på Gothersgade, 
nej det ved vi nok ikke. Så det er nogen huller. Men i forhold til statiske data, så findes det langt det fleste 
data der ude, det skal bare konverteres.  

MØ: Ja, så man kan sige at noget af de største udfordringerne er at dataene er tilgængelig, og man skal få 
det over i rigtig format, og som nummer to at data ejerne samarbejder? 

CH: Ja.  

MØ: Superbra, vi begynder faktisk å komme til at vi skal runde lit af. Lit mere teknisk indsigt på 
datapunktet, er det for eks API referencer som skal snakker sammen? 

CH: Ja, det vil det være. Og, det er faktisk en API som heder, API for Open Journey Distribution Planning, 
ja, OJPF forkortelsen, som er Distribution Planning eller Open Journey Planning, som er en EU skabet API 
som de råder transportaktører og datapunktet til at tage i bruge når det bliver fastsat hvordan det præcis 
skal se ud. Som muliggør at de her brugerflader mellem de her forskellig systemer kan tale ordentlig med 
hinden. Også vil jeg si at hvis du implementer det det her OJP eller DJP afhængig af hvilken forkortelse man 
bruger, i alle land, så vil det give en kæmpe fordel i forhold til å integrere alle systemer, via den her API, så 
kan man tale sammen på tværs af landegrensene.  

MØ: Super, okay, lit mere spørgsmål til dig, lit mere åbne spørgsmål. Kommer dataene til å blive 
tilgængelige til deadline så?  

CH: Ja det tror jeg, i land som Denmark der tror jeg det kommer til å være data tilganglig i forhold til data 
niveau 1 i et adgangspunkt, aboslut. Også fordi at det første service niveau i Denmark for eks. det handler 
meget om adresse identifikationer, det er allerede et adgangspunkt i Styrelsen for effektivitet og 
dataforsyning, der har de her data, så den neme mulighed er å lave en reference til de her data. I lande der 
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ikke er så langt fremme, det kan jeg ikke kunne udtale mig om. Men hvis vi sier Danmark. Ja, det tror jeg 
det gør.  

MØ: Hvad med service Niveau 2 og 3?  

CH: Jeg tror de bliver overhold, det tror jeg. Det tror også man kunne gå så langt i at sige at langt hen af 
vejen så vil også dynamiske data vil blive inkluderet, det tror jeg.  
Afhængigt af velviljen til omkostninger der er forbundet med det - muligheden er der helt sikkert.  

MØ: La os sige at alle de tre bliver implementeret, hvert fald statiske data. Måske til og med dynamisk data, 
hvordan ser MaaS ud i København og Danmark om tre år?  

CH: Det er et godt spørgsmål, jeg tror muligvis at hvis det kommer til å være la os si Rejseplanen der tager 
ejerskab rundt det her. Så tror jeg det er nogen servicer der bliver forbedret. Jeg tror også at rejseplanenes 
service som bliver lavet af Rejseplanen, der kommer det til å være en mærkbar forbedring for brugeren. 
Men jeg tror det skal mere til end en treårig årrække end at samle noget data og lave referencer. Det 
kommer and på hvor brugervenligt det her datapunktet bliver. Hvis det bliver så at du bare kan søge i data, 
og du skal ta den en af gangen, for eks., hvis du som tjeneste skal ind å si jeg skal ha fat i den her..jeg skal 
ha fat i den her.....jeg skal ha fat i den her. 

CH: Og det bliver tidskrævende og omkostningstungt å lave en kode og få fat på det her data, så tror jeg 
ikke det ændrer sig meget på den korte bane, udover for dem der ejer det.  

CH: Men hvis det bliver nemt, og jeg kan downloade det hele fuldstændig på takst strukturer og jeg kan 
lynhurtig lave et tilbud til slutforbrugeren der sier, der har alle priser for det hele og endda få lov til å ta en 
takst for det det selv, så tror jeg det kan gøre noget. Absolut. Det er et meget åbent spørgsmål, hvor det 
kommer and på ambitionsniveauet for det her adgangspunktet og for MaaS i landet.  

MØ: Så hvis det samler sig det hele, all data er tilgængelige og vi har et bra NAP. Tror du det forandrer 
måden vi transporterer os på. Altså, den måden du vælger vi comuter på til skole eller arbejde? 

CH: Ja, det kan jeg godt forstille mig. Hvis jeg får lov å være meget futuristisk så kan jeg forstille mig at en 
ting er at man setter sig op på sin cykle, så får man vide at det er noget vejarbejd så den her cykelsti, så den 
er lukket, så det gir mening for dig å ta metroen i stede for. Det tror jeg helt klart. Men jeg tror også hvis 
man går så langt, og der kan også Danmark være fortrædende, nu drømmer mig, nu drømmer jeg, men vi 
går meget op i aktivering af borgerne, og sundhed. Hvor jeg kan forestille mig, at hvis du tager din cykle i 
stede for a ta bussen eller tog eller din bil, så får du x antal procent rabat på din neste togrejse eller din 
neste metro billet eller ditten og datten. Så tror jeg godt det kan komme en eller anden for statsstøtte i 
forhold til borgeraktivering der sier mindre Co2 udslip og bedre helbred, det tror jeg er utopien i det, og det 
vil jo helt klart ændre den måden vi lever på, hvis vi vælger å ta gåturen til metrostationen og få 1 kr. rabat 
på den neste. Det vil jo ikke gælde for alle, men jeg tror det er et politisk mål jeg kunne se ske i et land som 
Danmark.  

CH: Men ellers for at vende til det helt konkrete omkring kommer det kommer til at ændre, så tror jeg helt 
sikkert det kommer til å ændre, hvis det kommer bare den måde man kan købe en billet på, og man kan slå 
sammen aktører, så man ikke trænger å gå ind på en køber og du ikke trænger å gå ind på DSB eller Movia 
eller lufthavnene, eller metroerne, men der kommer jeg skal ind og så får du en billet til det hele. Det vil per 
definition ændre den måde vi tænker i at shoppe en billet tjeneste på. 

MØ: Også ændre den dynamiske rejse portfolio?  
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CH: Ja, lige præcis, og som det også var en forsikring på, hvis man nå… så det pluteslig var det nedbrud på 
den her metrostation som du har købet billet til, så har du måske købt en forsikring til 5 kr., det gir dig et 
gratis billet til et alternativ, til det bedste alternativ. Det tror jeg helt sikket er noget vi kommer til å se i 
fremtiden, en sammenkædning af det hele.  

MØ: Super, vi tak for Interviewet, vi fik meget bra info.  

CH: Selv tak.  

MØ: Så skruer vi af recorderen. 

RECORDER TURNED OFF. 

 

 

D. Audio File and Nvivo file  

The audio file for the interview with Christian Holck (KPMG) is available in Dropbox, through the following 
link:  
https://www.dropbox.com/s/71j1q0bel6rr2yh/C.%20Holck%20Audio%20File%2023.%20Oct.m4a?dl=0 

The Nvivo file (the file is made on Nvivo for Mac) for the thematic analysis of the interview with Christian 
Holck (KPMG) is available in Dropbox, through the following link:  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/s7h95horxd0vsj1/Interview%20MaaS%20Speciale.nvpx?dl=0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/71j1q0bel6rr2yh/C.%20Holck%20Audio%20File%2023.%20Oct.m4a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s7h95horxd0vsj1/Interview%20MaaS%20Speciale.nvpx?dl=0
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Appendix 3 
 
Interview with Morten Reimer:  

a. Interview Guideline 
b. Interview Questions 
c. Interview Transcript 
d. Interview Audio file and Nvivo File 

 

A. Interview Guideline to participants  

Interviewee: Morten Reimer 
Interviewer: Marius Ørum 
Interview Date: 5th of November 
Place: KPMG Front / Skype 
 
Interview Guide:  
 
Part 1 – Background 

• Interviewee Background 
• KPMG's Role in with MaaS & ITS Projects 

Part 2 – 'Vejrudsigten' & MaaS in DK 

• Vejrudsigten  
• MaS 
• Political Willigness 
• MaaS-oritented Organisations and Operators 
• Data Management and Maintenance 
• MaaS Challenges 
• NAP in Denmark 

Part 3 – Data Availability and Processing 

• Static, Dynamic, weather data & Prognoses  
• Big Data, ML and P 
• Data Sources  
• Other 
•  

Part 4 – Personal Predictions 

• MaaS  
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• NAP 
• Our Travel Behaviour  

 

B. Interview Guide Questions for the Interviewer 

Part 1  

Background 

- Tell us shortly about you 
- Your role within Transport and Infrastructure at KPMG 
- Shortly about past and current project in relevance to ITS and MaaS 

Part 2 
'Vejrudsigten' & MaaS in DK 

- Tell us about the idea behind Vejrudsigten 
- What do you consider as core elements of MaaS?  
- What is the political willingness towards MaaS in DK? 

Which organisations and transportation operators are driving MaaS?  
- What are the biggest challenge(s) in regard to MaaS in DK? (Topics: Governance, Policies, 

Collaboration, Technical Solutions) 
- What is your assessment of NAP in Denmark?  

(Ambition level, owner, governance model and technical solutions) 
 

Part 3 
Data Availability and Data Processing  

In Denmark, do you have a comment or an assessment of the availability or usage of the following:  

Static Data  
Dynamic Data (Also not traffic-related as concerts or events)  
Use of Prognoses 
Use of Big Data  
Use of Machine Learning 
Use of Data Sources (E.g. Sensor, Smart Card Data: GPS and Automated Vehicle Location (AVL), 
Automated Fare Collection (AFC), Automated Passenger Count (APC), Wifi information, Mobile data 
information etc.) 
Weather Data 
Other  

Part 4 

Personal Predictions 

- Will Denmark fulfil service level 1,2 & 3 of Static Data?  
- Will Denmark include Dynamic Data in NAP?  
- How will MaaS development be in Denmark in three years' time?  
- Will MaaS change our travel behaviour? How?  
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C. Interview Transcription the 5th & 6th of November 

 

Morten Reimer (RM) - Interviewee 
Marius Ørum (MØ) - Interviewer 

MØ: Recorderen, den er startet. Først of fremst tak for at du ville være med på et interview. Og vi starter 
med å høre lit kort om dig.  

MR: Ja selvfølgelig, det var så lit, det gør jeg gerne. Jeg heder Morten Reimer jeg er konsulent i KPMG og jeg 
sidder i IGH afdeling og er i det ansvarlig for transport området og nogen af våres store transport kunder  

MØ: Ja.. 

MR: Og… ja, og jeg har jeg arbejdet med transport i noget der ligner en 8 år tid.  

MØ: Ja. Spænende. Vil du fortælle lit om typiske projekter og sånn som du arbejder med i KPMG? 

MR: Ja, altså… du tænker primært transport projekter eller?  

MØ: Absolut, primært transport projekter og relevant til ITS projekter.  

MR: Ja, men vi har involveret i en lang årrække i større transformations- og digitaliserings projekter det har 
været meget projekter med it og gøre og det har været projekt hvor vi har haft en rådgiver rolle som har 
gået på å dels optimere system landskabet.  

MR: Men også ind og arbejde med bedre fremkommelighed, bedre trafik afvikling, det har vært bedre 
datadeling, som har vært nogenlunde nøgleordene for de projekter vi har lavet. For eks å erstatte en 
sagsgangs som er blevet håndtere en sagsgang som er blevet håndtere via Outlook og mails med et 
sagsbehandler system som gir bedre processer bedre data og mulighed for at dele informationer og viden 
om for eks vejarbejder hvor er det arbejder henne, og hvornår starter de og hvornår slutter de. Og på den 
bagrund kunne lave bedre trafik information, som har direkte konsekvenser for de rejsene og trafikanterne 
i forhold til å optimere deres rejse og deres færden og kunne gi en bedre fremkommelig og flere rejsene 
der når frem til tiden.  

MØ: Ja, så du vil si at det er meget data centeret på de projekterne som du har arbejde på da? 

MR: Ja det er det, det er meget data-centeret og det har også indbefattet å være inde hos organisationer 
med å opbygge en bedre data kultur, og en bedre data governance, i forhold til hvordan styrer de så sin 
data bedre, hvordan ejer de data, hvordan udstiller de data, og hvordan kvalitet sikrer og optimerer de på 
deres data. 

MØ: Ja, og du er selvfølgelig velkommen til å fortælle lit om vejrudsigten?  

MR: Ja, men vejrudsigten er nogen ideer vi har fået i interview hos nogen af våres gode kunder. Og 
vejrudsigten er sån, den ultimative algoritme eller den ultimative simulator som bygger på alle de data som 
rent faktisk findes i dag. Den skal samle data, og still det til rådighed for en rejseplanlægger, der er vi 
system agnostiske, vi har ikke lagt os fast på hvilke, om det skal være Resjeplanen eller hvem det skal være.  

MR: Det er mere et koncept og en model på hvordan man samler de data der allerede findes i dag, altså 
kører planer data, som er statiske, med dynamiske data for eksempler vejarbejde eller akutte ting der 
opstår. 
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MR: De skal kombineres med Prognoser, for eksempel historiske data med vejrdata, som samlet set kan gå 
ind å gi en mere præcis rådgivning til de rejsene, hvad for en transportform, hvad for en rute, hvad for et 
tidspunkt. Hvordan kan jeg best kombinere flere forskellige transportformer for at komme hurtigst fra A-B. 
eller kan jeg understøtte nogen præferencer i forhold til at jeg vil gerne også kunne indlægge noget gå eller 
cykling hvis det er nogen delecykler eller jeg vil gerne indtenke at jeg også får gået lit på min rejse fra a til B.  

Ja, men så skal den her vejrudsigten for trafikken konceptet, ligesom understøtte den del som man kan 
anvende som rejsene, og det vil helt praktisk betyde at når man står op om morgenne at man kan benytte 
flere forskellige rejseformer når du skal til å fra arbejd eller til å fra et møde eller hvor man nu skal hen, så 
trykker på den her App så fortæller den hvad er den hurtigste og mest hensigtsmæssige måde å rejse på i 
dag. Det er sån koncept som vi ser virkelig kan give nogen gode gevinst for fremkommelig og trængsel i 
urbane områder og den vil kunne anvendes, over hele verden i princippet.  

MØ: Ja, Du nævner lit om nogen projekter som man kører sammen med dine gode kunder, du trænger 
selvfølgelig ikke å gå ind på hvem kunderne er, men kanskje kan du fortælle lit om hvem som har interesse 
af det her i Danmark?  

MR: Ja men altså, nogen af de seneste projekter vi arbejder med, de er meget data-orienteret og data-
drevet og de går på tværs af mange forskellige aktører og har fokus på hvordan deler man sin data bedre, 
hvordan kan man lave sin tekniske setup der gør det muligt å dele data udveksle data, samle data et sted, 
få publiceret data på nogen flere kanaler og gøre dem tilgængelige. Altså data skal være fri, og det er en 
øvelse i å kunne sætte sin data fri. 

MR: Vi er ikke så belastet af person følbare ting inden for transport sektoren, så det er lit nemmere å bare å 
gå til den her agendaen og si at vi er klare til at dele våres data. Men det kan være vanskelig for nogen og 
dele dem, og derfor arbejder vi også med de modeller der skal sætte op for det. Ikke bare teknik, men også 
hvad er det for governance og hvad er det for incitament struktur å bygge op. For eksempel, for å få en 
kommune til å få de til å dele sin gode data med andre aktører.  

MØ: Ja, vil du si at det er først og fremst, du sier det er politisk velvilje til å få til vejr udsigten eller en anden 
beskrivelse kan være MaaS 

MR: Jaa, det er sådan, jeg tror det er stor politisk velvilje til det, problemet er lit, det der kan være 
udfordringerne det er massere af data, hvis vi ligesom skal konstatere hvad der er, det er mange der vil 
noget med data, og rigtig mange af data findes og systemerne er også i dag, altså de nuværende systemer 
er også klare til at dele data.  

MR: Problemet er at når vi begynder løsninger der går på tværs af ressources områder eller på tværs af fag 
områder, for eks si vejdata kombineret med offentligt tilgængelig transport data, ja men så er det i de, i den 
indbyde, hvad skal man si ressource område, så er det ikke nogen incitament for at man får sammen og 
laver nogen løsninger her fordi det er meget centreret omkring offentlig transport arbejder for sig, det vil si 
metro tog og bus, de har nogen fælles områder og fælles fagligheder og fælles opdrag, det er naturligt for 
dem å gå ind å arbejde sammen. Omvendt, så kigger de heller ikke så meget ud over det, så det er ligesom, 
det er rigtig mange transport aktører og det er indarbejdet nogen barriere på at man kan arbejde sammen 
og gøre det mere på tværs.  

MR: Og det er her bl.a. her hvor retsakt A, hvor vi er i gang lige nu, med at kigge på å hjælpe trafik styrelsen 
med, Gå ind og understøtter nogen af det ting, hvor man går ind å laver national adgangspunkt, der samler 
alle transport data og stiller dem til rådighed via nogen API, det er netop en løsning der har til hensigt å 
komme nogen af de her ting i møde i alle EU land og på tværs af EU grenser. Hvor man laver nogen fælles 
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standarder som man lever data i, og man laver nogen fælles standarder for udstilling af data. Det gir nogen 
helt nye muligheder, nu helt nye forhold for at man kan lave multimodale rejseplanlægning… man kan 
tilbyde MaaS i Danmark. Så det er nogen supergode initiativer som jeg forudser får relativet store positive 
konsekvenser for hele transportindustrien.  

MØ: Ja, å vil du si, du er jo inde på retsakt A, det er jo et lovkrav, vil du si at, for at virkelig å få MasS til å bliv 
en realitet, er det vejen å gå, genom at komme med lovkrav eller er det å mulig å genom å skabe samarbejd 
på andre måder?  

MR: Ja men, det er ikke det ene eller det andet, det er både og for mig. Det skal være lovmæssig hæl til det, 
for hvis ikke kommer det ikke til å ske. Og det skal være politisk opbagning. Det er helt sikker behov for 
yderlige lov forslags ændringer. Det er man allerede i gang med at kigge på nu, i transport ministeriet, så 
det er den ene ting.  

MR: Man er også nøde til å gå ind å lave nogen helt nye samarbejdsformer og nogen helt nye incitament 
struktur på hvordan man kan arbejde meget bedre sammen. Og det har man faktisk lykkes rigtigt fornuftig 
med i Norge, hvor EnTur er et nystartet selvskab, som netop har den her facilitator rolle for å gå ind å samle 
en massere data, ha god dialog med data leverandør, og ha god dialog tjeneste providers og herunder 
kommende MaaS udbydere, så her har man faktisk nogen rigtig god strukturer og rigtig gode rammer for at 
levere nogen fornuftig løsninger på multimodale rejse former. 

Mø: Ja, Jeg tænker vi skal gå lit videre på, lit mere i dybden på de forskellige data elementerne, men først 
vil jeg gerne spørge, om du har nogen helt, altså bare et par kerne elementer som indgår i MaaS eller i 
vejrudsigten, og ofte da med tanke på slutbrugeren.  

MR: Jaaa…. Så det du tænker på kerne elementer? Hvad mener du med det?  

MØ: For eksempel, et kerneelement det er da, det er at det er en App for eksempel, eller at det er en 
betalingsløsning, som er hvert fald nogen af de jeg ser som kerne elementer. 

MR: Okay, så det er dine kerne elementer, det som man kan sige, det som vil revolutionere 
transportmarkedet, det er hvis vi holder os til retsakt a det er at, der i er det et lovkrav at man skal kunne 
stille en rejseplanlægger til rådighed som er uvildig. Det vil si, hvis du skal til Aarhus, så kan du gøre det med 
mange forskellige transport former, du kan gøre det med bus, med private bil og du kan gøre det med DSB 
osv. Den rejseplanlægger som der i retsakten bliver stilles krav om der skal tilbydes, den er fuldstændig 
uvildig af alle transport former, så det vil si den stiller det hele til rådighed. Det kan også være fly, 
indenrigsfly, og det er rigtigt nyt, og det skal alt sammen stilles sammen i en App, eller du kan 
rejseplanlægge på en pc, eller hvilket digital platform du nu foretrækker.  

MØ: Ja, så rejseplanlægning…. 

MR: Ja, så det er rejseplanlægning der bygger på den data der ligger i retsakt A, det vil være helt essentielt 
nyt, og det er ikke det er ikke det som rejseplanen i dag er i stand til, den er ejet af nogen organisationer, og 
det er organisationens, de organisationers data som bliver udstillet i rejseplanen. Så der vil komme et helt 
nyt skred i hvad skal en rejse planlægger indeholde fra den side af. Ja, det er et rigtigt centralt element. 

MØ: Hvad med booking og betalinger?  
 
MR: Booking og betaling, bliver formentlig slået sammen nu, med rejsekortet og rejseplanen, og de her ting 
skal også være indlejret i den samme App, det skal simpelthen være så nemt som overhode muligt for de 
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rejsene, det skal være mulig å få rejse planlagt, få betalt og få vist sin rejse hælm, og også blive guidet på 
rådgivning omkring rejsen både før men også under på hvad er den mest hensigtsmæssige rejse. Det er 
også nogen af de kerne elementer vi ser, inden for et par år ja men så vil du kunne set stort set det meste 
indenfor en App og det skal ikke bare være en App som styrer det hele, altså alle de her ting skal være 
tilgængelig for andre aktører også.   

MR: Du kan i princippet hentet hvad for en rejse planlægger eller rejse applikation du foretrækker. Og den 
skal kunne gøre de sammen ting. Billigere billetter du vil også få en mulighed for at optimere din pris i 
forhold til rejsen, ligesom du kender det fra når du skal bestille hotel eller skal bestille fly osv. Sådan ser jeg 
det, at det udvikler sig over de næste par år.  

MØ: Ja.. 

MR: Men jeg tror også at fremtidens App, også lit I forlængelse af vejrudsigten for trafikken, den bliver 
meget mere din guide eller din rådgiver når du bevæger dig rundt, fordi at data bliver mere og mere 
udstillet og bliver mere og mere tilgængelig så du også vil få nogen realtids meldinger på din rejse omkring 
stige af her ved næste stoppested, det er uforudset kø længere fremme, så det kan bæst svare sig for dig å 
komme hurtigst mulig ud af det du er i, og søge andre transport former. Og det ligger nogen helt nye 
muligheder og nye helt nye ting der skal understøtte, for det er en meget silo-orienteret i dag, man vil 
gerne holde på sine rejse og det er også fair nok at man ønsker det. 

MR: Men rent faktisk, men hvis man er for eks Movia eller hvis man er DSB, så styrker ens troværdighed og 
det styrker ens brand hvis man er god til at sikre at ens rejsene kommer hurtigst mulig fra A til B, også i 
forhold til de uforudsete ting. Så det er noget jeg tror, det som man ikke, man har faktisk vært rigtig dårlig 
til at arbejde med de her ting, hvordan man får rejsene over fra en transportform til en anden. Det er det 
jeg ser det er kæmpe potential for og som vil styrke de nuværende transport aktører. 

MR: Vi går lit dybere i forskellige data elementer, de to første her har vi allerede snakket med en kollega af 
dig om, Christian Holck, men vil du give en kort sammen fatning og en evaluering på hvordan det går med 
statiske data i Danmark, først og fremst om det findes og nr. to, om det er noget man klarer å samlet til det 
her NAP'et som skal laves?  
MR: Yes, du skyder bare løs.  
 
MØ: Ja, tror du eller findes den her data allerede, af statiske data?  

MR: Ja, i vide udstrækning så er alle de data, der fremgår af retsakten, der skal være, i Denmark findes det, 
generelt, har vi ret gode vilkår for at levere smarte transport løsninger og MaaS, vi er meget digitaliseret i 
Danmark, og rigtigt meget af de her data findes, for eks alle data om offentlig transport, alle det statiske 
data, de findes i rejseplanen. Så der har vi nogen rigtig gode forudsætninger for at levere de her rigtig lækre 
løsninger i fremtiden.  

MØ: Så du tror at statiske data vil blive overholdt i for hold til rets akten, de tre deadlines der?  

 
MR: Ja, jeg vil antage det er gode muligheder, selvom det er meget presset deadlines, så vil jeg antage at de 
henover 2019 der de vil komme til rådighed, de er jo allerede tilgængelig via af andre kanaler men de vil 
være en del af NAP'et i 2019.  

MØ: Og dynamisk data findes det i Danmark?  
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MR: Dynamisk data inden for nogen data findes i nogen kategorier i Danmark i dag. Men det er området 
som er mindst udviklet, og det som også har en lit længer tidshorisont, i forhold til EU's tidsplan, så i nogen 
udstrækning, og særlig på offentlig transport, så har vi dynamiske data. 

MØ: Tror du dynamiske data bliver et lovkrav efterhånden?  
MR: Det, jeg tror, det er svært å sige, men jeg tror når man som bruger begynder å vende sig til dynamiske 
data, og det er man allerede via rejseplanene, hvis det er nogen aflysninger eller hvis det er nogen 
uforudsete ting, ja men så det bliver det også opdateret i din rejs planlægning i dag. Jeg tror det vil være i 
de kommende år, meget mere fokus på dynamiske data og de vil være meget mere tilgængelige, så jeg tror 
ikke engang at det er nødvendig å lave lovkrav, man vil se det som en som en forudsætning for at kunne 
lykkes med sin multimodale transport, så skal det være dynamisk data.   

INTERVIEW STOPPED – 5th November  

INTERVIEW RESTARTED – 6th of November 

Mø: Ved du om man bruger dynamisk data for udenom data til trafik styring, slik som vejarbejder og så 
videre. 
 
MR: Ja 

Mø: Men med data i forhold til eventer som for eksempel en stor koncert eller hvor store folkemængder 
samles. 

MR: Mm, ja. Hvad er dit spørgsmål? 

Mø: Bruges det av nogen av operatørerne i Danmark? 

MR: Det bruges av nogen. Altså for vej der er det rimelig ok udbredt at man har et stin fokus på 
arrangementer og begivenheder. Det begynder også å spille ind en væsentlig større rolle i forhold til, den 
offentlige transport. Dog er det slet ikke så ambitiøst å samtænkt som det kunne være. For eksempel, det 
her med hvis der er et stort arrangement eller en stor koncert et eller andet sted. Ja men, i alle transport 
formene så kalibrerer de etter det, så bliver volumen sat op så man kan aftale og tilføre den 
menneskemængde der er behov for. Der er man rigtig ikke endnu. Det tætteste man måske kan komme på 
sådan der nu, det er for eksempel royal arena hvor der er en hyppigere metro tog. Når det er de store 
begivenheder der ude. Men det er også et lidt enestående eksempel. Ellers så er det ikke så. Altså så er ikke 
trafikledelsen ikke så avanceret endnu. Så den er ligesom selv er sånn en organisme som den kan tilpasse 
sig etter. Hvor er folk, hvor er de store mængder. Det er sånn som vi kikker på og som syns er rigtigt 
spænende. Hvis man kunne begynde å sætte op et cap som kan favne pludselig når det har opstået store 
menneske mængder, for eksempel ved 2.25..... så skal mange av de andre transport former ligesom tre ind 
og gi mobilitets muligheder. Alternativer til den der ikke virker. Det er et område hvor vi ser at man vil 
kunne bruge data og man vil kunne bruge nogen av de eksisterende og nye teknologier meget mere 
effektivt. 

 

Mø: Ja, kender du til, for eksempel til nogle brug av sensorer og kameraer i henhold til å se hvor der er 
mange mennesker? 

MR: Ja, altså, det er nogle av det som man kan begynde å tænke ind og bruge de ting meget mere aktivt i 
forhold til å kalibrere og tilføre mobilitet service der hvor der pludselig er nogle der har opstået. Det kan 
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også være på baggrund av søgninger, hvis man pludselig ser at der er hyppige forekomne søgninger i 
forhold til for eksempel, Amager strand, ja men, skulle man så overveje å tilføre mere mobilitet service eller 
mobilitet tjenester til det område så det er bedre i stand til å kunne aftage der man har forventninger om at 
det kommer mere trafik. Vi er også inde å kikker på hvordan eksisterende kameraer måske kunne være 
med til å prædikative ting, for eksempel på vejer, kan man på baggrund av de bevægelsesmønstre se den 
volumen der er. Videre kan man bruge maskinlæring til å kunne påvise at her vil det skje et uheld? Fordi vi 
har set det her mønsteret tidligere i våres data. Og lige nu har der optrådt det samme mønster i forhold til 
bilerne. For eksempel kører man for tæt eller der er særlig vær forhold, dårlig sigt, eller solen står på en 
bestemt måde som gør at vi skal være alert i forhold til at et uheld kan skje og vi skal kunne rykke hurtigere 
ud og afhjælpe uheldet. Det er sånn nogle ting vi tænker på og arbejder med. Sånn der er nogle som er 
prøvet i globalt regime.  

Mø: I KPMG, eller?  

MR: I globalt regime av KPMG, korrekt. 

Mø: Ok. Har du nogen eksempler på hvordan Big data eller forså vidt Machine Learning bruges i Danmark i 
dag? 

MR: Ja, altså. Jeg ved at bussene bruger det og at man kan se ved bus stop stederne bruger maskinlæring i 
forhold til hvornår kommer neste bus. I forhold til hvis vi kikker lit udover de danske grenser så har vi lavet 
på KPMG globalt. Her i Holland har man lavet forsøg på å bruge vær data med trafik data for å kunne påvise 
hvornår vejen sit peak er, altså hvornår opstår det kø. Man har også kunne forudse, hvornår det er besked 
på baggrund av vær data og på baggrund av nuværende trafikmængder og den kapacitet der er til rådighed 
man kan forudse er ok. Og man kan se at hvornår det bliver sne vær så kan man normalt se at den her 
mængde biler på vejen. Ja men, nu kan man allerede se at det bliver længer kø og det vil være længer 
rejsetid på det og det her tidspunkt i løbet av dagen.  

Mø: Ja  netop. 

MR: Det der var nogle konkrete eksempler på hvordan man kan bruge data og man bruger maskinlæring til 
å se hvordan trafikken kommer til å udvikle sig.  

Mø: Perfekt. Vi vil gerne også spørge lit mere personlige spørgsmål på lit prædiktions som du kan komme 
med.  

MR: Yes 

Mø: Vi har jo talt om statisk data og dynamisk data allerede. 

MR: Ja 

Mø: Men hvis vi spørg hvordan ser MaaS ud i Danmark om tre års tid? 

 

MR: Ja men, jeg tror at der vil være en til to spillere som står helt fra min egen regning. Men jeg tror det vil 
være en til to tjenester som vil kunne levere nogle der er tæt på mobility as a service. Det indebærer at du 
kan lave rejse planlægning med alle transport former der er til rådighed. Altså både private og offentlige. 
Det vil si at du kan, si fra København til Aarhus, der er multible måder å komme der til, både med indenrigs 
fly, med fejre, med Flix bus, og med tog og med egen bil også videre. Så du vil bliv stilet alle tilgængelige 
transport former til rådighed via den her rejseplanlægger og med vil udstrækning vil du kunne købe og 
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fremstille billetten via din app via en tre årstid. Så det er der jeg ser mobility as a service. Jeg tror at det 
kommer til å bliv rigtige stærkt de neste par år og der kommer til å skje rigtige meget udvikling. Og lige pt. 
(på dette tidspunkt) er rejseplanen og rejsekortet også ved å bliv samlet som gir nogen helt nye muligheder 
å kombinere nogen av de lit tunge om stendige ting ved dels å kunne anskaffe billet og dels kunne finne 
den mest hensigtsmæssige rejse på tværs av forskellige transport udbydere og transport service udbydere. 
Så, det er det jeg forudser, og jeg tror også at man vil være der hen at man vil kunne se man køber 
mobilitet som en service, at du vil kunne købe dig abonnement, og du får alle de her transportformer til 
rådighed. Det tror jeg også at man vil se i Danmark indenfor en tre årsperiode. Og det vil ændre hele 
transport bilde radikalt i forhold til hvad vi er vandt til i dag. Du får nogen helt nye alternativer, fordi du får 
nogen tjenester der kan kombinere transport formene meget mere effektiv end det er tilfælde. Det er 
fortsat en masse barrierer og det er komplekst sat op men det lander ved at hvem ejer kunden når man 
skifter transport former. Og det er en masse ting som slet ikke er løst og ikke er påbegyndt endnu men jeg 
tror at det bliv stadig nogen tjenester til rådighed som gør at de her ting vil komme til å skje meget, meget 
snart. Så teknologien vil løfte hele det område radikalt, vil være min vurdering. 

Mø: Ja, så helt til slut så et ja/nej spørgsmål. MaaS kommer til ændre vår travel behaviour?  

MR: Ja det kommer det til. Og det er vi også nødt til fordi mobility as a service går også ind og gir en mere 
miljøvenlig og en mere, hvad skal man si, trængsels reducerende transport form og det vil hele tiden være 
press på den stigende trængsel og vi skal ha en bedre fremkommelighed. Så mobility as a service vil klart gå 
ind og å kunne understøtte den agenda bedre i forhold til å gi en hurtige og nemmere rejse ved at vi kan 
kombinere transport former, altså den multimodale rejse bliver understøttet bedre, det bliver meget mere 
simpelt at rejse med de offentlige transporter og plus de skiftene over til private mobilitet tjenester. Så ja, 
jeg tror det vil være et rigtig godt alternativ for mange mennesker. Særlig de i de urbane områder at de får 
et mobilitetsabonnement fremfor å eje en bil, en fast bil. Det vil være billigere og bedre for rigtig mange 
mennesker. 

Mø: Ja. Men helt supert morten. Jeg tror vi har fået rigtig god information vi skal bruge. 

MR: Så godt. 

Mø: Jeg tror vi har fået det vi trænger og jeg takker igen rigtig meget for at du ville være med på et 
interview.  

MR: Selvfølgelig. Det var så lidt.  

RECORDER TURNED OFF. 

 

 

D. Audio File and Nvivo file  

The audio file for the interview with Morten Reimer (KPMG) is available in Dropbox, through the following 
link:  
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qpyeij2awy37c6a/Interview%20M.Reimer%28KPMG%29%205%266.Nov.m4a
?dl=0 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/qpyeij2awy37c6a/Interview%20M.Reimer%28KPMG%29%205%266.Nov.m4a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qpyeij2awy37c6a/Interview%20M.Reimer%28KPMG%29%205%266.Nov.m4a?dl=0
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The Nvivo file (the file is made on Nvivo for Mac) for the thematic analysis of the interview with Morten 
Reimer (KPMG) is available in Dropbox, through the following link:  
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s7h95horxd0vsj1/Interview%20MaaS%20Speciale.nvpx?dl=0 

 

 

Appendix 4 
The electronic information assistant (Tschanz & Zimmermann, 1996) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/s7h95horxd0vsj1/Interview%20MaaS%20Speciale.nvpx?dl=0
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Appendix 5 
Division of MaaS Architecture from Catapult Transport Systems 
 

 

Figure 33 - MaaS Architecture (Datson, 2016, p. 19) 
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Appendix 6 
Digitalization Index in Denmark on age 

 

 

Figure 34 - Shows the digitalization index based on age (DanskeErhverv, 2017) 

Appendix 7 
Digitalization Index in Denmark on educational level 
 

 

Figure 35 - Shows the digitalization index based on educational level (DanskeErhverv, 2017) 
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Appendix 8 
Division of users in the sharing economy in Denmark 

 

Figure 36 - Division of users in the shared economy 

 

Appendix 9 
Metro lines in Copenhagen  
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Appendix 11 
Overview of Rejseplanen's Workshop at ITS conference in Copenhagen.  
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Appendix 11 
EU DATA: Static and Dynamic  

 

 

Figure 37 - Static Data Level 1 (EU Commission Regulation, 2017/1926) 

 

 

Figure 38 - Static Data Level 2 (EU Commission Regulation, 2017/1926) 
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Figure 39 - Static Data Level 3 (EU Commission Regulation, 2017/1926) 
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Figure 40 - Dynamic Data Level 1, 2 & 3 (EU Commission Regulation, 2017/1926) 

 

 

 

Appendix 12 
Complete Survey Sample 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/166zKVy6KrATcetpyi4UvjS1RFFf540cjXTFg2eG3IiE/edit?
fbclid=IwAR3VXSIoGJWkfWIVqM7uffEG7E4HCnshl8pRoHLRPoup883L3dssujaY4Z4#gid=0 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/166zKVy6KrATcetpyi4UvjS1RFFf540cjXTFg2eG3IiE/edit?fbclid=IwAR3VXSIoGJWkfWIVqM7uffEG7E4HCnshl8pRoHLRPoup883L3dssujaY4Z4#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/166zKVy6KrATcetpyi4UvjS1RFFf540cjXTFg2eG3IiE/edit?fbclid=IwAR3VXSIoGJWkfWIVqM7uffEG7E4HCnshl8pRoHLRPoup883L3dssujaY4Z4#gid=0
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